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BANKING AND FINANCE IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA

SAFES TRUST

IN THE context of Structural

DESDB b ultimo

in Southern Africa have since the late 1980s been

Austral tern vindo

Adjustment Programmes, several countries
implementing financial
sector reform and liberalisation measures. Until reforms began, the
activities of financial institutions were restrained by official exchange
controls and by controls on bank interest rates and credit allocation,
among other things. Governments decided to dismantle these controls
because they impaired savings mobilisation and efficient allocation ofcredit.
Two articles in this issue point out that, although mobilisation of
financial savings has increased, the level would have been larger if real
deposit interest rates had been sustained and higher. Without stable
macroeconomic conditions, this condition cannot be attained. It is further
pointed out in one of the two articles that, by raising minimum deposit
balances, banks now discriminate against small savers. On the credit side
too liberalisation has not led to financial widening as small-scale borrowers
continue to be discriminated against.
One prerequisite for a stable macroeconomic environment is an
independent central bank. The need for central bank independence
should, as pointed out in one of the articles, be a feature of financial sector
reform programmes.

Despite its size and role, the informal financial sector is officially not
widely recognised in the region. Partly because of this, the sector does not
feature in financial sector reform programmes. As one of the articles points
out, integrating informal and formal financial sectors is oneof the requisites
of a well-functioning financial system. Market integration must therefore
be an essential component of financial sector reform programmes.
Two other articles focus on the insurance industry - an industry that has
not received attention in the reform and liberalisation programmes. The
articles state that the insurance industry in unable to satisfy growing
demand for existing services and to meet new challenges. Being essentially
national without a regional focus, the insurance industry is also failing to
effectively cater for the needs of regional trade and transport.
All this boils down to two things. One, a lack of focus on money market
institutions other than banks and near-banks. Two, lack of a regional focus.
We would like to complement the articles by elaborating on two
implications of the lack of a regional focus. The first relates to exchange
rates. Liberalisation of exchange rates has been very much a part of the
measures in question, but, because adjustments in exchange rates have not

regionally co-ordinated, they have had destabilising effects.
Furthermore, due to large changes in demand for and supply of foreign
exchange, market-determined exchange rates are quite unstable, making
trade and other international transactions risky and uncertain.
We believe that the cause of expanding regional trade would best be
served if regional currencies were made convertible at fixed exchange
rates, or if a single regional currency were adopted. In this way, the
regional economies would gain not only from exchange rate stability, but
also from savings on the use of hard foreign currencies. Under a single
currency costs associated with converting currencies to effect regional
been

transactions would be avoided
harmonisation

can

as

well. We also believe that currency

be effected without macroeconomic

stability and

convergence because these are necessary but not sufficient conditions.
The second implication has to do with monetary instruments and

policies. Financial liberalisation has led to the abandonment of physical
on credit allocation in favour of market based techniques, such
as open market operations. In this area, as in the area of exchange rates,
there has been no conscious attempt to coordinate reforms in various
countries in the region. Yet. this is necessary to ensure consistency in.
techniques and to avoid contradictory actions and signals.Q

controls

Guest Editor:
SaPF-M SEPrF,MBER. 199.‘i

Chinyamata Chipeta

quinquénio da Oecada 1980, vMos paises da A&!c«
a

implemcntar prograrnas de reforma

e

liberaliza^ao

fmanceira no contexto dos Prograrnas de Ajustamento Estrutural. Até ao
im'cio das refotmas, as actividadas das iustituifoas fmatiaeifas eram
liraitadas atf avés de control es oa convertibilidade das moedas, nas taxas de ^
jurosc naalocagao dcerédito, entre outras medidas. Os govcrnosdecidiram
desraantelare^cs CQBtroIesdevjdo

oo efeito pemicionso que mantinham
sobre amobi!iza?aoda poupaisja c na aloca^ao eficiente do ctedito.
Ifcis artigos nesta edi^ao argumcntam que apesar de ter havido uma
evolufao |»sitjva na moblizacao da poupan^a. o nfvcl terra sido superior

de juros posidvas tivessem sido mantidas. Na auséncia da
estabilidade macroecondmica, esta condicao nao pode ser alcancuda, Um
dos aitigos argumenta ainda que atravds da elevacao do soldo infnimo de
depösito, os bancos cstaoa discriminar contra os depositantes de poucas
sc taxas

No ;lado tki ctddito, a Hberaliza^ao nao consegitiu atingir a
jsofundidade necessdria, uma vez que os credores de pequenai escala
posses.

continuain a ser discrtrranados,
Unia das premissas impattantes para um ambiente de estabilidade
macroecOndraica é a existéhcia de um banco central independente. A.
necessidade de um banco cenn^l independente ainda nao d larga e
oFicialnrente rcconhecida na tegiao, em parte porque o setSor nao figura
com proeminencia nos prograrnas de reforma do sector fmanceiro. TaJ
coma é

argumentado num dos attlgos, um bancocentral independente é um

dos requisitos imporantes para o estabelecimento de um sistema financeiro

funeional, A integracao detnercado tern que ser umacoraponente essencial
da reforma :do; sector fmanceiro.
Osbutrt» dois artigos focallzam sobre a inddsttia de segtiros«uma
indristria que nao recebe a atenfoodevida nos prograrnas dc refOiTnae de
liberalizofaoi Os artigos argumentam que a indristria dc seguros é ineapaz
de satisfazeraprocuractescente paraos scrvigos existentese para sirösfazet
novos desaSos. Sendouma inddstnabasicamente nacionai e sem focaltzacao

regional, a industria de seguros nooconsegue satisfazer as necessidades do
coraércio regiona! e transporte.
Desta situagao ressaiiam dois factos. 0 pritneiro, é a inexistSncla de
focalizacao sobre a as instituicocs do mercado financeiro para aletn de
bancos e outro tipo de institurcoes financetras. O segundo é auséncia de
uma

focalrza?ao regional,

Gostarfamos de complementar os argumentos apresentados nestes
artigos debtucando-nos sobre duas das implicacoes da auséncia de uma
focalizacsm regional. A primeira rclaciona-se com as taxas de cambio. A
Irberaltzagao das taxas de cSmbio tern sido parte das medidas em questao,
mas

porque nao

bouve coordena?ao regional no ajustamento das taxas de

cSmbio, estas tiveram um efeito desestabilizador nas economias. Aléra
disso, devido äs variasocs na procura e oferta de dr visas, taxas de cambio
determinadas pelo mercado sao instäveis, tbcnando o comdtcio e outro tipo
de transacoes internacionais arriscados e incertos.
Nos acredrtamos que a causa da necessidade da expansao do comércto
regional serla mclhor servida sc as moedas regionats fossem convertfveis

Exa, ou se se adoptasse uma mocda dnica para a tegiao. Oesta ;
forma, as economias regionais poderiam beneficiar nao s<5 da estidiilldade :
na taxa dc cambio, mas tambéra da poupanca no uso dc divisas. Num ;
sistema de mocda linica, os custos associados d con versao das moedas para i
a uma taxa

realizacao do comércio regional poderiam tambéra ser evitados. Nos
ainda que a hamontzacao monetdria pode ser implementada sera
passar necessariamente pela estabilidade macroeconbmica e eonvergcncta
porque embora estes sejam factores importantes, elas nao sab suficiemes.
A segunda implicagao tem a ver com rnstrumentos monetdrios c
polfticas cmpregues. A liberalizacao financeira levou d abdicafao dos
controles fisicos sobre a alocayao do crbdito a favor de métodos de
mercado, tais corao ascharaadasoperacoes abertas demercado. Nestadrea,
tal como na drea das taxas de cämbio, nao bouve uma tentatr va consciente
para coordenar as reformas entre os vdrios parses da rcgiao. No cntanto,
esta é uma premissa importante para assegurar consistencia nos métodos
usados e evitar a implementacao de accoes eontraditbrios e o cnvio sinais
a

cremos

enrados.Q
3

horrent system of neo-slavery.

LETTERS

John

Zimbabwe

sport "play an important role in the
process of nation-building and in the
soikJarityandcooperatbn among natbns"
iSAPEM. Vol. 8, No. 11, August 1995).
Most governments in Africa may want

countries.

Games (SAPEM, Vol. 8, No. 11,

1995) concentrated

more

August
on

the

negative aspects of the games'
preparations, whiie overlooking the
positive ones.
For a young country such as
Zimbabwe, it
certain

was

inevitable that

aspects of the preparations

Zimbabwean,
citizen of Southern
Africa, must be proud that Zimbabwe
was fairly successful in hosting the
Games, providing the thousands of
and indeed every

athletes and officials who
into the

converged

country, the best hospitality

that it could afford.

To those who worked
and

tirelessly day

night to ensure that the Games

were

a

success,

my

heartfelt

congratulations.
Harare
Zimbabwe

Zambia

is the West that
the

IN SPORT

we need to penalise for
widespread corruption not only in

Africa, but also all

over

the world.

BISHOP RORIC MISLEADING
the Sudanese minister of state for foreign

GIVE TRADITIONAL HEALERS A
CHANCE

affairs (SAPEM, Vol. 8, No. 9, June 1995)

Allow

piece of misinformation than
anything to explain the present situation

issue of the AIDS vaccine, with reference

Your interview with

Bishop Gabriel Roric,

in the Sudan.

The

Bishop should understand that
there can be no peace without freedom,
justice and democracy. It was a
shameless adventure for the Bishop to
travel all the way from Khartoum on a
mission to promote peace and
understanding, while failing to address
those three basic ingredients of peace.
The search for a peaceful solution in
the

Sudanese

seek to

You are correct in your

leaders in Africa invest their siphoned
resources in properties in the Western

Against this background, therefore, it

Copperbell

conflict

has

been

is that, Islamic fundamentalism does not

A MORE SERIOUS AHITUDE NEEDED

from African coffers? Most of the corrupt

Worid.

complicated by the rise of Islamic
fundamentalism in that country. What
people in Southern Africa need to know

Steven Mushaka

governments only which are corrupt.
Most of the corrupt practices that affect
African countriesareactually initiated from
those same governments in the Western
world who point fingers at Africans as the
most corrupt species on earth.
If not, why do they continue to bank
money they clearly know was stolen

Gilbert Mwanza

was more a

could go wrong.
On the whole every

peopie are scared
Story on corruption

{SAPEM, Vol. 8, No. 9, June 1995) should
have pointed out that it is not African

organised,
and
declare
an
uncompromising fightagainstcorruption
and nepotism in sport.
We also have to give credit to the
notion that sport development begins
at a tender age, and henceforth pay
greater attention to the development
of sport amongst the youth in our

Story on the 6th All Africa

where most

difficulties to

counts. Africans need to be more

Your Cover

Congratulations for having ventured into
an area

to enter. Your Cover

justify their less serious
sport.
However, to improve the quality of
sport in Africa, it is not just money that

ULTIMATE SHOWCASE

PENALISE THE WEST FOR
CORRUPTION

to hide in the shadows of economic

attitude towards

THE 6TH ALL AFRICA GAMES: THE

Dzvinamuningu

Harare

Sudan

engulf the people of Southern
only, but also the whole of the

African continent.

assertion that

Let

us

me

to express my

views on the

to the Zimbabwean traditional healer,

Benjamin Burombo.
Following the healer's interview

on a

Zimbabwe Radio station, recently, I feel
he has the necessary herbs to cure the
dreaded virus. If companies from abroad
can

be allowed to test their drugs locally,

why not give him the chance? He boasts
of having received modern scientific
equipment for testing patients and for
manufacturing tablets. Is it colonial
mentality which does not give Burombo
credit to have possibly found the cure?
The authorities should not ask him for the

herbs; that is his secret. Coca-Cola is
known worldwide, but the company has
never

made it

public how it produces it,

Arnold Nhaniburo

Harare

therefore stand up

to this ab-

Zimbabwe

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE. Zimbabwe
Letters must include the writer's full
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name

and address and may

be edited for purposes of clarity or space.
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COVER STORY

BANKING: AN ENGINE OF
GROWTH
Richard Kamidza

L

AST

MONTH,

a

little known but

highly
successful
credit
cooperative in Japan, founded in

1953 and known
ordered to close

as

the Kizu Bank, was

by the government as it
weight of US$6 billion

buckled under the
or more

in bad loans.
the fifth

banking institution to
collapse in Japan this year alone. Eeconomic
analysts blame the rapidly deteriorating
banking environment in Japan on what they
see as reckless lenders, backing equally
It

was

reckless investors.
Others point to the unlimited deregulation

of

banking activities in the late 1980s,
by the government in response
widespread demands by Japanese banks

determined
to

for more freedom to allow them to compete
with

foreign financial institutions. Banks

were

allowed to set their

own

interest rates

in their

frenzy competition to attract more
depositors.
As deposits swelled, lending got more
reckless. According to the Japanese ministry
of finance officials, the total of uncollectible
loans among Japanese banks is estimated at
US$570 billion, although independent
analysts say the real figure could reach
US$1 trillion.
In June

this year,

Britain’s oldest

Barings, collapsed after
its futures dealer in Singapore, Nick Leeson
lost US$ 1.4 billion in stock investments that
investment bank.

went sour.

rapid growth of domestic and
throughout the world in
recent years has seen an unprecedented
expansion of the banking industry, which
has led governments to loosen the tight
regulations that in the past governed the
operations of banks and other financial
The

international trade

institutions. Africa, which has
embraced

recently
politics of economic
and structural adjustment

the

liberalisation

Sapem September, 1995
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COVER STORY
has also opened up to liberal
banking policies in order to conforrti to the
standards required by an open economy.
But as fancy as liberalisation in the
banking industry may sound, it is not without
risks, as many people, driven by a spirit of
enterpreneursbip, find it to be no problem to
open up a road corner shop and call it å bank.
As the banking industry grows, many
have posed the question of how can the
relatively smaller economies of the region
protect themselves against the risk of
chancers opening up banks that end up
failing and throwing thousands ofdepositors
programmes,

into the cold.
The

the same ownership banking structures. The

majority of banks in the region are run by
foreign capital, and to a greater extent are
still being used to siphon resources out of
the region. “It is really a pity that operation
decisions of such big institutions like

banking industry in the region almost
characteristics.

The

industry

structures of some financial institutions are

Zimbabwe’s POSB that mobilises resources
for the

done in

some

by foreign-recruited personnel,

of whom have been accused of
gross

discrimination to local workers. This has, in
some cases,

For

led to serious labour disputes.

example, workers of the Zimbabwe’s

Monetary banks

of central

handedness and racial attitude of their Chief

banks, commercial banks, merchant and

Executive, Gim McKinna, whom they

discount houses; non-bank financial
institutions (NBHs) consist of hire purchase

Strong presentations by
against him have already been
sent to the respective authorities such as the
Ministry of Public Service, Labour and
Social Services, the Banking Association of

up

houses, building societies, post office

savings banks (POSB), insurance companies
pension funds. Other financial
formations are stock exchange, agricultural,
commercial and industrial development
funding bodies, as well as development and
venture capital banks.
In the pre-independence era, in Southern
Africa the banking industry operated under
a
highly controlled system where
governments influenced the decisions of
the Central Banks. This forced the industry
to predominantly service and protect white
capital and interests. For example, during
and

the

wars

of liberation in South Africa and

two years

been protesting about the heavy

wanted removed.

the workers

Zimbabwe, the Zimbabwe Employers
Association and the Workers’ Uhion. Such
indigenous organisations like the
Affirmative Action Group have since
complained to the bank’s headquarters in
London about the accused’s behaviour.
The
to

major role of the banking industry is

mobilise

resources

for economic

development, but in 1990 and during the
first half of 1995, Zimbabwe and South
Africa only managed to mop-up savings
from the public and companies estimated at

Zimbabwe, the industry played a decisive

about 15,5 and 18 percent

role in sanctions

Domestic Product (GDP) respectively.
These ratios are far from impressive, for

busting. The industry too
promoted the development and growth of
dual economies in which a very insignificant
fraction of the regional population not only
owned more than three-quarters of the
economies, but also had exclusive access to
the sectors’ resources. In Zimbabwe, for

example, about 4 percent of the country’s
population owning over 90 percent of the
country’s wealth easily access the industry’s
resources, while the remaining 96 percent
of the black population fail to get even small
personal loans of about US$200 without
first producing collateral securities upfront.
The post-independent states in the region
6

balance of about US$60 and US$12 for
commercial banks and

manned

are

London,’’ said the deputy president of the

Standard Chattered Bank have for the past

made

balance for

Banking Association of Zimbabwe,
Raymond Feltoe. The top management

Standard Chattered Bank

intermediaries consist of banks, non-banks
and a host of other financial institutions.
are

from the

public. The minimum
savings account holders are
relatively high for the majority of the
population. Zimbabwe requires a minimum
amounts

building societies
respectively on savings account holders.
“This legal restriction is denying the majority
of poor Zimbabweans a chance to be
schooled in banking practices and
requirements,” said a local financial analyst.

employing racial attitudes and

operate in the same manner and share the
same

have unfortunately inherited and maintained

of the Gross

South Africa

requires a minimum of about
24 percent saving ratio to generate the desired
4 percent annual economic growth.
While the industry have opened up smallscale business units and branches throughout

about

put the minimum balance at

state

US$0,60

so as to attract a

larger

number of depositors, but the bank does not

give loans to the public for productive
purposes.

Banks

are biased against
giving loans to
indigenous entrepreneurs and new
productive entrants to all the sectors of the
economy for they demand collateral
securities upfront of fixed assets such as
houses and factories. This excludes totally
the majority of the region’s population,
especially the over 50 percent residing in
communal areas and those running business
in service centres (growth points in
Zimbabwe) who have no title deeds to the
land they occupy. Failure to repay loans
largely due to very high interest rates has
often resulted in banks attaching customers’
valuable properties such as houses and
productive equipment.
The weak savings performance is
worsened by excessive government
borrowing to finance huge spending and the
staggering external debts. Post-independent

seasonal

governments have continued to finance and
sustain public expenditures by borrowed
resources.

For

instance, this fiscal year

budget deficits in South Africa and
Zimbabwe estimated at about 5,8 and 13,4

percent of GDP respectively are to be
financed by foreign and domestic shortterm

commercial

Zimbabwe is

borrowing. Thus
expected to borrow about

US$512 million of which US$35,3 million

the countries, governments have established

is

indigenous banks such as the Small-scale
Enterprise Development Corporation

the rest is to come from the domestic money
market. Unfortunately external sources in

(SEDCO) in Zimbabwe and The African

Zimbabwe have contributed to over US$3,8

Bank in South Africa, in order to extend

billion debt in 1994 while

services

the

pre-independent neglected
population. However, these financial
institutions are fail ing to collect small surplus
to

to

be raised

using offshore facilities while

competition on
the domestic money market has not only
crowded-out the productive sectors of the
economy,

but pushed

up

interest and

Sapem September, 1995
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inflation

rates to over

30 and 20 percent

respectively.
Significant changes to the inherited
banking structures under the reform
programme allow financial intermediaries
to compete freely with other international
institutions.

More

new

financial

intermediaries are bom. Zimbabwe has seen
such financial intermediaries as one building

society, three discount and four merchant
houses, specialised financial institutions
(venture capital companies and unit trusts),
foreign exchange bureaux and the Zimbabwe
Stock Exchange emerging on the domestic
money market since the adoption of the
economic reform

Programme in 1991.

Financial liberalisation
rates

removes

interest

and credit controls from the Central

Banks, and financial intermediaries

now

price and allocate resources as determined
by the market forces of demand and supply.
Central

Banks

institutions

now

allow

financial

take

important decisions such
as the allocation of foreign currency, the
determination of the exchange rates and the
arrangement of forward export cover and
offshore facilities. This is expected to
stabilise the exchange rates and assist in
unify ingexchange rales that are fully market
determined. This benefits regional
entrepreneurs and maintain foreign
investors’ confidence in regional money
markets. In Zimbabwe, a unified exchange
rate

that is

to

market-determined,

came

into

existence in 1994, while the removal of

entry restrictions of new
institutions is
amendment

to

financial

organisations and public at large for its
inward looking approach when it comes to
lending money. “The attitude, behaviour
and practices of lending preferences and
requirements still leaves a lot to be desired,”
said one local financial analyst. The deputy

collapsing cyOmpanies and public sector
reforms, and the school leaving population,
but the sector is failing to get solace from the
banking industry despite its ability to
generate
substantial
employment
opportunities and maintain socio-political
stability in the region. The majority of
companies operating on overdraft facilities
have folded up especially those in the
textiles, clothing and footwear sub-sectors.
Interest and inflation rates in the region are
exorbitantly high.
However, some banks have closed thereby
putting the majority as well as innocent
depositors at risk. For example, in South
Africa, the African Bank that managed to

director of the Zimbabwean Commercial
Farmers Union,

Garry Grant, criticised the
industry’s insensitivity to the plight of
farmers rocked by persistent droughts.
Zimbabwe’s
Agricultural Farmers
Corporation (AFC), which since
independence has been giving loans to
farmers now prefers group lending which it
says is easier to monitor and control. This
has put the peasant sector, a home to over

50 percent of the region’s population in a
tight position where it can not tap the
industry’s resources, hence the sector lags
behind in economic development. While
this change of heart seem to suggest an
element of insensitivity, critiques are
blaming some recipients for devising
fraudulent strategies of defaulting loan
repayment. Financial intermediaries have
to maintain depositors confidence, hence
they demand collateral securities from the
general public. “The banks are worried

cater

US$19 million. The New Africa
Investment Ltd. reported that the white

over

community is responsible for the collapse
as exemplified
by the former

of the bank

bank’s chiefe executive. Jack Theron who
owes the institution about US$820 (XX). In

Zambia, the collapse of the country’s fourth
largest bank, the Meridien BIAO in May
this year, has had a devastating impact on
depositors, while completely eroding the

about the level of massive debts and have to
maintain confidence of

for over 125 000 blacks has folded up

largely due to gross management
incompetence that resulted in bad debts of

depositors”, said

customers

Raymond Feltoe.

confidence in the

banking

sector.

The structural

adjustment programmes in
region have impacted negatively on the
economies. The rapid expansion of the
informal sector in the region is absorbing
massive retrenchees left in the cold by

These

developments are a clear warning
although financial liberalisation is
desirable in the current phase of economic
reforms, measures to protect depositors and

the

that

creditors

are

also essential. □

develop fully when
the current banking

to

legislations is done.
This international exposure is expected to
improve banking industry efficiency and
effective implementation of monetary
policy instruments to suit the new economic
environment and coping with emerging
challenges. Banks are now offering
competitive services such as offshore
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For

facilities, which attract lower interest rates.
In Zimbabwe, interest rate on offshore
facilities is below 10 percent, which is
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However, the banking industry has been
criticised

especially by the indigenous
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INTEGRATING THE INSURANCE
INDUSTRY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Israel Muchena

HE INSURANCE

T

play

a very
economic

industry

can

important role in the
development
of

Southern Africa. However, the sector has

lagged behind in terms of developing and
providing services to support the booming
trade within the region.
There is an urgent need for the industry to
develop a working relationship with itself
and to operate synegistically with other
economic sectors to create a more conducive
business environment in the

A view
8

region.

Economically and politically Southern

experienced positive
developments in the 1990s, with the advent
of peace in Angola and Mozambique, and
the end of apartheid in Southern Africa.
Africa,

has

Most countries in the

region

are at

different stages of implementing the IMF/
World Bank backed economic reform

programmes intended to stimulate
sustain economic development.

and

These developments have created greater

prospects for an

of the Maputo harbour,

a

increase in intra-regional

trade.

According to the Economic

Community of Eastern and Southern Africa
states (COMESA), intra-regional trade grew
from US$ 1,4 million in 1990, to over US$ 1,6
billion in 1993 and it is estimated at about

US$1,8 billion in 1994.
Growth in

intra-regional trade calls for

a

greater involvement of the region ’ s insurance
industry, which will need to integrate its
activities if it is to play an important role in
the economic

development of the region.
Many insurers of European parentage were

vital exit point for the landlocked countries of the region
Sapem September. 1995
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established in Africa
same

time

as

approximately the

at

that of the construction of

crucial role in economic output, the Indian
Insurance Institute has developed products

colonial economies in the first half of this

relevant to their situation, such

century, with the principal objectives of

agricultural insurance and drought

following up on the expansionist policies of
the European enterprises of that epoch.
The benefit of that approach was the

insurance.

Southern African insurance markets

resultant increased investment first, because

small, but in total they constitute

of the

significant force and therefore various
common problems can best be tackled
through joint-ventures.
Given the relatively small size of their
business portfolio, the region’s insurance
markets individually may find that costs
out-weigh the benefits to embark on such

protection and confidence inspired
by the insurers, and secondly, the fact that
insurers as a secondary activity constitute
part of the institutional investors.
Unfortunately, to a large extent the
insurance industry in Southern Africa has
not adapted to the present economic and
political dispensation.
Most of the insurers are channeling their
energies into defending sectional interests
and selling products adopted lock, stock
and barrel from the

European insurance

markets.
It would be very

insurance
widen

beneficial if the
companies should also start to

areas

of focus from the confines of

national boundaries and limited range of
services in order to begin to think regionally
in harmony with the new attitude of the
region’s business community and develop
products which cater for the needs of the
region.
In addition, our insurance sector is.

fundamentally dependent on technical
back-up from European insurance markets
such as the Lloyd’s of London insurance
market and continental

These

same

European markets.

external markets exercise

of direct infiuenceon

more

a

lot

than 50 percent

of the

region’s insurance companies
through theirownership of them. The South
African insurance market is also beginning
to play an increasingly important role in
tbe region, because headquarters of most

of the multi-national insurance

companies

based there and manage

their sister
companies throughout the region from
are

there.

Moreover, interests and

areas

of focus of

converge with those of the region. First,
there is the problem of the drought which
has

severely affected the economic
development of the region, since most of
industries

are

to

a

great extent

agriculturally based.
In India, where

agriculture
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serves a

rural

individually, the
are

a

projects as research on new products,
development of loss reduction/control
programmes and training of insurance
practitioners. However, if all the region’s
efforts, expertise and financial resources
were pooled together, such
goals would
not

be

useful

regional groupings would also be
in terms of helping to develop those

markets

which

critically
underdeveloped. In Mozambique, the
recently opened up insurance market only
are

consists of one state-owned insurer and two

private companies. At the moment there is
no legislation on insurance business which
is

not a

desirous state of affairs in terms of

protecting both the buyers and sellers.
With the exception of South Africa, only
Zimbabwe possesses a fairly sophisticated
insurance industry in terms of being
composed of all vital elements such as
various and diverse insurers, a full sp)ectrum
of insurance supporting services like

reinsurers, brokers, loss

adjusters, risk

follow the

assessors,

claims

and premium
financiers; insurance legislation and the
necessary regulatory instruments such as
supervisory authorities and insurance
managers

ombudsman.
The rest of the

region’s insurance sectors
by a lack of essential
ingredients. In that case normally, the
missing elements are furnished by external
sources, mainly South African and
European.
The way to progress should be to start
working on effective regional cooperation,
through which can be developed the region’s
expertise, the range of services available,
insurance capacity and stabilisation of the
characterised

manner

which has

already been
by the other sectors of the economy in
order to effectively support and consolidate
these and future developments.
Ultimately the principal aim should be to
work towards regional integration of the
insurance market. This can only be given
impetus through harmonisation of legal and
route

taken

institutional framework, standardisation of

procedure, and normalisation of accounting
procedures.
A precedent has already been set in West
Africa, where insurers from 13 Francophone
nations which have the principle advantage
of a common denominator of a single
currency, the CFA franc, joined together in
April 1994 to form an integrated insurance
market. Initial steps have been taken in
Southern Africa, through the establishment
of the COMESA Yellow Card Scheme in
1987. The scheme provides

onerous.

Such

are

the external insurance market do not always

its

When considered

as

whole insurance market and in this

motor

basic third party

vehicle insurance for a period

of up to
It enables card holders to travel in
the region, to purchase from their country of
origin third party motor insurance as required
by the laws of the commuity members.
one

year.

At the moment, the scheme is effective in
Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Rwanda,

Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
For these countries, the benefits of the
scheme have been diminished

by various

factors, interalia, limitationsof geographical
scope, restrictions of cover and
of it by intended beneficiaries.

ignorance

In respect

of territorial restrictions, the
incorporate some countries
which enjoy economically strategic
positions in the region. For instance,
Mozambique is crucial for the access of
many countries of the region to its sea ports
of Beira, Maputo and Nacala.
Before entering Mozambique, in addition
to other expenses of temporary import
permits, parking charges, and immigration
fees, a premium of US$30 must be paid per
vehicle for a period of one month in order
to buy the obligatory third party motor
scheme does

not

insurance.

Furthermore, the Yellow Card Scheme is
not

applicable in the Southern African

Customs Union (S ACU) which has different
mechanisms for third party motor insurance.
SACU consists of Botswana, Lesotho,
Namibia, South Africa and Swaziland. In
9
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governed by the Multilateral

foreign
consignment of insured grain at Beira Port,

93 of

the insurer has to send its claims assessors,

South Africa, for instance, third party motor
insurance is

Motor Vehicle Accidents Fund Act
1989

(MVA), funds for which are obtained

through the imposition of a levy on fuels.
In August 1994, the Yellow Card Scheme,

expanded to cover medical expenses.
Extensions of this cover or alternatively the
creation of parallel schemes to cover damage

was also

to own

vehicle could be made.

Currently, insurance policies of damage
to own

vehicle

can

have their

geographical

scope extended to include certain countries
in the region for additional premium. The

major set-back with that approach is that in
the event of an insured car being wrecked in
an accident occurring whilst abroad, the
damaged car has to be towed back into the
country where the policy was issued in
order for the claim to be

processed. The

expenses insurred from the towing are
covered by the driver/owner of the vehicle.

Generally, the insurance companies do
not have claims handling facilities out of their
countries of operation and this tends to create
an

Another important area of insurance
the region is that of the provision

in

of

transported within and
outside of the region. Of particular
significance to the region and deserving
specific attention because of the numerous
problems encountered, are the road and rail
transportation modes through which the bulk
of imports and'exports are transported. An
insurance product of substantial relevance
to the region called the Marine Forex Scheme
was developed and marketed in the
insurances of goods

Zimbabwean insurance market. This is a

designed to protect importers of
capital goods, by specifically providing a
cover premiums for which can be paid in
local currency but claims payable in original
convertible currency of purchase.
However, this scheme has tended to be
used only in Zimbabwe. With an effective
scheme

of regional technical exchange

programmes this is a product which
have been effectively promoted in

could
other

countries in the region.
matters

of insurance has also translated

into higher expenses of surveying and claims
assessment

country
10

of insured cargo out

claim of

a

If insurers in the region

cooperation programmes in this
category, then it would be possible to appoint
those close to the risk site to carry out the
had

some

assessment.

importance of building this type of
cooperation cannot be over-emphasised. Use
of the region ’ s port and in-land transportation
systems will be intensified towards the end
of the year because of imports required to
mitigate the effects of the drought.
Approximately 520 000 tonnes of cereals
will have to be imported to feed more than
50 percent of the region’s population.
There is an imperative need to find
effective means of transporting these grains
with minimal possible losses and expenses,
The

As the situation

remains,

some

insurers

are

known to be

simply loading 25 percent on
goods shipped through Mozambican ports
because of, among other things, the claims
costs which they have been experiencing
Another vital service required to promote

regional trade operations is the
provision of export credit insurance. In the
whole of Africa there is only one South
African company which specialises on this
category ofbusiness called Credit Guarantee

and support

Insurance

Corporation and it has

company based in Harare called
Insurance Zimbabwe Limited.

a

sister
Credit

In an area which is also increasingly
becoming the province of both commercial
banks and insurance companies, the

provision of performance bonds/guarantees
is also important in terms of encouraging
and supporting ventures such as the
construction of dams, bridges, roads and
other civil engineering works. At the
moment, the principal limitation in this area
is the lack of adequately trained personnel
to handle this type of business and the low
number able and willing to provide this type
of cover.
Insurance

can

also play an

important role

in the provision of various other services
such as professional indemnity, personal
accidents, environmental impairment
liability and product liability which are
useful in the new regional trade thrust,
Insurers in the region have not provided
the full range of their potential services to
the entire region. Most of their products
have not developed much, to keep abreast of
the latest developments in the region. There
is an urgent need to vigorously promote and
expand products available at regional level
which can ultimately lead to the
reinforcement of the intended regional

economic integration.^
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Moreover, the lack of regional cooperation
on

to the site ofthe loss.

a

there.

indirect restriction of territorial area.

programme

instance, if there is

of the
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from which it has been insured. For
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ZAMBIA NEEDS A REINSURANCE

COMPANY
Square Yalemana
HE

T

LIBERALISATION

Zambia’s

economy

of

and the

introduction of the structural

adjustment programme (SAP) has
created the necessity for a substantial
expansion of the insurance sector to
support the new emphasis on the private
sector and counter the inherent

risk of

new

system, the insurance

industry is expected to play an important
role in the financial services sector by
mobilising savings, providing long-term
finance, spreading financial risks, and
financing health care and employee
management of pension funds.
As part of the ongoing privatisation
programme, the industry has become a vital
source of private financing. Ownership of
property such as production plants and real
estate act as a cushioning mechanism against
bankruptcy.
To effectively achieve these objectives,
the industry has been liberalised, with new
companies coming into business and even
embracing policies that were either never
offered before or were provided with a small
limit.
“We

trying to improve on the services
our clients,” says Stanley Chiti,
deputy chairman of the Goldman Insurance
Company, inidally incorporated in 1990 with
a share capital of US$ 158 210. The company
began operations in April 1992, following
the liberalisation of the insurance industry.
Goldman is Zambia’s third largest
insurance company, after the state-owned
2^ambia State Insurance Company (ZSIC)and
the Professional Insurance Company.
Chiti says that, in order to meet the
challenges of modern times in the industry,
the Company has recruited highly
professional and technically competent staff
with a wide range of experience.
Due to competition, companies now have
we

to

are

offer to

offer better services in order

Sapem September. 1995

Services such
as

competitive

rates, prompt

and courteous

claims

settlement, risk
management,

consultancy,

property ownership.
Under the

their clientele.

to

capture

solid

re-

insurance

programmes

placed with
reputable
international
re-insurance

P

i

The

companies and firm share capital bases are
now readily available with most insurance
companies.
So, in order to

ensure

that claims

are

time, Goldman Insurance has
created the post ofclaims administrator, whose
main responsibility is to assist claimants fill in
the correct information and help in the rapid
proces.sing of documents.
“We believe that an insurance policy is
worthless if claims against it are not settled
promptly,” says Chiti.
However, as in many other African
countries, the insurance industry in Zambia
has so far failed to find ways of stamping out
the outflow of hard currency, as most of the
existing insurance companies are re-insured
processed

I

offices of the defunct Meridien BIAO Bank in Lusaka

on

abroad.

Zambia does not have

a

re-insurance

of its own, and in order to remain
competitive, insurance companies re-insure
themselves abroad with such reputable
companies as Lloyds of London and

company

Hollandia of South Africa.

Also, given the limited volume of
conventional businesses which would

require insurance against risk in Zambia,
the existing insurance companies are forced
to compete to penetrate a limited number of
big parastatal companies such as Zambia

Railways and the giant Zambia Consolidated
Copper Mines.
An added problem has been brought about
by the recent collapse of the Meridien BIAO
Bank, which will make it difficult for
insurance companies to penetrate the market,
because many
with particular

Madison

businesses associate them
banks.
Insurance, a subsidiary of the

ill-fated Meridien BIAO Bank, was forced
to close shop when the mother company
collapsed in May this year, sending shock
waves into the Zambian money market.
Many executives in the insurance industry
insist that the government should quickly
enact a law that will prohibit banks from
branching off their businesses into the
insurance industry. “We believe that the
best way forward is to cut linkages between
the insurance companies and banks, so that

the failure of either of these does not affect
the

other,” said Chiti.

This would

help to restore confidence in
industry, and allow it to tap
the high potential for business being offered
by the current process of privatisation. As
more companies get privatised,
they will
require insurance policies that safeguard
them from theft, fire damage and other
the insurance

accidents.Q
II

returned to the French unhanned.

The Comoros have been

through 17
attempted coups since the
Islamic republic of about 450 0(X) people
gained its independence from France in 1975.
successful

KENYA
LEADING POLITICAL

ACTIVIST JAILED

by the third version of the United Nations
Angola Verification Mission (Unavcoi III),
was announced by President Nelson Mandela
afterameeting with Angolan Prime Minister
Marcolino Moco, in August.
The donation is South Africa's contribution

NAIROBI

towards the

sentenced

Protocol under the

A court in Kenya has
prominent political activist and
opposition leader. Koigi Wa Mamwere. to
four years imprisonment and six lashes,
after finding him guilty of “attempted
robbery with violence".
The 17-month trial followed charges that
on

a

November 2. 1993. Wa Mamwere and

his co-defendants, amied with

a

gun, attacked a police station
Nakuru. in central Kenya.
At the time, Nakuru

homemade

just outside

regarded as the
epicentre of “ethnic clashes" between
members of President Daniel Arap Moi’s
Kalenjin group and the rich Kikuyu fanners
in the Rift Valley region.
The State cjiarged that the attack was
intended to steal weapons that the group
could then use to launch an anti-government
guerrilla war.
The charges are rebuffed by a cross section
of Kenyans, including foreign diplomats
wjio believe that the trial is part of a ploy by
President Moi to silence the opposition.
The police say they killed three of the
presumed attackers, but pathologists who
was

examined the bodies testified that the deaths
had taken

place

a

day before the alleged

attack.

The

Kenyan government has in recent
been under increasing pressure to
improve its human rights image, a theme
Wamwere pursued so vigorously.
years

ANGOLA
SOUTH AFRICA

CONTRIBUTES TO
UNAVEM III
PRETORIA

—

South Africa has donated

which

implementation of the Lusaka
auspices of Unavem III.

counts on more

than 7 000 troops

responsible formonitoring the peace process,
The first consignment of the equipment
was

airlifted

to

Huambo, in the central

Angolan highlands

on

September 9. The

authorities did not reveal when the remainder
of the

goods will be shipped to Angola.
Altogether 14 quartering areas will be
established throughout Angola for former

COMOROS

remove

were

Denard from the

country. They intervened in a coup in 19S9
when President Ahmed Abdallah was
assassinated

by his own Presidential
which Denard commanded.

guard

This 66-year-old veteran

of African coups
long-time defacto leader of the French
Indian Ocean colony staged his first coup in

and

Comoros in 1978, but

staged three

was

defeated.

He

unsuccessful coups.
“There is no question of surrender of my
men.
It's not finished yet," Denard told
reporters before his capture. “I have a debt of
honour

to

more

this island."

unity

government has been

leadership of President

Djohar.

DENARD DOES IT AGAIN

ZIMBABWE

MORONI — French militarv forces squashed

acoupattemptibyBobDenardintheComoro
islands.

SADC MUSIC FESTIVAL;
MISSING THE BEST

The veteran mercenary Denard. along w ith

HARARE—The first SADC Music Festival

the help of his 3,3-man mercenary force and
500 Comoro soldiers loyal to him took over
the airport, radio station, and other strategic
buildings on September 29. The rebels
quickly freed Captain Kombo Ayuba and
other jailed dissidents and installed two
civilian presidents, MohammedTaki Abdoul
Karim and Said Ali Kemal. President Said
Mohammed Djohar was also taken hostage.
“The general public did not know how to

of cultural industries. In addition, it

get themselves out ofthe mess they were in,”

attempt at countering foreign cultural

said rebel leader Kombo, at a news conference
following the week-long coup. “TTie solution
was Bob Denard and
myself" The coup
leaders had promised free elections by 1996.
French President Jacques Chirac sent over
600 French troops and marines to the Indian
Ocean archipelago to end the coup, after

domination in the field of music.

held in Harare

recently was impetus for
networking and cultural pride for musicians
in Southern Africa.

The 10 day festival, who.se theme was
“Building SADC through music," was an
attempt to create links between musicians
in the region, foster an exchange of ideas,
and create a foundation for the development
was an

The festival consisted of public concerts,
music expos,

and seminars. Zimbabwe was
represented by the gospel trio Oliver
Mtukudzi, Mechanic Manyeruke, and Brian
Sibalo.

The Mhira ensemble included

requested for help. Yashrutu reminded the
French that they were obligated to defend the

Ambuya Beula Dyoko and Ephat Mujuru.
South African Afro jazz group, Bayetc. was
a great success at the festival.
On the whole, participants and attendants

Comoro islands, under the terms of

at

Prime Minister MohammedCaabiel-Yashrutu

a

1978

At least five people were killed and ten
others were wounded in the fighting,
Denard was captured on the sixth day of
the coup and President Djohar was

12

to

installed under the

(overUS$7.6million)foruseintherirstfour

accommodate
demobilised Unita combatants in Angola.
Thisdonation.theresultofaspecialrequest

summoned

A national

defence pact.

areas set up to

This the first time French forces

Unita combatants.

equipment and material worth R28 million
quartering

or

the festival felt it

was

successful.

However, there have been complaints by a

larger number of Zimbabweans
exclusion of local artistes, such

over
as

the

Sekuru

Gweshe, Andy Brown, and Thomas

Mapfumo.^
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

THE OTHER FACE OF THE NEW
SOUTH AFRICA
VUYISA

T

HERE WAS
to the

a

passionate reaction

assassination of ANC-

QUNTA

It has often been said that once a

person gets too

Black

much praise from the white

returned Azanian exiles
travellers whether

conference in Gaborone

Hani

Patrice Lumumba, Kwame Nkrumah,

from Rondebosch ! “I

Wallus and his

Marcus

Garvey and Malcolm X were
certainly never deluged with too much

tired of

activist Chris

by white Polish immigrant Janus
co-conspirators. There
was also a lot of praise for the restraint
which prevented a greater reaction
against whites in general, and the brazen
right wingers in particular.
Consider for a second what might have
happened had the mercenary killer of
Comrade Hani been

an

African from

anywhere else in the continent. By the level
of hostility being shown to innocent hawkers

carvings, cotton print
cloth and crotched doillies and bed-spreads,
of

stone

and wood

it is almost certain South Africa would

unsafe place for
“Grigambas or Makwere-kwere”.

the next five years be a very
any

for

by the likes of Time, Life and
glory amongst
Black people has endured.

adulation

London Observer, and their
In the much heralded

South Africa,

of someof the established black intellectuals
from abroad wbo resent

Should whU,'
Sai‘1m Si;rn;MBKR, 1995

new

ranging from unemployment or
the exploitative labour practices of white
farmers, industrialists, traders or families to
the abuse of strong narcotics and loose
sexual conduct of the youth are all piled up
at the door-step of the so-called foreigners.
It is hard not to be shocked by the reaction
social ills

being asked by

other former

they had not met in a

establishment, they should check their steps.

Communist party

or

or

Ndola. “I

come

come

from Yeoville

!” This is the response

of honest people,
accounting for their presence in
another African country where everyone
acts like an immigration officer.”
The most disgraceful, embarrassing and
disgusting evasion that comes from the
champions of reconciliation who have fine
considerations for every group of whites is
when the media seeks their reactions to the

assaults, illegal evictions and the destruction
of property of the poorest Black people
from other parts of the continent. The

recently fattened politician will invariably
express some passing sympathy, or polite
comment about people taking the law into

supremacist organisations continue to exist?
13
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their

hands before

switching focus
necessity to reduce the presence of
illegal immigrants.
The hypocritical white media which is
forever
praising the neocolonial
administration and the generous attitudes of
onto

own

the

those who fete the widows of white fascist

former colonists

steeped in sunshine
journalism and the advocacy of the
angelicness of their favoured natives in
government, they will not even glance in the
direction of midnight raids on the cheap
accommodation quarters where innocent
women selling table-cloths sleep.
If there is suspicion their visas have
expired, why not surround the place and
check for permits as people get up in the
morning? Better-equipped, skilled and
educated compatriots of these working class
elements largely keep a distance so as not to
draw the same hostility.
How stand the rights of the Black people
are so

who have decided
who travel there

to
to

make Azania home, or
trade against those of

European migrants for whom no derogatory
name has yet been invented?
How is it that it is more acceptable less
police-pulling for Taiwanese hawkers to
stand in the street selling quartz watches
than for a Somali trading in carvings or
sealed potato snacks ? And, if Black people
are not able to enjoy peace and dignity on
their

own continent, where else are they
supposed to be able to walk tall and breath
freely ?
Part of the problem which the likes of
Steve Biko and Amilcar Cabral highlighted
about people who fail to break the colonial
grip on their minds is that they insinuate
status onto themselves from simply being

close

their colonisers, their oppressors
and their abusers. This illness was clear in
to

the attitude of some of the former

refugees
who used to unfavourably compare the
markets of West Africa with the department
stores

of whites who did not even care about

them in the old South Africa.
In every
white’ in

sphere of life there is some ‘nonsome

corner

of the country

posturing false superiority

over

other

Africans because she or he is closer to baas
Jones. That much has been clear

during the
period Zimbabwean president Robert
Mugabe was being pilloried by homosexual

14

activists and their allies.
The

only political leader to stand

palpable and the media keep praising its
and

perpetrators and beneficiaries for tolerance.

Mugabe was AZAPO President
Mosibudi Mangena, who pronounced at the
Steve Biko Memorial Rally at Ga-Rankuwa
Stadium, that Mugabe was a hero of the
Azanian liberation struggle who should be
admired and respected. All around others
smirked about how progressive South Africa
was in relation to the primitive natives
seeing
as homosexual identity was enshrined in the
Constitution. AZAPO accepts the existence
of homosexuality without placing it above

Within the Black community this is
expressed by the panic-stricken reaction of

up

defend

the contributions of the Front Line States
towards the

ending of direct colonial rule.
practical level of the much vaunted
non-racialism manifests itself through the
likes of Deputy President Thabo Mbeki
asking the Black Lawyers’ Association, at
their Annual General Meeting whether there
is still a place for an exclusive organisation,
while he and Mpumalanga Premier Matthew
Phosa happily address gatherings of the
Afrikaans Handels Instituut and the
Broederbond respectively without asking
whether white organisations should continue
to exist. This despite the fact that the BLA
runs the most successful programme of
getting young Black women and men into
the profession.
The white response to this grovelling has
been typified less by the satirical article
published in Business Day and later reissued in SAPEM July 1995, under the title
The

friends and families of those who criticise
such

excesses of incompetence and
corruption which have led to the collapse

within four months of school feeding scheme

budget set up for the entire financial year in
provinces.
The line doing the rounds in the townships
is that the previous colonial administrations
permitted whites to enrich themselves
corruptly so let our people also get something.
Amongst patronising whites the comment is
that such conduct is to be expected ofAfricans.
The lie of course is sustained by a refusal to
identify the difference whereby in other
African struggles new leaders at least came
three of the nine

in with some idealism which after4 to 8 years
of failure to transfer wealth from the colonists,
led to disillusionment and

graft.
major media raised eyebrows when
the son of Walter Sisulu was appointed
chief executive of the national broadcasting
service with no electronic media experience,
a poor business track-record, a lack of
objectivity in his running of the Catholic
Bishops’ Conference Newspaper, The New
No

Nation, and poor relations with labour. High

infrastructure development programme, the
cocky captain of industry made snide
remarks about big business not bei ng Father
Christmas or the Easter Bunny to the RDP.
In short intelligent whites know where power

profile nepotism had arrived and the eyes of
society had to look the other way.
There is also persistent suspicion that the
large scale drug-smuggling which found
tragic expression in the addiction of the
princess of the country’s young artiste popsinger Brenda Fassie, may enjoy at least the
tolerance if not collusion of high-ups who
used to justify sending consignments of
narcotics into the country to raise cash in the
name of financing and
advancing the
liberation struggle.
If there is any validity in these claims the
country is probably less short of penetrating
investigative reporters than of the will on
the part of the editors to assign journalists

rests.

on

“How We Whites Have Had You For

Suckers”, than by the utterances of AngloAmerican Corporation’s Chief Labour
Officer

Bobby Godsell.

Twice after State President Nelson
Mandela

appealed to the owners of the land
and the wealth to support the government’s

The dual existence of political

pluralism
and free expression amongst whites with an
under-current of informal repression
amongst Black Azanian, a legacy of the
drive by the then United Democratic Front
and the ANC to assume the position of the
only authentic voice of Black people is so

that trail.

The

price for this accommodation of
going to be the
running down of infrastructure and the nonaffordability of services to ordinary people.
The struggle to expose and curb these
malaises is part of the agenda of
consolidating real independence.Q
destructive tendencies is
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ZAMBIA: WHO VIOLATED STATE SECRECY?
Cheushi Cheushi

p

for

FREDERICK

RESIDENT
Chiluba has
from

come

under attack

cross-section of Zambians

a

exposing

a

national secret of

years to the public.
In his pursuit to “finish

many

off Kaunda

and for all", Chiluba revealed

once

recently the

existence of the luxurious “world” under
State House with

a

3-kilometre tunnel, and

poshy seven-story building enclosed in a
huge hill in the outskirts of Zambia’s capital,

a

Lusaka. Chiluba believes the State House

tunnels

were

used

as torture

chambers by

former President Kenneth Kaunda.
Chiluba's exposure has attracted a lot of
criticism from a cross section of Zambians,

PIC

ZIS

Visitors tour tunnels at State House in Lusaka

including state security officers, who felt that
the revelations may have compromised .security
details

at

the President's official

residence.

Barely two weeks before the tunnels were
opened to the public, Kaunda’s aides and
angered retired security personnel leaked
Chiluba’s intention to expose the security
tunnels to the press. The story was
subsequently picked up by the Guardian
newspaper in London.
The leaking of the story, according to
Ch i I uba,

was one

of Kaunda’s tactics to pre-

empt the exposure since,
there

was

in Chiluba’s view,

nothing of national

the tunnels. “These facilities

secrecy
were

about

made out

of Kaunda’s selfishness and love for power
and extravagance at the expense of Zambians
who have the

right to know where their
money went to,” argued information minister
Aniusaa Mwanamwambwa,

On

September 6, the President’s press
guided local and
foreign journalists on a tour of the tunnels.
The following day was devoted to senior
military personnel.
One of the tunnels has a six-level facility
equipped with all the necessary gadgets to
carter for 12 people for 15 days. Another
seven-story facility, swallowed in a huge
hill, has the capacity to accommodate 48
people for 15 days. This complex is also
equipped with a 5-kilowatt radio transmitter
and high-tech communication facilities.
assistant Richard Sakala

Kaunda maintains that the tunnels
extended

used

were

during his presidency not to be
political detainees and that

to torture

Sapem September. 1995

taxpayers’ money.
of the gifts this
country got from a friendly nation, and this
is why the then finance minister was in the
they were not built from
“This facility was one .

.

dark about where the money.

.

.

“friendly”

of

discretion PresidentChilubathinks he has, there

had

come

from,” Kaunda said.
He has refused to

that

name

country on grounds that as a former head
state

he is still under oath of secrecy.

“All 1

are

is that the tunnels were a
gift from well wishers to Zambia and many
other countries at the height of the liberation
struggle in southern Africa”, Kaunda said
at a press conference.
can

say

The tunnels

constructed

are

said to have been

together with the State House

in 1935, and were extended in the 1970s, as
a

security meeting place in case of

emergency.
Chiluba’s insistence that the tunnels

were

used to torture

political detainees comes in
the wake of revelations by the human rights
commission of enquiry appointed two years
ago by President Chiluba to investigate
allegations of human rights abuses during the
Kaunda presidency.
The

commission

chairman,

Bruce

Munyama, said in areport issued on September
6, that “our findings revealed that there are
no specific buildings constructed as torture
chambers. But 1 am .sad to report that there
are innocent looking buildings dotted all
overthe country, where torturers perpertrated
their acts.” He added: “even
venue

(State House) there

as we

are

were tortured”.
But Kaunda and many others,

political detainees

including
politiciiins.military officers (retired tindinactive
service). University of Zambia students and
some clergymen have condemned Chiluba's
move to expose the tunnels to the public.
“No matter what authority and power of

.

sit

at

this

places where

certain

matters

which he cannot just

handle

the way he feels like,” Kaunda said.
“1 am worried about the calibre of the

President’s
had

a

security advisors, because if they

hand in the revelation of the tunnels,

then they need to be condemned and replaced”,

commented outspoken

Bishop John Mambo.
the
country to such dangers for mere political
“It is foolish for the President to expose

gains”, said one retired army officer who
chose to remain anonymous. The University
of Zambia students who were denied
pemiission to hold
the President’s

a protest

move,

march against

said Chiluba should

apologise to the nation.
Others are cal 1 ing for Ch i 1 uba ’ s resignation
for what they consider to be a big national
blunder. They argue that if Chiluba had proof
that Kaunda abused the security tunnels to
torture political detainees, he should have
instituted legal proceedings instead of
.shaming “us all by making such a big mistake.
Everybody is laughing at us’’, lamented
another amiy officer.
But those in support of Chiluba’s move
insist the nation needs
money went

to

know where their

to.Q
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BOTSWANA: THE TABLES ARE
TURNING
Lekopanye Mooketsi

T

HE EUPHORIA has slowed down
for

a

Botswana

which

won

opposition party

13 out of the 40

contested seats in last

year’s general

elections.
In last

year’s elections, the opposition

Botswana National Front (BNF) increased
its presence in Parliament by eight seats.
But it still has to come to terms with

reality.
widespread view that the
BNF would take over power from the ruling
Botswana Democratic Party (BDP) in the
There

next

rejecting the motion.
BDP MPs said the motion

the

was meant to

give the BNF the platform to vilify, ridicule
and abuse the government and its leadership.
They said the BNF hascriticised the BDP’s
policies without bringing up any alternatives.
The ruling party admitted that the country
was faced with some problems like
unemployment, but that the government is

was a

elections, scheduled for 1999.

But after 10 months in

parliament, the
performance has not convinced
many that they are an alternative
government. The ruling party MPs continue
to dominate parliamentary debates.
Many people now doubt if the BNF is
ready to take over power.
In a bid to salvage its reputation, the BNF
BNF MPs’

tabled

a

motion of

no

confidence in the

government during a parliamentary session
in

July. The motion

was

defeated after

a

three-week debate.
The BNF motion addressed several issues

namely: unemployment, crime, police
brutality, income disparities, urban and rural
disparities, domestic investment, lack of a
defence policy, the flouting of the nonpartisan civil service rule, freedom of the
press and leadership crisis in the ruling party.
The motion was tabled by BNF deputy
president, Michael Dingake, a former antiapartheid activist who spent 15 years on
Robben Island for furthering the aims of the
African National Congress (ANC).
Dismissing the motion, BDP MPs charged
that it did not hold any water, since it came
only nine months after the general elections.
“We have been given a mandate by the
people to rule this country. Nobody will
come here to tell us irrelevant stories,” charged
the minister of health, Chapson Butale, when
16

poor standards of education,
unemployment and housing.
But warned that by the time the BNF
attains power, it will be faced with a serious
problem of delivery. “They will be facing an
uphill task because of the conditions which
will have brought them into power,” he says.
Another Uni versity of Botswana academic,
Monageng Mogalakwe, suggested that the
BNF MPs must bring a new style of debate.
“They have got a lot of learning and catching
up to do,” he observes, adding that they must
use parliament to popularise their
party
manifesto to create an impression that they
are an alternative government. One of the
BNF’s major shortcomings is the inability to
articulate their social democratic policy
vigorously.
Dingake says his party has been performing
well. He conceded that they do not have
research facilities like their counterparts in
the ruling party who rely on public officers to

Dingake: leading the anti-BDP crusade

conduct their research.

doing its best to address the situation.
Political analysts believe the BNF can still

the

some concessions,
which included the decision to reduce the

succeed.

voting age from 21 to 18.
“They are still making concessions. It is
quite clear that they are under pressure because
the BNF exposes their limitations,” said
Dingake.
However, when the opposition was about
to table a motion in August calling for the

The BNF’s motion succeeded in

University of Botswana political scientist,
Mogopodi Lekorwe, rates the BNF’s
performance as satisfactory and consistent
with the c'^libre of the ruling party MPs.
Lekorwe says the BNF MPs have been
raising practical problems faced by the people.
He said the BNF’s motion was good for
the opposition, since they were able to use a
respectable forum and by so doing, forcing
the government to respond. “The fact that
the debate was degenerated into mud slinging
showed that the BDP government has run
of ideas”, he said.

out

According to him, the BNF’s chances of
winning the forthcoming elections depend
on

what the BDP will do to address issues

that

were

raised in the motion.

He maintains the BDP has failed toaddress

forcing

ruling party to make

amendment of the Constitution to limit the

President’s terms of office

to only two, the
ruling party took advantage of their majority
to adjourn parliament before schedule.
Currently the Constitution does not limit

the President’s

terms

of office.

The

ruling party is known to be divided
over this issue, and the early adjournment of
parliament would allow the party enough
time to discuss the matter during its special
congress just before the next parliamentary
session in November.Q
Sapem September. 1995
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KENYA: WHITE FACE SCARES MOI
Bernard Alali

K

ENYA’S PRESIDENT

Daniel

Arap Moi would not mind doing
But

business with any white man.

one of them dared to challenge his
position and announced the formation of
a new party known as Safina (the Swahili
word for Noah’s Ark), Moi’s blood

when

pressure

At

went up.

well-packed news conference in
Nairobi in May, Richard Leakey, a third
generation white Kenyan and former director
of Kenya’s department of wildlife and
a

environment, announced that the formalities
for the
were

registration of his new political party
underway.

far

“It will be a robust vehicle suitable for the
severe

socio-economic situation that

now

afflicts the

majority of Kenyans”, he said,
adding that lawlessness and corruption had
reached fearful levels, and that police
brutality had become the rule. “Ourobjective
is to make Kenya a better place,” he said.
In response, Moi accused Leakey of
“advancing the western world’s scheme of
dividing Kenyans into antagonistic groups.”
He also denounced Leakey as an atheist
who would find it difficult to relate to God-

fearing Kenyans.
This, coming from Moi, who has been
linked to ethnic violence in the Rift valley,
amused
most
observers.
Kenyans
themselves are not a homogenous people,
as was clearly demonstrated in the 1992
multi-party election. In that election, they
voted their candidates along ethnic lines,
thus splitting the opposition vote and paving
the way for Moi to return to power by
minority vote.
Moi, who has ruled Kenya with an iron
list for the past 17 years, has effectively
neutralised the opposition either through
intimidation or by sowing the seeds of
division amongst opposition leaders.
Inordertoju.stify repression in the country,
he has trumped up allegations of a ghost
guerrilla movement, allegedly sponsored
by neighbouring Uganda. The allegations
have been denied by foreign diplomats based
Sapem Seffember. 1995
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Moi: An iron fist

in Nairobi, who see them

as

part of a

conspiracy designed to descend heavily on
the opposition.
Many of those suspected to be
sympathisers with the alleged guerrillas
have been arrested and severely tortured by
state security agents
before “admitting
guilt”. The majority of them are innocent
youths from areas where Moi’s Kenyan
African National Union (Kanu) party was

heavily defeated in the 1992 elections.
Why is Moi so disquiet about Leakey?
Apart from being a dynamic public speaker
and a hair-bristle fund raiser, Leakey is seen
by many as acting above the rampant
corruption now gripping Kenya.
This places him as a favourite of
international donors, who can no longer
hide their displeasure with the high degree
of corruption and gross abuse of human
rights in Kenya.
Leakey has also won the support of a
leading political lawyer of Asian origin,
Pheroze Nowrojee, in a move widely seen
as a strategy designed to lure the
financially

ruler

powerful Asian community into supporting
the party.
Most Asians in

Kenya have been forced
supporting Moi against the opposition,
largely because of the latter’s constant attacks
on the Asians, who they accuse of
milking
the economy by transferring their profits to
banks outside of Kenya. Opposition leaders
into

have often threatened the Asians

with

reprisal, should their parties win in the next
general elections, due in 1997.
President Moi has more things to worry
about, such as the power struggle within his
own Kanu party over the President’s
successor, following rumours that Moi is
suffering from throat cancer. So far, no clear
candidates have emerged. Vice-President
Saitoti, who is constitutionally the rightful
successor, has become very unpopular within
the party’s inner circles.
Saitoti, originally a Kikuyu, has been
denounced as an outsider by the KalenjinMasai alliance, of which Moi is
The alliance has vowed to

a

member.

keep the

presidency within their circles.
17
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They say Saitoti’s parents migrated to the
Masai area, when he was still young and
changed their family name from Kinuthia, a
Kikuyu name, into Saitoti, a Masai name.
In their frantic efforts to keep the centre of
power away from the economically powerful
Kikuyu, Kanu leaders of the alliance decided
early this year to recall John Keen who
defected to the opposition Democratic Party
in the run up to the 1992 multi-party elections.
Sources close to the government have
revealed that Moi’s long time political
confidante, Nicholas Biwott and Saitoti do
not see

eye to eye.
When Raila Odinga, a

member of
parliament on the Forum for Democracy
(Ford-Kenya) ticket filed a 16-point
complaint accusing Saitoti and an Asian
businessman of defrauding the government
of Ksh 18 billion (about US$325,4 million),
Biwott vehemently urged Odinga to proceed
with the case, in the hope that the issue
would force President Moi to replace Saitoti
with John Keen.

Biwott,

of the longest serving

one

weeks after Moi

reassured of

victory.
Kalenjin like Moi, Biwott is still the
most pxtwerful and feared man in the Kenyan
government. His colleagues say he makes
the most important government decisions,
including the appointment of cabinet
ministers and senior government officials.
Against the prevailing political
background in Kenya, Safina is likely to
attract voters from amongst the country’s
technocrats and young intellectuals, highly
disillusioned by Kanu and the wrangles
between the most significant opposition
parties, Ford-Kenya, Ford-Asili and the
Democratic Party, particularly in the
traditional opposition bastions of Nairobi,
was

Nakuru, Central Province and Mombasa.

However, in the

important
Nyanza, Western
Province and the Rift Valley, Safina is
likely to face stiff opposition from an
electorate already intoxicated with the idea
that this is a White man’s party, bent on recolonising the black majority.
The highly intolerant Moi is also working
constituencies such

most

as

details for the constitutional burial of

members in Moi’s government, was dropped

out

from cabinet just

Safina. In October, the Kanu-dominated

before the 1992 elections,
following revelations of his involvement in
the brutal murder of former foreign affairs
minister Robert Ouko, only to resurface

plenipotentiary powers to outlaw any
political party that is accused of maintaining
external ties, or of following a racial,
religious or ethnic agenda. It is doubtful
that Safina will escape the death sentence,
having already been convicted of all these
counts by none other than Moi himself.
E ven i f his party surv i ves the constitutional
onslaught, Leakey still has to establish his
own constituency, the most suitable
being
Langata, his brother Philip’s old
constituency. However, that constituency
is now under Raila Odinga, whose defeat by
Leakey is most unlikely.
There are reports that Leakey is already
working out a strategy that will allow him to
forge a strong alliance with prominent Kikuyu
politicians, including lawyer and leading
political activist Paul Muite, Safina’s
provisional leader.
Leakey will undoubtedly waste no chance
toexploit his privileged relationship with the
Kikuyu, among whom he was bom and raised,
and in whose language he is most fluent.
Observers pwint out that even if his party
survives, it is unlikely that Leakey himself
will campaign in
the 1997 Presidential

A

elections. However, a black face —most

parliament will resume the debate on the
new registration of Political Parties Bill,
which will give the government

likely

a

Kikuyu

—

may emerge to

lead the

party against Kanu.Q

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE ISLAMIC
REPUBLIC OF IRAN IN FIGURES PART
With

respect to exports, carpets and rugs
non-oil export items,
accounting for nearly 40% of the total,
followed by fresh and dried fruits, with a
are

the main

share

of 25 %.

Copper and copper
products with a share of 11% ranks next.
The main export items of Iran in 1990 are
Main

as follows:
Main export outlets

Carpets and

rugs

Hides, skins, leather and products
Fresh and dried fruits

Casings
Vegetable materials and gums
Knitted fabrics and products

TOURISM

to pre-lslamic as well as Islamic
period. Unfortunately, due to the eight-yearlong war, tourism in Iran has not been
growing in recent years. But one of the basic

policies of the government is to expand this

irgp jg gn ancient country rich in historical
remains and valuable as a tourist attraction.

Share in total

487 792,8
55 233,0

39.14
4.43

311 782,2
207 548.8

25,02

2 873,1

1.67
0.23

4 018,6

0.32

(%)

industry.
Foreign tourists arriving

in Iran in 1989 were
89 000, while Iranian tourists visiting foreign
countries were 37 000. Mam tourist attraction
centres in Iran are the cities of Shiraz and

Esfahan. as well as pilgrimage cities of Mashhad
and Ghom.

Top ten main importers of Iranian non-oil goods in
1990

Country

47 959.0

3.85

Spices

32 794,9
3 145.7

2.63

231,5

0,02

675,0

0.05

145 018.2

11,64

21 424.8

1.72

2 461.3

0,36

Switzerland

4 531,3

0.36
8.32

Wood, fine and coarse animal hair

Copper and products
Chemicals

Transportation vehicles
Vegetable and edible roots
Others

Total non-oil products
Petroleum

products
Total exports, including petroleum
products and hydro carbons der'ved from *t

103 654.9
1 246

350,9
7,3

1 246 385.2

Volume

Value

Share in

(lOOOtons) (rrvllion dollars) value.

Minerals
Oil seeds ana medicinal herbs
Shoes

18

of Iran in 1990 are shown in

the table below,

Value

XII

These belong

given

export Hems of Iran in 1990 (1 000 dollars)

Commodity

-

%

0.25

100.00
0.0
100.0

57,0

379.7

30.5

31.4

151.0

12.1

Dubai

334,8

138.9

11.2

Turkey

139.4

100.8

8.1

2.5

100.8

8.1

Japan

37.3

49.5

4.0

Britain

34.5

47.6

3.8

France

4.0

34.3

2.8

USSP

7.6

25.6

2.1

73.6

24.4

2.0

West

Germany

Italy

South Korea
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MOZAMBIQUE: BUILDING A NEW

SOCIETY
An inteview with President

Joaquim Chissano
Republic (parliament), where it was
approved by the majority.
Thirdly, it was necessary to defend the
programme before the international
community. Our programme is meant to put
Mozambique back on its feet, so that the
country can begin to move by itself. At the
same time, it was necessary to continue
making efforts to ensure that peace is

multi-party elections in
October 1994, Mozambique’s first ever,
marking the end of a bitter 16-year war, the
country has now turned its focus on the fight
against poverty and economic stagnation.
FTER successful

In this interview with SAPEM's Fernando

Gonpaives, President Joaquim Chissanotaiks
of the recent deveiopments in his country:

consolidated and that there is

GONCALVES: What do you consider

violence.

your major challenges and achievements
since your government was sworn in in

evaluation, and

We

November 1994?

have

we can not

CHISSANO; The first most

important task

the formation of government. We
managed to form one which seems to have
met the expectations of the majority of our
people.
Second, it was the elaboration of a

already made

an

initial

that although
yet say if we will be able to
we

have

no return to

seen

achieve our goals, we can clearly say that we
have managed to advance. There is a level of

was

based on the programme that
presented to the electorate. The
programme was well received not only by
the people, but also by the Assembly of the

programme

development that is superior to what we had

had

been able to achieve in the past.
We can see the successes achieved in

we

education

through the

reconstruction of

MOQAMBIQUE: CONSTRUINDO UMA
HOyASOOEDADE
Entre\’ista
sucedidas

eleiqdes
muitipartidarias de Outubro de 1994, as
primeiros em Mozambique, marcando o fim
de uma guerra de 16 anos, o pals virou agora
as suas atenqöes para a luta contra a pobreza
e a estagnagöo econdmica. Nesta entrevista
com Fernando Gonqatves, o Presldenfe
EPOIS

das

bem

Joaquim Chissano fala dos recentes
desenvolvimentos

no

GONSALVES: O
terem sido os seus
sucessos

desde

a

pats:

é que considera
principals desafios e
investidure do

seu

mais

impoilante foi a formazao do governo.
Con.seguimos formar um governo que nos
Sapi;m SrrruMnER. 1995

Presidente

parece tercorrespondido

Joaquim Chissano
a fizemos

äsespectativås de

grande maioria da popula^So.
Segundo, foi elaborar um propama na
basedoprogramaapresentado ao eleitorado,
O programa foi bem recebido nao sö pela
populaijao, mas também pela Assembleia da
Republica, onde foi aptovado pela grande
uma

maioria,

Terceiro,

que

govcrno em Novenibro de 1994?
CHISSANO: A primcira tarefa

cont o

necessario defender o
perante a coraunidade

era

programa
intemacional. O

nosso

programa

é

para

Mozambique de pe, para que possa
come^ar a marchar com os seus proprios
pés. Ao mesmo tempo, era necessario
continuarmos a fazer esforzos para
garantir queapazsecontinue consol idando
e que näo haja retomo ä violencia.
por

;
;

pritnetro balanzo, e; vimos
ijue éfnbbra ainda näo possamos dizfer: se as
metas väo sef conSeguidas, podemos direr
claramcnteque conseguimos avanzar, Hä um
desen vol vimen to superior aoque conseguimos
no passado.
Podemos ver os sucessos alcanzados na
ura

educazao através da reconstruzäo de escolas,
no melhoramento da qualidade do ensino.

Nasaudeémaisnäreposizäodarcdésarutäria
existente

e na

reposizäo da qualidade do

trabalho para a

partir daf se ir para uma nova

fasc de expansäo.
Na economia, podemos ver os sucessos
alcangados na agricultura, apesar da seca que
assola o sul do pafs.
Na industria a situazäo vai Icvar mats de
19
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schools and the quality

of education we are

being taken. For security, the small
reorganisation that we did in the police has
brought some results; stolen cars are being
recovered, drug trafficking networks have
are

providing.
In

health, we are more concerned with the

restoration of the

existing health facilities

and the qual ity of work so that from there we
into

been detected and neutralised, whilst

stolen cattle have been recovered. There is

phase of expansion.
In the economy, we can see the successes
achieved in agriculture, inspite of the drought
that is currently affecting the southern part
can move

a new

In

industry, the situation will take a little
longer.

In the

area

a

visible fight against criminals, in order to
provide tranquillity for the citizens who
want to carry out their every day activities.
How is the government going to ensure
that the programme is fiilly implemented?
This programme is realistic and
corresponds with the wishes of our people.

of the country.
bit

some

of investment, there has been

We selected what

considerable progress.
interest on the part of

There is a lot of
both national and
foreign investors. The macro-economic
adjustements that we have undertaken are
bearing fruits, although we have not yet
taken the absolutely necessary measures.
The effects of all these will certainly
begin to be felt more next year. This year
has been one of putting the tools together
and co-ordinating them.
All ministries are finalising their plans.
The ministry of agriculture, for example,
will have to make profound changes in the
land policy. In the department of customs
and excise, there are specific measures that

we

felt

was

achievable. In

the reconstruction of infrastructure, we could
not come out

with

set up a programme

demagogues; we had to
for the reconstruction of

roads and schools. But for this programme
to succeed, it is also necessary that the entire
population be driven by a spirit of winning.
Why is there a general feeling that the
opposition — Renamo in particular —
have been marginalised after the

elections?
That is not correct. All

important decisions
through parliament. The government
programme went through parliament and
Renamo parliamentarians debated and voted
go

for it. We should

not

principle with certain

confuse decisions of

which aim
that the principles
personally have had meetings
measures

at achie vi ng the objectives

establish. I

with the Renamo leader, and then channeled
his views to the government. Some of the
issues he raises are issues which are of
concern

to

us.

The first

congratulate

meeting that we had was to
me for the approval of the

government programme.
What about the Consultative Forum
which you promised to
I was not thinking of a

establish?
Forum that would
be an organ of the State. That is why I chose
to name it a Forum, because... I wanted to

oblige myself to

a more regular meeting
with different groups of people. But before
I could expalin further, there was criticism.

The first opportunity

that I had to explain

my self was when I addressed parliament for
the first time. I said the Forum would be an

informal

meeting. It would be my own
working method, to consult with different
people. But since there were many doubts,
even from my own party members, I decided
to

wait and reflect

me,

it is

an

a

little bit

more.

But to

idea that still remains valid.

^tesmpo.
No

iftvestimento, estamos

a ver

alguns

.

progressos. Hd muito interesse por parte
dos investidores nac tonais e estrangeirosi
As medidas que estamos a tomar

de

carrier macro-econdmico estäo também
a surtir

efeitos, emboraainda näo tenhamos

tornado todas

as

medidas necessärias.

Os efmtös detudo isto poderao ser sentidt»
eertamente mats no

fbi' de; eolocars as ^

prdximo ano, Este ano
ferramsntas;Jiitn tas e

cocadeod-las.
Todos os tdinistdnos ^täo
seus

a

fmaJtsiai- os

pianos. O thlhistério da agrjcultura yat;;
lei dC; terras. Nas alfändegas,

mexet coma

hd medidas concretas que estäo a scr
lomadaSk Na seguranca, a pequena

desen volver as

suas actividades.
C<»no é que o governo vai garaatir a

pfogrania seja l«m sucedido é pteciso que
todaapopula^lo tenha 0 espfritode querer

reorganiza^io no sector da pollciajä stirtiu
efe i tos;; c artqs roubados que foram
recuperados, redes de träfico ilegal de
viaturas que foram neutralizadas, redes de
träfico de drogas que foram deteetadas e
neutralizadas; igado roubadp que foi
recuperado. Hä urn Combate visfvel contra a
crimtnaltdade>; para dar mais seguranca e
tranquilidade aos ddadäos para poderem

implementaf §0 do seu programa?

.veneer.;

20

Este é

urn

corresponde

programs realistico, e

anseios do nosso povo.
Seleccionamos aquEo que achamos que era
executive!.
Na
reconstru^äo de
infraesfruturas, näo podiaraos vir com
demagogi as; tin hamos que traqar urn
programa para a reconstni^p das estrMas e
aos

das escolas. Mas lambéni para que este

Porque é que hd um sentimento
em
generalizi^ de que a oposipö
particuiar a Renamo — foi marginaljz^a

deppis das eieiQöes?

Is^ pad é verdade. Todas

as

dectsOes

impoctantes passam pela Assembleta da
RepubEca, O programado governo passou
pela Assembleia da Repiifaltca e os
Sapem September, 1995
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government insists on local elections

positi veone, in the sense that there

only for certain parts of the
country, while the opposition wants the
elections to be held throughout the
country. Why not accept the view of the

corruption reported. We intend to
do a study on this issue, with the
support of the potential investors

The

is

in 1996

with

specific cases of corruption.
One of the first measures is for

ourselves to talk about it and then

proceed to issue directives to each
sector. Finally, we intend to set up
an Anti-Corruption Supreme

have been answered, then we can see whether

is

no

There

Council.

point in giving autonomy to an entity

that will afterwards come back to

government, for it neither has the
nor the administrative capacity.

What is also necessary is that
the mechanisms through

central

we create

financial

people can feel safe and are
encouraged to come up with
specific cases of corruption.
which

government introduced
stimulating investment,
but some of the potential investors point to
the generalised corruption and inefficiency
in the State bureaucracy as the main
Recently

your

measures aimed at

There

you

alleviation. But there

contemplating in order to deal

which

with this situation?
There

are

internal

implementing and

measures
...

that

would like

the tendency is a

aprovaram o programa.
confundir as decisSes de

determinadas medidas que

Näo se devc'
princfpio com
visam alcan^ar

objecti VOS que os princfpios preconizam.
Eu pessoalmente tenho encontros com o
Presidents da Rename, e os seus pontos de

os

vista säo canalizadas ao governo. Alguns
dos pontos que ele apresenta säo pontos que
também Jä nos preocupam.
O primeiro encontro que

tivemos foi de

felicitaqoes, logo apds a aprova^äq do
programa do govemo.
E quanto ao Forum de Consulta que o Sr,
Presidente prometeu formar?
Näo estava å pensar num Förum que fosse

consulta de varias pessoas.
havia ddvidas por parte de
muitos
näo sd da oposieSp — eu
preferi esperar para maior reflexäo. Mas
6 uma ideia que para mim continuayi va,
O govemo continua a insistirem eleieöes
municipais em 1996 apenas em alguns
pontos do pafs, enquanto a oposi§ao quer
elei^öes era todo o pafs. Porque nao aceitar
a proposta da oposi^Io?"
Näo se trata de rejeitar as propostas da
oposieio. Trata-se de compreendefcomo
é que sedescentraliza o poder; como é que

Mas

—

sedäautonomia administrativae financcira

municfpio. IJma vez respondidas
questöes, podemos ver se é possfvel
ou nSo (dar autonomia). Näo vale a |«na
dar autonomia a uma entidade que depois
vai set dependente do örgäo central, pots

criticar e a fazer uma anältse de algo de que
eu näo tinha falado.

Sapem September. 1995

others
in the

estas

financeiramente

nem

administrativamente lem essacapacidade.

to

learn about what

cprrap^p
generalizadas no aparelho
de estadof como os principals entraves
para o invesfimento. Que medidas
contempla tomar para resolver esta
questao?

como

nem

primeira vez que pude falar do que
pensava do Forum foi quando me diriji pela
primeira vez ä Assembleia da Republica.

are

even

e a ineficicncia

meu, para

a urn

A

be found

inyestidores apontam para a

Disse que o F6rum seria uma reuntäo
informal. Seria um método de tirabalho

örgäo do estado. Por tsso é que escolhi
a palavra Förum, porque quiz obrigar-me a
mim pröprio a ter uma reuniäo mais regular
com di ferentes grupos de pessoas. Mas antes
de eu expltcar o que pensava, come^aram a

um

are to

developed countries, and we

we are

deputados da Rename debateram e

certain levels of

are

corruption which I believe will be
combated through economic
development and poverty

obstacles to investment What measures
are

of

best ways of detecting and dealing

question of rejecting the
opposition’s views. It is a question of
understanding how the devolution of j)Ower
is done; how to create administrative and
economic autonomy. Once these questions
a

it is possible or not (to give autonomy).

cases

themselves in order to find the

opposition?
It is not

decrease in the

a

Hä medidas internas qtie estamos a tomar
e

..,

a

tendénciä d positiva, fto Setitkto de
casos de queixas sobre com^So.

dintinuir

Precdnizamos
;

urn

estudo,

com

pjapoio dos

para encohtramos
melbores formas de detectar casos concretos

potenciais inyestidores
de corrupeSo,

^

^ ^

Uma das

prirneiras medidas é parmos
desta questSo e d^is darmos diröjtivas a
cäda séctörf Finalménte, preconizamos z
cfiäpö dd CbnSelhd Superior de Correlate ä
Omnp^äo.
O que é também precis» é que criemos
mecanismos quepqssam darmaicffcdnfianqae

coi^m äspessoas paraque veriham com casos
concretos de

coiTup^äo.

Häcertos nfveisdecorruptjäoqueestoucearto

O governo introduziu
medidas que visam

que väo ser combatidos pelo pröprio
desenvolvimento econömico ecomoalfvioda

investimento, mas

pobreza. Mashaoutros niveisqueseeticontram

recentemente
estimular o
alguns potenciais
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kind of measures are taken in those countries,

and

see

how

situation,

they can be applied in our own
though the conditions are

even

different.
What is the

cause

for the apparent

disengagement in the relations between
Mozambique and Zimbabwe?
I have never felt any cooling, particularly
in the relations between my self and President
Mugabe, and I should say that we have
noted that Zimbabwe has increased the
utilisation of our ports of Beira and Maputo.
Our relations in the past were intensely
based on the fight against destabilisation,

and since

we

have achieved peace, we have

what is most

important, that is
our economic and culturalcooperation. We
are discussing other areas of cooperation
such as security. There could have been
misunderstandings due to the fact that
Mozambique’s cooperation with South
Africa expanded as a result of the
to return to

transformation in South Africa. We have
created a new area of cooperation even with
Malawi. Recently, I was in Tanzania, where
was also a feeling that our relations
had subsided. But because of the changes in

there

mesino nos

Tanzania and in

country, we have
adjust.
We are cooperating bilaterally in the areas
of security and culture. In the economic

Mozambique, and Mozambique’s
incapacity to dismantle such groups.
How do you expect to deal with this

front,

cooperating satisfactorily in the
security with Zimbabwe; we are
both clear on this issue, and it is being
handled competently on both sides. It is not
a question of i ncapacity. There are elements
that we need to put together, but I can assure
you that the issue is being handled and we
are both satisfied with what we are doing.Q

had

our own

to

and try to
any area in which
we are working with South Africa or Malawi,
which we are not working with Zimbabwe.
But one factor that can negatively
were

doing all that

create more.

influence

I do not

the

we can

see

relations

between

Mozambique and Zimbabwe is the
presence of Zimbabwean armed men in

issue?
We

are

field of

pafses de^^^vidps, e qaeresw

Spender que tipo de medidas so toiam iKsses
pafses, ci
I que pas podetn ser :;:
^>iicadas,^esardlassiti^;0esseremdifer»tties.
Qualé a causadloaparente^fidainenfonais

rda^oeseotroMo^^nibiqueedZimirabwe?
Nuncasenli nenhum esfriametito, solHetudo
Boque tespelta ao meu relaeibn^entdcom o
Ptesidente Mugabe, edevddiicsfqdefiiotamos
que o Zimbabwe pasaxj a utilizar muito tnats

osflossosp(«t<»daBeiraedeMapito.l1vemos
nopassadoumitelaeibititttientoquei^baseiaya
mats

Intensamente

na

luta contra å

desestabllizagäo, e uma yez cheg#» a pna
situa^de paz, temos q|ue voltar ao que é mais

impw1ante;,<peéanossacoQpwa5aoeoonömiea
emesmootldiral.Estaniosadiscutirouttas&eas
de

; Bstånos acpc|)eaarbilateralinente las ireas
da seguranqa é da cultufav No domfhio
éconömico, e^amos a fäzer otpie podemosq a
tenta'criarm^NloveJonenlHimadreasjiqiii
estejamt» a iniathar com a Åfiiea db SulN
ccanöMalawiequénäoésteianwsatrabalhar

coopöa^äo con» a se^aa«§a. Pbde se ter
uma ideikfalsapOT vepöJt que aireade
coopexa^äodeMoqambjquescexpandmamias cömd Zimb^Jwe.
mu<kn9^ na Aftica do^^l. Mas também sé'^^^ v
factores; que pocte inBuenciar
awo tma i»ya äea dfe
coin Ö tegätivainenteäsielajö^entreMogambiqae
dado

gov^no pensa iidar comesta questik)?
Estamos a cooperar satisfaldrtamentc no

séguranza com o Zimbabwe; hä
clareza de ambos os lados sobre e$ta

dortuttiO da
uma

ntatéria,

e

os

encamtnhados

em

trabalhos estao hem
ambos

lados. Näoé

os

;elementosqueaindanaoforamconseguidos

Malawi'Rccc«tetientc, fui å Tanzania, onde
também se dtzia haver urn esfnamento. Mas

eoZimbabwedapre^n^adebomensartnados

nfvei que nds pretendemos; mas
posso assegurar-lhe que o assunto estå

zjmbabweanos fini Mozambique, e a

bem encaminhado

porcausadas mudanz^ naTanzaniae tambéji
no nosso ptT^o pats, hé que ajusiar.

jw^jaeidade do ^yemo raozambicano de
desmantelar
gtupos. CSomo é qaeo seu

por
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obter

ao

e

satifeitbs

estamos

aquilo que estamos a fazer.Q
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GUEST COLUMN

THE NEW UNIVERSITY OF

ZIMBABWE
Deprose Muchena*

A

T THIS material stage of history,

expected that the
University of Zimbabwe (UZ)
it should be

crisis has been well understood and

contextualised, but in Zimbabwe, that
can be an overstatement. This article
seeks to take stoke of the few dramatic
took place particularly after
suspensions of the entire SRC, the

events that

the

committee, three students and a

workers

law lecturer for allegedly inciting students
demonstrate and

to

“bringing the

University Programme to a complete
standstill".
The above accusation

was

printed in the

standard letters sent to the “victims of

democracy” at the UZ. What followed the
suspensions was more dramatic. The ViceChancellor (VC) Professor Gordon
Chavunduka was on record as having said

everything

was

back to “normalcy”.

Following his mischievous statement,
students went amok.

PIC:2>ANA

day the UZ Council (which was
by theMinister of Higher
Education, Ignatius Chombo) met and
ratified the suspension of the victims,
On the

UZ students

demonstratingjust outside the Ministry of Higher Education

later fired

students

smashed windows around the

particularly the
Room, the Chief Security’s office,

administration block,
Council

and the entrances into the Administration.

Many more dramatic events bordering
around arson transpired.
Before the UZ authorities had

completed

repairs around the administration block,
students set parts of it on fire. A petrol bomb
was

believed to have been used.

On tbe third attack, students

shifted

emphasis. This time they landed on the
Students Affairs Offices. As

soon as

the

Dean of Students announced that it was the

reasoning of the Students Union Constitution
to

week of
uproar. After

have elections in the penultimate

second term, there was an

failing to convince the Dean to postpone the
elections, students severely stoned all the
Sapem September. 1995

offices of the Students Affairs

Department,

a lot of damage to property. The
elections were then postponed, either out of

causing
fear

or reason

(on the part of the Dean).

There was also another incident of a bomb

when people were woken up in the
early morning hours and alerted that two
“bombs” had been planted. This disrupted
the University’s activities even further.
All these operations took place during the
thick of the night. A guerrilla war if you like.
Indeed this kind of “struggle” was dubbed
scare,

“Operation Midnight Chavunduka”,
whatever this meant.
It is important to carry out an objective
analysis of the August events. Firstly, the
fires, stoning of buildings and damage to
property, vindicate thefailureofdemocracy.
It is very true that the University is witnessing
a progressive era of degeneration. The
degeneration is manifesting itself at two

important levels. Firstly, the nature and
direction of student politics is becoming
decadent and seriously limited. Fighting
against poverty by demanding payout
increments

was

no

doubt

a

reasonable

agenda. Highlighting the fundamental
contradictions of the UZ community by
pointing out and exposing corruption,
maladministration and gross financial
incompetence by the top brass was more
than good. The UZ must be a barometer of
excellence because of the very fact of it
being a home of intelligence. In fact, by
attacking and exposing the administrative
malpractices, students exposed the
corruption in government, because the
University is a reflection of government
structures

and interests. The state has

an

interest in the affairs of the University.

This
why commissioner of police Augustine
Chihuri refused to apologise to “rowdy”
is
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students in
even

a

press

conference

on

July 11,

after the most notorious police brutality

campus. Thus
with one stone.

on

students killed two birds

But to resort to violence and stoning
buildings at night, was to contradict the very
principles on which the Students Union is
based. Students failed to take a single
position when the SRC was suspended.
Some thought individually and proceeded

write their exams and attend lectures, and

to

almost half the
SRC

wrote

suspended members of the
letters to the VC dissociating

themselves from the demo which gave birth
to their suspension. This was a clear

testimony of the failure to sustain the spirit
of unionism which students should live up
to.

Therefore,
was

first

a

the violence that followed

litmus of the frustrations of a few

committed students, who after the defeat of

democracy, resorted to “Operation
Midnight”, to tell the world that events were
not yet normal as well as seeking political
consolation. The smashing of windows in
the Council Room and the Security Office
was politically directed as these “comrades”
argue. UZ Council had ruled against students
and the Chief Security Officer (Davis Shoko)
had played a prominent role in the
victimisation of students.
The

smashing of the Dean’s Offices was
people were not yet
ready for another SRC because three
members of the SRC were still on suspension

to

remind him that

and their fate unknown. Be that

as

it may,

political activism is not centred on trying to
mend blunders into victories. The students

should go back to the drawing board and
learn the benefits of collective action and its

Right now they seem to have
forgotten the fate of their still suspended
comrades; nobody has a solution or capacity
consequences.

to create one.

There is

tactics. Students

The SECOND MANIFESTATION of the

degeneration of the University is vindicated
by the total failure of the UZ administration.
The administration has serious limitations.
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Department

Former DACS Director Mrs Choto,

The VC is the

major problem. He is a
staunch supporter of the UZ Amendment
Act of 1990, with itsdraconian consequences
on

workers, lecturers and students. This

piece of legislation is at the centre of the
problems at the UZ. It has created a major
polemic
between
students
and
administration

ever

since 1992. Lecturers

and workers also have been victimised

by

the Act. Therefore students, lecturers and
workers view the Administration

ENEMY. The VC has

cared

as

an

rectify
this situation, although on paper he is against
never

to

the Act.
The administrative incompetence, gross
corruption, financial embezzlement,
nepotism and general dishonesty are the
norm than the exception. There are serious
allegations of authorities feeding on UZ
funds. According to an article published
three months ago by a Harare-based monthly
magazine. Horizon, millions of dollars have
not

been accounted for at the UZ. A confused

Bursar’s

Department has catalysed the
problems instead of alleviating them. There
is no accountability at all. It is not a principle
at UZ. One day I wanted to see the Deputy
Academic Registrar with an issue of my
welfare
was on

as a

student. He

leave, and

so was

was not

there; he

his assistant. The

secretary was not there either, she had gone
for lunch

at

11.00 a.m.l

was

student

“whiz kids” in the Bursar’s

because the problems are not taken seriously.

misunderstand

doing, and
struggles in the
ringfence of demonstrationism. The struggle
is now very .sophisticated and broadened.
Let’s catch up with this stubborn reality!
construct

incompetence,
corruption,
financial
embezzlement, nepotism and
general dishonesty are the norm
than the exception.
gross

really need to change

must not

what Arthur Mutambara

often

The administrative

Students payouts are a serious source of
problems. You will find students doing the
same programme, leaving in the same hostel,
coming from the same rural home, under
the same chief, receiving different sums of
money. This is not explained by the computer

kept
supplies of meat coming to the UZ for the 52
weeks of the year, regardless of the fact that
students have only 30 weeks of active
attendance in a year. She was not brought to
book. The list is endless. All this breeds

anger so that when students demonstrate for

payout, they also demonstrate against these
issues. Yet, the administration is so arrogant
and

bankrupt. It is not creative. It suffers
ideas and reason. For all
misdirect resources and
they are also victims of the “catch up
syndrome” evidenced by their construction
of “white elephant” projects like the
expensive brown iron cage around campus
instead of books in the library and
computerising the University. The VC is
fond of contradicting himself, and, is
surrounded by dead wood. A combination
from poverty of
their time, they

of these factors turns the UZ administration

into

typical fool’s paradise due to excess
incapacity.

a

of administrative tomfoolery and
It is

a

moribund administration which can’t

solve its

local

problems.
problem is that the administration,
particularly the VC, thrive on the use of
power and force when dealing with problems
own

The

at

the institution. He is intoxicated with the

“stone age

mentality” — of “who has the
bigger stick and stone”, to get the meat. He
has

also

influenced

his

Pro-Vice

Chancellors.

They need to be catapulted
thinking and appreciate the
dictates of democracy and dialogue, to solve
the perpetual circus at the UZ.
Students must guard against being victims
of
euphoria and
over
zealous
into modern day

One day I wanted to see the Deputy

fundamentalism, and the UZ administration

Academic

must

Registrar with an issue of
my welfare as a student. He was not

there; he

was on leave, and so was
his assistant. The secrer-- was not
there either, she had gone for lunch
at n.(X)a.m.l

fight against their administrative
bankruptcy, and obsession of power politics.
Otherwise they should resign.□
*The Author i.s

a

post-graduate student in the

Department of Economic History. University of
Zimbabwe.
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ZIMBABWE SEES GROWTH IN INVESTMENT
Zerubabel Mudzingwa

T
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ZIMBABWE Investment

HE

Centre, in 1994 alone, assisted in
the approval and registration of

enterprises with

a

value of Z$5,5

billion (about US$7()0 million) and the
value of foreign investment almost tripled

Z$3,66 billion from the 1993 total of
Z$l,32 billion. These projects are
expected to generate more than 10 000
Jobs annually over the next five years
and earn the country more than Z$l,86
to

billion in exports.
Over 260 of the projects arejoint-ventures

between Zimbabwean and foreign partners,
while about 90 are under 100 percent foreign

ownership and 12

are

wholly-owned by

For years

Zimbabwe has been seen by
potential investors as a quagmire of
bureaucratic red tape and uncooperative
officialdom. But the institution of the
Zimbabwe Investment Centre in 1989

was a

major boost to the country ’ s in vestment drive.
This has enabled Zimbabwe to

attract a

67 percent

rise in foreign investment, the
fourth-highest rise of all Third World
countries after Chile and Papua New Guinea,
according to a report by the World Bank’s
private sector arm, the International Finance

Corporation.
In terms of sectoral

division, commercial

manufacturing sectors got the lion’s

share of

155 and

152, respectively.

Manufacturing received the largest inflow
of investment totalling Z$2,6 billion,
followed

economy,” said Nicholas Ncube, director of
the Zimbabwe Investment Centre.
Last year, mining exports earned
Zimbabwe Z$4,5 billion in foreign currency.
The attraction of such metals

as platinum,
gold, chrome, copper and diamonds, is
expected to make mining Zimbabwe’s
biggest area of investment for several years

to come.

Other

local entrepreneurs.

and

mining leases to investors wishing to
large-scale ventures.
“The major area is in mining. We have
had a number of foreign mining houses
coming in and taking a stake in the country.
This is obviously a very exciting project
with wide-ranging successes for the
undertake

by mining with Z$2,2 billion and

major mining corporations from

Britain, South Africa, the United States and
Canada

currently exploring the new
mining possibilities of Zimbabwe’s rich
deposits of more than 40 minerals.
“Zimbabwe’s significant economic
reforms have given the country a probusiness, pro-private sector climate. Our
challenge is to get Zimbabwe known as a
launching pad for investment,” said Ncube.
But Zimbabwe’s investment climate

picture is not completely rosy. The climate,
quite literally, has not been a help to the
country ’ s economic management efforts. The
recurrence of drought and concomitant effects
on the economy have made investors think
twice about Zimbabwe

as a

destination for

their

capital.
Despite the provision of incentives such as
the 100 {percent remittance of profits given to
foreign investors, the country has lost millions
of dollars in Canadian investment because of

the government

awarded a Z$l,8 billion
platinum exploration and production
contract on a joint-venture basis to Delta

the

Gold and BHP Minerals of Australia.

Local and foreign investors have
complained that besides the abolition of
import licensing systems, removal of private

Hartley Platinum Project is expected
to produce 2,16 million tonnes of ore. The
project is the first to be implemented under
a new mining incentive scheme introduced
in 1994 under the Mines and Minerals Act.
The Act enables the minister of mines, with
the authority of thePresident, to grant special
Sapem September, 1995

high interest rates of 33 percent which
prohibited local partners from taking

have

part.

controls and the relaxation of labour

regulations, the high interest rates work
against investment.
“There is also regional competition as some
countries in the region are getting their act

said Ncube.

He added that unless Zimbabwe became
more

aggressive, the country may
sidelined.

run

the

risk of being

To make Zimbabwe

more

attractive to

foreign investment, ZIC has launched
investment promotion missions to several
countries, including Malaysia, Hong Kong,
South

Korea, China, India, the UK and the

United States of America.

Says the centre’s spokesman, Bekithemba
Mhlanga: “We look to the countries in Asia
for potential investment as we believe we
offer

an alternative base for their footloose
industries and those looking for an investment

base where the labour force is still in

abundance.”

Zimbabwe also has

are

agriculture with Z$62,9 million.
For example, in the latter half of 1994,

Tbe

together, and the competition for private
sector in vestment is so cutthroat,”

a

trainable workforce with

highly skilled and
literacy rate of 80

a

percent, in addition to the low labour costs.
This is especially so when compared to other
Third World countries such as Singapore,

Malaysia and Mauritius. Zimbabwe, together
with Botswana are still charging capital gains
tax,

unlike other countries included in this

comparison.
It may, however, seem pertinent to note that
a regional comparison in
respect of corporate
taxation may appear to make Zimbabwe less
competitive by 2,5 percent.
Zimbabwe also has the highest level of
withholding taxes at 20 percent on dividends
for unquoted companies, royalties,
management and consultancy fees compared
to

South Africa and Botswana’s 15 percent

and 10 percent on

royalties for South Africa.

However, as part ofits indigenisation policy,
the government has set aside some investors
sectors

for the local entrepreneurs.

These are
production, horticulture,
ranching, game, livestock, transport (excluding
air transport), retailing, and minor services
food and cash crops

such

as

hairdressing, photocopying,

employment and estate agencies.
These are, however, not completely closed
to foreigners as they can have
minority
shareholding in these ventures up to a
maximum of 25 percent.Q
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CALL FOR MANUSCRIPTS FOR PAN AFRICAN

CHILDREN’S BOOKS SERIES
of SAFES {Southern African Folcai
Economy Series) Trust is embariong on ttie production of a Fan African
Children's Books Series. This series will have two primary aims:
SAFES Books, a ccsoponent

1

Biarf; writers to produce aeative and informative
writings about the eiqieriences and lives of Bladr peoples in Africa

To encourage

beginning reading; Grade 1

♦

early primary; Grade 2-4

•

late

*

junior secondary: Forms 1 -2

To produce a series of culturally aid gender sensitive, informafive

yet interesting bo(^ for children to read which reflect positive
fliemes pertaining to flie lives of Black people in Africa and its
diaspora and the promotion of peace and human rights.
2

•

primary: Grades 5*7

Suggested Themes
Books written for this seriesi^ould (»ver a wide variety of

1

Fictional

General Gi^dellnes for the Series

2

Bibliographical

A

key component of this series is the emphasis on engendering an
of dierent forms and t^es of culture
among African peoples.

3

Historical

awarwiess and an af^reciation

4

Geografmical:

5

Enwotwiental

6

Scientific

7

Preparation for School fm Pre-Scholars

and its diaspora.

presented in a pjÄfflve li^it as aspects of the
diversity whidi encompass me worid fli wmich we live. Wifliin smy
context, whettier in a serious or jdåig frame, no culture or ethnic group
should be denigrated in any form or presented as better than any other.

subject

matter, They ^ould fall within one or more of ttie foHovring divKions:

Differences must be

All activities should be

presented as human endeavour, not as the

spedfe domains or ei^edations of males or females. Stories should
encourage girls to consider conventionally male roles and activities,
particularly in ttie scienttflc and technical fields. Boys should be
encouragedttirough stories to become invotved in caring and nurturing.
Stereotypical images based on gender, class or ethnicity will not be
acc^ted.

Specific Guidelines for the Manuscripts
1

ManuscriptemustbeoriginaLTheymustnothave beénpubB^ed
anyv^ere else.

2. In the case of the sub-series, several

authors may be identified to

write different books within the sub-series.

English.

3.

Manuscripts should be written

Consttuctive resolutions of conflict should be fostered in stories to

4.

Manuscripte must be typed double spaced.

provide children with an alternative image to that of war and senseless

5.

Apprc^riate illustrations can accompany the manuscript.

6.

Manuscripts should not be more than 3000 words.

7.

Any manuscript that does not acttiere to the general guidelines,
noted above, wiil not be considered for publication in this series.

8.

Included with each manuscripts should be a short statement
about the author, i.e. name, origin, where living at present, age,

violence. The books should encourage children to thirttc, to question, to

explore.
Fromotion of peace and non*antagonistic resolutioi of conflict should
also be portrayed in the stories. Many African countries are in the midst

conflicts, e.g. Liberia, Swnalia, Rwanda,
Burundi, Sudan, Sierra Leone, Angola. Sm^r scale inter-ethnic
conflicts (labelled tribalism) are also prwnoted within some countries.

of internal and inter-nation

Through stories children should be exposed to images of peaceful
coexistence. Human rights should also be promoted in the stories.
Grading of Books
T0 enable all children to have direct assessabllity to books produced in
this series, specific books should be witten for particular age sets. The

vocabulary and syntax of the books should be adapted to the age set
following ages sets are de^nated for this

for which it is written. The
series;
♦

26

pre-school

present position; e.g. student, teacher, unemployed, and any
other information you would like to share with your readers.
9.

Be sure to keep a copy of your manuscript in case it gets lost in
file post.

10. More specific guidelines forthemes may be requested. For furttier
information or submission of manuscripts write to;
Hie Pan African Children’s Books Series,
SAFES Books, P.O. MP 111, Mount Pleasant,

Harare,
Smbabwe.
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ARISTON MAGURANYANGA
CHAMBATI
15 NOVEMBER 1934

—

7 OCTOBER 1995

IBBO MANDAZA

T

HE DEATH of Ariston Chambati
on

October 6 1995 should shock

Zimbabweans into

realising that
in this historical epoch, indeed within the
political and social process that is
contemporary Zimbabwe, the human
resource base is fast becoming depleted of
that vital second-tier of

politician-cum-

technocrats. For, only recently, the country
lost another in the category of Ariston

nationalist

struggle for independence. The

accident

on

was

killed in

those who have

current

access to

that

source

of

legitimacy are becoming fast depleted with
passing of time; but also to the apparent
incapacity for Zimbabwean society to either
replenish those traditional and historical
sources of legitimacy and
leadership or
the

create new ones

for future

generations.

developing country as Zimbabwe.
Not surprising, therefore, that it should take
more than a year to replace Chris
Ushewokunze in the Ministry. Likewise, it
had taken more than a year to replace yet
another of the rare stock in our society, the
ailing Bernard Chidzero. Now, the latter’s
replacement, namely Ariston Chambati, will
no doubt prove difficult to
replace.

our

are

at

once

narrow

and

Fifteen years into postindependence, the sources of legitimacy for
leadership remain firmly rooted in the
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Africa, that

now

existence.

When,

threaten Africa’s very
as has become the

pattern in the average African society,
those born in the 1920s

now

comfortably

Who

will

tell the

story?

Chambati’s death should prompt us into

Ariston Chambati

the

in Zimbabwe

generations, and
the new genocidal diseases, biologically
engineered elsewhere and imported into

the search for

Therefore, there are profound lessons to

proscribed.

afflicts

and emergent

reproduction of our species?
remain
to
bury the
grandmothers and grandfathers of the
current generation? Who will survive to

a

nation-in-the-making in
untimely departure of Chambati. Of
course, there is nothing essentially unique,
or indispensable about any individual in
society. On the contrary, it is the fact of
history, time and space, and how all these
combine into a political and social process
within which some are projected into
prominence
and
even
apparent
indispensability as key factors and leaders
in a given society. The point here is that the
historical and political bases of leadership

of social

survival and

a car

January 17 1994. The gravity

be drawn for

now

outlive those born in the 1930s and 1940s,
what does that say about the potential for

of the loss of such persons of stature and
rare technocratic skills speaks for itself in
such

wave

and economic decline that

Chambati, namely former Minister of
Industry and Commerce, Christopher
Ushewokunze, who

from the 30s onwards, the

danger here relates not only to the fact that

Therefore,

the passing of Chambati
should help to highlight the inherent

vulnerability, and even fragility of not only
our political process in Zimbabwe, but even
the survival and reproduction of the society
in general. For, the sense of political and
social depletion becomes compounded by
the physical degeneration, death and decay
that has become a feature of society in

framework for the

society’s
political and social reproduction, namely
the need to strike a dynamic balance, between
continuity and change with respect to the
content and composition of leadership. For
the political process in particular might be
likened to a baton used in a marathon relay;
the real danger is that, with the depletion of
succeeding runners in that long and
indeterminate race, we might find ourselves
left with only the baton, with no hands, no
feet, no body.
a

At the age of 61, Ariston Chambati was
not so

young and yet he represented that
vital second-tier of leaders in Zimbabwe,
that generation of politician-technocrats. In
him were combined the political credentials
drawn

largely form his association with the

nationalist struggle since 1956, the academic

onslaught of the impact of colonial rule and

background that saw him become a lecturer
in political science, the world of diplomacy,
at first as a functionary in the Commonwealth
Secretariat (1971-72), and later as

its economic and social consequences,

Zimbabwe’s Ambassador

particularly

(1980-82), the practical exposure to the

Africa. This is the outcome of the combined

on

those, like Chambati, born

to

Germany
27

1

private sector as chairman and chief
executive of TA Holdings (1985-1995), and
a profound familiarity with the political
realities of Zimbabwe.

Chambati held several senior positions
in Zapu,

including that of Deputy Secretary

General.

But he should be remembered

most as one

of those who helped

build

bridges between Zapu and Zanu, assisting
in the formation of the Patriotic Front in
1976. In this regard, some of us remember
him with gratitude for his role in the
project, Zimbabwe: Towards a New Order
(1979), which brought together various
Zimbabwean intellectuals and technocrats

Zapu-Zanu political spectrum,
what became the first group of “civil

across

into

the

servants” for the Patriotic Front in 1979,
under the

leadership of both Zanu

(represented by Dzingai Mutumbuka) and
Zapu (represented by Chambati himself),
and with the active support of Bernard
Chidzero, then Under Secretary-General
of Unctad. In many respects, his role as
bridge-maker pre-empted him from active
politics at independence, especially in
view of the untidy relationship that
developed between Zanu and Zapu in the
period between 1980 and 1987. So even
though he had comfortably won a seat for
Zapu in Parliament in 1980, he will have
found refuge from it all as Zimbabwe’s
Germany in
from abroad, he
words, “actively

first Ambassador to Bonn,
1980.

On his return

became, in his own

independence and self-reliance, the
distinguished elements that could only
enhance a political career on a playing field
otherwise occupied largely by dependent
and, as is so evident among some of our

inherited colonial economy,

psychophantic politicians.
Ironically, the strength and resource with
which to survive and operate in what was
largely a hostile (to Africans) private sector
came from his political credentials.
By
appointing Chambati to a post in their
group in 1982, the owners of TA Holdings
were no doubt seeking new sources of
legitimacy in post-independence

was

leaders,

even

Zimbabwe. Of course, Chambati tried to

deny that his appointment was “a case of
window dressing” in an organisation that
had not only built its fortunes on UDI, but
in many respects

had also become the new

laager for the “old Rhodies” during the
1980s.
In the final analysis, both the

position and task became an enormous
challenge for Chambati, against which to
demonstrate
the
possibilities of
indigenisation. He used his political
in government to confront
enemies in both TA Holdings and in

contacts

his
the

private sector as a whole, thereby creating
a

functional link between sectors of

the state into
slowly gravitating. It is too
early to assess Chambati’s contribution to

corporate Zimbabwe and
which he

was

the programme—economic empowerment

of which he became

—

the

a

central figure in

period since 1990. Both his political

credentials and commitment to the cause

involved in promoting unity between Zanu

ensured that he did far more for black

Zapu, from 1984-1987”. Indeed,
history will in due course testify to the
central role that Chambati played in

empowerment than any of those of his
contemporaries who occupied similar
positions in corporate Zimbabwe.

and

nation-building in Zimbabwe. It was a
role that could have brought him into
Cabinet ranks soon after the Unity Accord
in December 1987. But he was not in a
hurry, preferring to work on the side-lines,
building and reinforcing nariona/wn/ry, until
1995 when he became Minister of Finance,
a

position into which he fitted almost

naturally.

Even

the decade

or more

spent in the

private sector at TA Holdings will have
been carefully welded into building and
developing a base for economic
28

So,

Chambati had begun the painful

process

towards transcending the political

schizophrenia that is characteristic of the
current generation of nationalist leaders:
namely, the tension between a stance given
to the kind of compromise and moderation
that is so endearing to liberals on the one
hand, and the need to re-assert the principles
upon which the nationalist struggle was
waged on the other. As we have witnessed
in the last few years, it is this political
schizophrenia that has further enhanced
Zimbabwe’s incapacity to transform an

such

with all the

the Economic

implications

—

Structural

Adjustment Programme
that

(ESAP)
failure. The

to

as

are

attendant to that

point here is that Chambati

than most in our society
fully, not only the strategy

better placed

understand

and

of

content

black

economic

empowerment but also how Zimbabwe
might begin to arrest the spiral ofeconomic
decline. To that end, he had within weeks

Ministry of Finance
begun to institute fora of various experts
from both the public and private sectors,
and
including the Zimbabwean
intelligentsia. Given more time, he would
have established a public policy dialogue

of his arrival in the

forum

that

would

have

assisted

government towards the design of an
alternative macro-economic policy
framework for Zimbabwe.

I

n

recent

months, I was fortunate to meet
Chambati on two

and discuss with

occasions; at first, two days before his

appointment as Minister of Finance, and,
later, just before his first and last Budget
speech. He had made up his mind that the
last years of his life must be given to
public office; he acknowledged that he
owed the country that much. Indeed, even
as he was packing to leave his beautiful
office at TA Holdings, I teased him,
indicating the sharp contrast between his
physical and material surroundings at TA
Holdings and those into which he was
going at Munhumutapa Building. Of
course, he had taken all that -and more into account. So, two months down the
road, I enquired as to how he was
weathering the storm as Minister of
Finance? “You will be surprised,” he
replied, “I am enjoying it thoroughly.”

Except, perhaps, for those so close to
him, it would have been difficult to detect
that Ariston Chambati was afflicted by such
a

terminal illness as meningitis.

But then on

reflection, perhaps only that subtle hint
when, in May 1995, he handed me three
cartons

in the

of his personal papers and speeches,

time this month or
a position to
outline of his biography.□

hope that

next, we

some

would have been in

discuss the
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FOOTBALL: THE ROAD TO SOUTH AFRICA
Zerubabel Mudzingwa

Anthony Yeboah, hopes are high

prestigious biennial
Africa Cupof Nations finalsin
South Africa only a few
months away, the billion-dollar question

striker

w

for

is: Who will beat the drums?

hosts South

ITH the

Sixteen African nations, except

for hosts
Nigeria, qualified
after emerging first and second in their
respective groups. They will parade their
skills at the continent’s premier soccer
showpiece from January 13 to February 3,
South Africa and holders

fifth

a

success

in South Africa.

The 16 finalists have been divided into

four

A featuring
Africa, Cameroon, Egypt and

groupings, with

group

Angola.
Group B matches to be played in
Bloemfontein will include Zambia, Algeria,
Sierra Leone and Burkina Faso. Group C
comprises Nigeria, Zaire, Gabon and

Football Association (SAFA) Solomon
“Stix” Morewa, said,“this is the greatest
honour that could be bestowed on SAFA and

South Africa. To say I am over the moon
the understatement of the decade. It is
dream

come

a huge success of the Africa Cup. The
faith shown in SAFA by CAF is tremendous

trophy include
perennial top seeds and North African giants
Egypt, West African champions and 1994
World Cup second round losing trialists
Cameroon, the humble but resurgent ad hoc
Zambian assemblage, Ghana’s “Black Stars”
fellow

this

African

The

in Luanda,
Mozambique also qualified from
Group Six with a 0-0 draw in Namibia.
The Ivorians also qualified in second place
in a group which included World Cup finalists
while

likely to surprise everyone.
captain Gadji Celi

Morocco, who

Cote D’Ivoire retired

Joseph said, “the soul of our late
President, Felix Houphouet-Boigny, will not
in peace until the trophy is brought back
Cote d’lvoi
re. The players must fight

rest

hard to honour him.”

Abedipele, Ghana’s impressive midfielder

1994.
Liberia. The matches will be

played in

Durban, while Port Elizabeth hosts Group
D teams, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Tunisia

ago, when few countries competed.
The “Black Stars” of Ghana are the most

and

African Nations Cup
history, having won the title four times. And
with a squad boasting stars like defender
Tony Baffce, midfielder Abcdi Pole and

Johannesburg’s Soccer City Stadium.

successful country in

•S \i'i;m .Si itcmdi k. pws

were

eliminated.

It is

Saint

football, and both succeeded several decades

Angolans reached their first finals

with a 4-0 drubbing of Botswana

and staged a giantkilling act in the qualifying rounds to emerge
leaders in a group featuring Morocco, the
“Lions of the Atlas” and “The Elephants” of

Only Egypt and Ghana have successfully
defended the most prestigious title in African

standby to host

prestigious competition since 1993 by

Yaounde.

of penury

Nigeria won the 19th African Nations
Cup after they beat Zambia 2-1 in Tunisia, in

on

staging the cup.
Algeria, 2-1 home winners over Tanzania,
and Tunisia, who played a goalless draw in
Mauritania, in the final leg, were the group
Four qualifiers. Cameroon beat Zimbabwe
1-0 in the last match of the qualification in

Unheralded Burkina Faso, who conquered

to

will not let them

in

be dismissed at face value,

Cote d’lvore, are

we

they learnt that Kenya might have difficulties

preliminaries.
woes

promise

the Confederation of African Football when

especially after their performances in the

the

can

South Africa has been

representative at last year’s global soccer
tourney, Nigeria. However, the rest of the
teams cannot

the
ability to

make

down.”

Cameroon’s

a

are

He added, “there is no doubt we have
infrastructure and administrative

and I

and

that the finalists

definitely coming to South Africa in 1996.”

1996.
Favourites to lift the

true

is

Mozambique.

The finals

are

set to

be played at

message at accepting the
responsibility of hosting the African
Nations Cup, president of the South African

In

his

unlikely, however, that any of the
qualifiers will go to South Africa with as
much fervour and passion as Burkina
Faso.The Burkinabe, had qualified for the
finals of the nations cup only once in 1978.
They were subsequently forced to withdraw
from African competitions because of lack
of funds. This time, when they decided to
return, they secured top place in Group Seven
with a 1-1 draw against neighbours Cote
d’Ivoire.

Egypt’s progress to their 20th participation
in the tournament finals came despite a
disappointing home draw, while Liberia and
Zaire went through to the finals without
kicking a ball in the last penultimate matches.
The Bafaiui Bafcinci of South Africa, who
29
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The Zambian national football squad

have been dated in Group A against perennial
World

Cup trialists,

are likely to face a
torrid time. The Indomitable Lions of

Although the Leone Stars
unknown outside their

own

are

largely

country, their

rated number two in Africa. However,

success in the regional Almilcar Cabral
Cup proved that Sierra Leone is an
emerging force capable of causing
problems for Zambia, Burkina Faso and
Algeria.
Group C features two World Cup trialists
Zaire and Nigeria, and two cinderellas
Gabon and Liberia. Though they boast of
AC-Milan striker George Weah, Liberia is

besides Zambia who have

no

finals twice

whose

Cameroon, Champions in 1984 and 1988
are favourites,
though they started the

campaign as underdogs.
Algeria, wi nners of the 1990 African title,
have made considerable revival under their

recently appointed coach Rabah Madjer.
They now face the much-feared Zambians,
only reached the
despite their historical

domination of football in Southern

Africa,

the group includes strong contenders
Burkina Faso and Sierra Leone.

Sierra Leone qualified
1994

for the first time in

by winning a group that included such
powerful teams as Algeria and Senegal. The
young, talented
squad cannot be
underestimated.
.V)

the

match for current cup

holders Nigeria
starting line-up is likely to feature
last African Nations Cup sensation,

Emmanuel Amunike who

Zamalek FC of Egypt,

turns out

for

Rashidi Yekini who
plays for Victoria de Setubal of Portugal,
Fintrancht Frankfurt playmaker Austin
Okocha and many other international
players. Gabon, another Group C member
cannot be dismissed either since they are

renowned with

a

100 percent

record at the

halfway stage. In the

run-up to the finals,
Gabon outclassed Mauritius and shaded
Zambia at home in
teams

a group reduced to three
by withdrawals and the elevation of

South Africa to hosts.

Tunisia, which hosted the 1994 finals,
ranked third in Africa behind

Nigeria and
Egypt, according to soccer world governing
body Fifa, has been pitted against Cote
d’Ivoire, Ghana and Mozambique, who
boasts a powerful attack of Nuro Tualibo,
Chiquinho Conde and Amaldo Ouana.
Cote d’Ivoire, champions in 1992 and
third last year, are

the favourites, followed

by Ghana and Tunisia.
Unlike many contenders, Cote d’Ivoire
rely heavily on local talent, with midfielder
Serge Maguy from Atletico Madrid and
striker Joel Tiehi of Le Havre being the
exceptions.^
Sapem September, 1995,
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THE SIXTH ALL AFRICA GAMES: SOUTH

AFRICA’S GOLD HARVEST
Zerubabel Mudzingwa

s

addition

first

the

to

Johannesburg

OUTH AFRICA, freed recently
from the shackles of apartheid

the other 10 members of the Southern

(SADC)

International Athletic Meeting on September

isolation,

combined, sent a strong contingent of 364
to the 6th All Africa Games, including 240

23-24, South Africa will host the Cross-

and international

heralded its entry

into Africa’s sports

showpiece — the All Africa Games —
emerging as the continent’s new sports
superpower.
As if spurred

by the unexpected but
stunning success of their national rugby

Springboks, in the recently-ended
Rugby World Cup, the white-dominated
team

the
collecting 154 (64 gold)

South African team finished top on
medals table

—

Egypt, which had a
well, but occupy number two

ahead of second-placed

total of 154

as

because of fewer

gold medals (61).

Although not competing in basketball,
handball and soccer. South African virtually
dominated sports such as swimming, hockey,

cycling, gymnastics and tennis.
In particular was the awesome swimming
team which, with only a day before the end
of the games, had amassed 22 gold medals,
setting new games records even during the
preliminaries. The country’s men’s hockey
team also qualified to represent Africa at the
Olympic Games next year in Atlanta.
The country’s team comprised veterans
of the Barcelona Olympic in the likes of
Elkana Meyer, 5 000-metre sensation,
Shadrek Hoff, Tom

Africa Development Community

athletes.
“South Africa’s

due

to

various

success

reasons.

in the games is

One of them is

sheer dedication of the sports persons.
“It was strange to us to participate for the
first time. We did not know what to expect.

Egypt was very good. Nigeria and Kenya
were also strong. But we participated
because we belong to Africa, we are part of
Africa,” said Hugo Olivier, general
manager of South Africa’s National Sports
Council.
South Africa’s return to the African

sporting fraternity has revealed the
country ’ s long time dormant potential, even

though most of the activities are still whitedominated. To mark her return with a bang.
bidding to organise a
prestigious sports events. In

South Africa is
number of

South Africa

was

in Zimbabwe to find out

from officials of the

Supreme Council of
Sports in Africa (SCS A) what the cost of the
games is likely to be before seeking

parliamentary approval.
However, it

was not
as

all that rosy at the 6th
scandals, confusion

punctuated the sports gala
a

record 6 000

participants and officials from 46 countries,
farsurpassing the last games record in Cairo,
in 1991.
At least four athletes left the tournament

disgraced after they failed the anti-doping
tests.

First was South African long jumper Karen

Botha, wife of former Springboks rugby

force?

captain Naas, who tested positive for having

South Africa is endowed with world-

performance-enhancing substance,
dextropropoxyphene. She subsequently lost
taken

standard

Sapem SPPTF.MnUR. 1995

we

which had attracted

formidable

billion, which is more than five times that of

host the games our

capital
expenditure would be far less than
Zimbabwe. In many instances we would
have to only upgrade the facilities,” said
Mvuzo Mbede, the country’ s deputy head of
delegation to the All Africa Games.
To crystalise its efforts, a delegation from
“If

and low-turnout

Vorster.

sporting infrastructures which
enable its athletes to play competitively in
the so-called elitist disciplines such as
hockey, diving, and shooting.
Perhaps underlining its sporting potential
and economic might in a continent still
grappling with serious economic hardships.
South Africa, boasting an annual gross
domestic product of more than US$120

All Africa Games in 1999.

All Africa Games

Petranoff, Bris and

But what makes them such a

Country World Championships in Cape
Town in March 1996, which will be followed
by the African Marathon Championships in
Soweto, and perhaps the application ofCape
Town to host the 2004 Olympic Games.
South Africa is also bidding to host the 7th

a

her bronze medal and
months by the
Confederation.

banned for three

African Amateur Athletics

another

long jump medalist,
second-placed Andrew Osowu of Ghana,
who tested positive for the banned substance,
ventolinm, while Egyptian Greco-Roman
wrestler Mohy Abdel Hareth lost his gold
Next

Maria Mutola

was

was

31

SPORT
medal after

testing positive to noresterone.
Nigerian sprinter Paul Egonye, in the
gold-medal winning Nigerian 4 x 100m
relay team, was also banned for four years
after tests proved he had used steroids.
Non-attendance of African and world

leading athletes such

Zimbabwe’s

as

Victoria Commonwealth Games silver
medalist Tendai Chimusasa and Philemon

African nations of favouritism in karate and
tae-kwo-ndo competitions

We

But the initial

gloommy picture changed
with the appearance of Mozambique’s Maria
Mutola, the world’s 800 metre champion, and
the second-best pole vaulter in the world,

1991.

Ethiopia’s Haile Gabreslassie who holds the

Burundi, Angola, Ethiopia and Rwanda put

5 000 and 10 000 metres world records and

up aspirited performance with Burundi’s only

sprinter Franki Fredericks of Namibia, and
200metres African champion, Samuel Matete

athlete, Arthemon Hatungimana, clinching a

This was coupled

with allegations by black

1995

S

8

TTL

South Africa

84

51

39

154

Egypt
Nigeria
Algeria
Kenya

61

43

so

154

36

31

40

107

15

16

26

57

12

11

17

40

Tunisia

9

Zimbabwe

6

Senegal

5

;

6
4

i

Beaten but not out, countries which have

traditionally dominated the games such as
Egypt, Nigeria and Algeria, also walked away
with a fair share of medals. Nigeria’s athletes
dominated the track events breaking nearly 20
games and African records. In the 1991 games
Egypt reaped 84 gold medals compared to 61
this year.
All said and done and

despite the initial
a success. The
Secretary General of the SCSA, Awoture
Eleyae agreed; “We must salute Zimbabwe
for organising the biggest and most
successful games, despite economic
problems caused by two years of drought.’’□
hitches, the games were

important.

QoUf
84 v.:

Egypt

39

23;

35

6

15

Algeria

26

Kenya

Zirryiatiwe

Silver
.;

,.

Nigeria

Cameroon
Mauritius

3
3

13

6

9

18

Madagascar

2

2

5

9

Tunisia

Gabon

2

0

6

8

Namibia

"

28

184

40

120

35

100

37

18

;;

S

^

12

/ z

10

18

S

12

3

12

6

12

Ethic^ia

4

6

2

7

Ghana

4

■3

Mozambique '

1

2

0

3

Cameroori

Sierra Leone
Tanzania
Buaindi
Namibia
Cote d’Ivoire

1

10

2

1

0

2

0

0

1

'

6
A

Angola

„15-.

1

20

.

4

:

i:;:;

Mauritius

46

2

5

1

16

\

;;2

S::;",,

■

Total

40

4

1

Bronze
54

1
;

Games, Cairo

51

1

Ethic^ia
Ghana

million lives, Rwanda still

Egypt(1991)

19

10

a

of the African family,’’
Rwamukwaya Valence, one of the
country’s journalists.

Medals Table 5th All Africa

11

Tanzr^

11
■

10

to

15

6

12

5

9

0

4

3

7

0

4

6

Zambia

0

2

2
2

4

Uganda

Lesotho

0

1

2

3

Gabon

1

1

Seychelles

0

1

1

2

Mozambiciue

tv-^"0

1

2

Burkina Faso

0

1

0

1

CentAfr.

1

1

2

Zambia

1
.

1;.

3
:

1

0 ;;

5
4

;0

;

3

Central Alrica

0

1

0

1

Madagascar

0

2

8

10

Guinea

0

1

0

1

tesotho

0

12

4

6

Libya

0

1

0

1

Mali

0

4

0

Ubya

5

Burir. Faso

0

1

4

5

Zaire

0

0

1

1

Botswana

0

0

1

1
1

Angola

0

1

0

Swaziland

0

3
3

1

3
3

;

Uganda

0

0

2

2

Botswana

0

0

1

1

Seychelles

0

0

1

Congo

0

0

1

1

Swaziland

0

0

1

1

119

185

237

612

Total

Total

.12

220

218

275

the international

said

gold medal in the men’s 800 metres race.
Angola won three medals and Ethiopia 12.
Rwanda, which had brought a contingent of
about 12 athletes and was led by the country’s
minister of youth and movement association
Jacquies Bihozagara, also put up a spirited
performance though they went away with no
“For us, medals were not all that

Q

Country

which claimed

medal.

Medals Table

to show

exists and is still part

The hosts, Zimbabwe, ended up with 35
more than their haul in Egypt, in

world record-holder Moses

here

came

community that despite last year’s genocide

Britts Okerts of South Africa.
medals — 15

of Zambia, had threatened to turn the games
into a non-event.

in the games together with our fellow Africans.

in favour of North

Africans.

Hanneck, Kenya’s 3 000-metres steeplechase

Kiptanui,

What was more important was ourparticipation

776
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Political Science and Political Practice

This paper

devising methods of
subverting the democratic struggles and
aspirations oftheir people. In N igeria, the Military

tightly controlling the process, thereby frustrating
the objective of democratisation. The state nöt
only imposed a two party system, but also formed
the parties, wrote their manifestoes and financed
them. The country’s political class was
destabilised through a constant process of
banning and unbanning of politicians and the
disqualification of nominated popular candidates
at the last instance. In addition, a primitive and
palpably anti-democratic system of open ballot
elections in which voters queued in the open, in
front of the symbol of their choice was imposed.
Virtually all the anti-democratic measures
were devised and implemented by leading
members of the political science establishment
recruited from Nigerian universities. For all
practical purposes, political science played the
role of a competent technocracy that was a willing
accomplice of the military in subverting the
democratic stmggles and aspirations ofthe people.
Each blockage of democratic space, each devise
of defeating democratic forces and every refusal
to keep to the schedule of handover of power to
elected candidates was vigorously defended by
a coterie of political science professors working
for the military dictatorship. This involvement
poses serious problems of deontology which we
hope to explore in the paper.

is not about political scientist who

act as such. It is about those who

offer their

politicians as academics and
tecbniciansof political science. Establishing what
should be the relationship between political
science as an academic discipline and political
practice has always been a contentious issues. A
debate on the issue was initiated in Nigeria by
Sam Oyovbaire (1980:9) who contended that:
The essential role

of political science is to
legitimise
or subvert. The latter role belongs to the
realm of practical politics — to actors who
may be politicians, regime experts and
revolutionaries. While theirs is a supportive
relationship between scholars and actors in
the form of “committed scholarship " or of
actors and scholars taking cues from each
other, the distinctive role of one must not be
confused with the other.
sensitise and socialise, it is not to

Separating the roles of sensitising and
socialising from those of legitimising and
subverting is not an easy task. As Bala Usman
(1980:24) argued in his response to Oyovbaire,
the knowledge and information the political
scientist has, could constitute central aspects of
practical political activity and when the
knowledge involves value perceptions, it could
impact on the core of political practice.
In

addition,

as

Erne Awa (1980:61) contends,

professionals, by virtue of their training are
concerned about positively ad vanci ng the objects
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of their

professions

—

doctors about curing the

sick, economists about getting rid of inflation:
Political scientists everywhere are concerned to ensure the emergence ofthe good
.state,

defined in

.some

.specific

way.

For

the capitalist state is a capitalist democracy predicated on the doctrine of competitive politics in a two party system. For Russians,
the good state is a Marxist state predicated
on the doctrine of controlled competition.

instance, for most Americans,

Political and other social scientists who

specialised knowledge in these
obliged by the nature of their
training to give advice regarding the

possess

matters are

choices

to

abdicate

be made. To do otherwise is to

responsibility to society. (Awa,

1980:61)
We therefore agree

with Usman and Awa that
deontology that governs the profession of
political science goes beyond sensitising and
socialising the public. It is about ensuring that
there is a good state and good governance.
However, since there is no agreement within the
discipline on the core values constituting the
good state and good governance and the best
means of achieving them, the professional and
practical engagement of political scientistscannot
the

but reflect these differences.
As Gabriel Almond (1988) has argued, the
history of the discipline is one of separate tables
on which are seated different and contending
schiKils and sects. There has been no “political
science” that has stood above issues of ideological

commitment. Awa evokes in the citation above
the different

responsibilities of American and
political scientists, which, as we all
know have marked the discipline until the fall of
the “really existing communist” systems in
Eastern Europe in 1989. There is virtual
agreement in the discipline that the changes that
Russian

occurred in those societies were the result of
internal subversion. Both

empirically and in

value orientation, subversion cannot but

central commitment of many

be

a

political scientists.

the

one-party variety. Out of this
emerging a consensus that plural
democracy is a universal element in enthroning
the good state and good governance and is
therefore a core value of the discipline.
one-man or

failure is

The central issue that arises in the debate

about

political science and political practice is

whether members of the academy could
enter the arena of practice, but about scholars
not

accepting to be misused by politicians for the
purpose of subverting the good state and good
governance. As Eckstein argues, those in power
seldom need the scientific advice of academics:
Even

if they use academics, they loo often
ignore them, or else recruit only people
who are, so to speak, pseudo-academics in
search ofpolitical careers or people willing to say what the practitioners want to
hear. (Eckstein, 1990:55)
The

majority of political scientists who offer

their services to politicians do so in a manner that

consciously subvert their training and
professional commitment. Their major activities
are sycophancy and the use of their skills to
enable their bosses acquire and use power to
subvert the good state and good governance, and
in so doing, they subvert the professional integrity
of the discipline.
As Chinua Achebe argues in his Anthills ofthe
Sannanah, dictators are not bom, they are made
by sycophants. Sam, the President in the novel,
did not scheme to be President, and he was open
and sincere in the

beginning of his mle, till the
sycophants got him. It has been argued by Kwesi
Prah (1992) that African social science should
take up the study of sycophancy more seriously
as the most intelligent members of society perfect
the art of bootlicking. In the 1960s and 1970s,
Africanist political science devoted a lot of time
to the study of “charismatic leadership”, thereby
falling victims to the propaganda of the
sycophants, who had inundated the literature
with claims about the greatness of their respective
heroes. Dictators are partly made by their
sycophants who continue to repeat into their

The liberal turn that occurred in the Soviet Union

dumb brains that:

and Eastern

The people have spoken, their desire is
manifest. You are condemned to serx'e them
for life (Achebe, 1987:5).
Of course the sycophants also end up being
victims of the monster they have helped create:
Worshipping a dictator is such a pain in the
ass. It would not be so bad ifit were merely
a matter of dancing upside down on your
head. With practice, anyone could learn to
do that. The real problem is having no way
of knowing from one day to another, from
one minute to the next, just what is up and

Europe has led some scholars to
suggest that the end of ideology has arrived.

palpable wrong, the
authoritarian one party communist model has
collapsed but the central ideological issues of
ourcpoch, relating to imperialist control of world
resources and rising inequality in the national
and international levels remain, so ideological
struggles could only take new forms, they cannot
"end". However, one cannot but agree with
Lucian Pye (1990:5) that political scientists can
say with some confidence today that there is a
crisis of authoritarianism and that the stigma of
failure marks every form of tyranny, whether of
Such

.T4

scholars

are

what is down

(Achebe, 1987:45).

So while the dictator repeats over

and

over

again that he did not want to rule for ever, his
sycophants must be able to read his mind and
appeal to him to do just that. The era of what
Kirk-Greene (1991) described as “His Eternity.
His Eccentricity, or His Exemplarity: His
Excellency, the African Head of State”, had
become so characteristic of the African political
scene. The greatest victims are of course the
ordinary people who in their ignorance, opt for
rationality rather than sycophancy, and pay the
price. The people of Abazon are the example
Achebe uses to make this point:
The people who were running in and out
and telling us to say that yes came one day
and told us that the Big Chief himself did
not want to rule for ever but that he was
being forced. Who is forcing him ? I asked,
and their eyes shifted from side to side
(1987:126)
So the people of Abazon obeyed the “wishes”
of the dictator and voted against his ruling for
ever.

In return, the dictator showed his

appreciation by closing their boreholes in the
middle of a major drought. That is when
authoritarianism loses its rationality and becomes
self destructive. The king forgets the people have
to survive

for him to be able to rule them.

Anthills raises serious issue

on

academics and

political practice and evokes painful parallels for
those who follow the Nigerian situation. Under
Babangida’s rule, a journalist. Dele Giwa, had
been assassinated by what appears to be state
security operatives as was the case of Ikem
Osodi. A

general and poet. Mamman Vatsa,

close friend and class mate to the President had

been executed for an alleged coup plot.

Numerous

intellectuals engaged in an intensive competition
to

“achieve” the status of the greatest sycophant.

The business of government was
without any respect for economic

carried out
and social
needs of the people. Five years after the
publication of the book, the Association for A
Better Nigeria was formed to campaign for
perpetual rule by President Babangida and the
groundwork was laid by leading political
scientists working for military politicians.
The Babangida Regime and the Role of
Political Scientists

Nigerian political scientists never played a
prominent role in the country’s political process
before the advent of the Babangida regime in
1985. Preceding regimes, both civilian and
military, tended to rely on learned members of
the legal profession fortheirptolitical technicians.
In fact, a recurring corridor topic of debate in the
annual conferences of the Nigerian Political
Science Association

was

the

so

called “failure”

of the

profession to get a frontline role in the
process of political engineering, in the manner in
which the leaders of the Nigerian Economic
Sapem September, 1995
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Society were
economic

playing a prominent role in
formulation
and
policy
implementation. The regime of President Ibrahim
Babangida, from its very inception, decided to
recruit leading members of the professions —
medical, economy, information etc, to formulate
and implement government policies.
A fairly large proportion of the leading
professors and scholars of political science were
recruited to design and implement Babangida’s
Transition Programme (BTP), a programme that
was supposed to lead the
country to civil and
democratic rule. The General established
Presidential Advisory Council

Adviser to the Chief of General Staff and
Professor Omo

Omoruyi, Director-General of

the Centre for Democratic Studies.
Most of these

political scientists devoted
principal activities,
sycophantic praise singing in favour of General
Babangida, or IB B as they called him and devising
tactics and strategies for perpetuating his
repressive rule. In their profile of IBB, Olagunju
and Oyovbaire (1989: IX) shamelessly describe
themselves

to

two

the tyrant as:
A professional, courageous

and devoted
soldier of the good old days: a military

a

(KitchenCabinet)

intellectual and strategist: a man with great

leading political science professors
Jonah Elaigwu, Ali Yahaya and the late
Yahya Aliyu. The initial design of the BTP was
awarded to the Political B ureau composed mainly
of academics, (13 out of 17), and incidentally,
the professional rivals of political scientists, the
lawyers, were completely excluded from the
body. A number of leading political scientists
such as Professors Erne Awa, A.D. Yahaya, S.E.
Oyovbaire were members. Others were Drs Bala
Takaya, Tunde Adeniran and Haroun Adamu.
The Report of the Political Bureau was reviewed
by a nine-man panel composed mainly of senior
military officers, under General Paul Omu. The
Panel was to prepare a draft White paper and it
had two political scientists to help the soldiers do
that
Jonah Elaigwu and Yahya Aliyu. After
the adoption of the Omu draft White paper, the
transition time table was drawn by the Special

personable disposition, cluirm and humour:
a very brilliant and
witty person: a man of
robust heart with tremendous African humanism: a person of manifest devotion to
family andfriends: a leader with profound
knowledge, grasp and appreciation ofhistory, who skillfully combines his visions
and dreams with realism and pragmatism
in the cause of history: the "Maradona " of
Nigerian politics and master tactician: a
statesman with abindingly immense convictions and faith in the unity and greatness of Nigeria in her destiny in world
affairs.
The string of adjectives of adulation and hero
worship are certainly not the normal verbal
baggage of serious political scientists.
The theme that Ibrahim Babangida has arrived
on Nigeria’s political scene with
agreat historical
mission recurs in many of the writings of the IBB
Professors. Adele J inadu (1989:29) contends for
example that the work of IBB:
Reflect a deep concern with the human
condition in Nigeria and how to improve
upon it. They represent the thought of a
patriot and nationalist, ofa statesman who
acting out a historical role and contending against great odds, is working strenuously with his colleagues and compatriots
to bequeth a legacy of whichfuture
generations ofNigerians will be proud. (emphasis

that had three

—

—

Adviser to the President

on

Political Affairs,

Tunji Olagunju working with Sam Oyovbaire
and Tunde Adeniran, all of whom were political
scientists.
With the Constitution in preparation, other
political scientists were recruited into the various
implementation bodies. Professor Erne Awa^

took

control

of the

National

Electoral

Commission with Adele Jinadu and

Tony Edoh
and some others assisting him. Among those
drafted to the Constituent Assembly were
Profes.sors Amoda and Oyediran, Drs A Jalingo,
B.Takayaand H. Adamu.Twoorgans the Center
for Democratic Studies and the MAMSER, the
agency for mass mobilisation were supposed to
instill the new democratic culture in Nigeria’s

breed

politician and they were manned by a
fairly large group of political scientists led by
Professors Omo Omoruyi and Tunde Adeniran.
Almo.st all the top level political scientists in
Nigeria were recruited into the various transition
new

bodies.'
The political scientists closest to General
Babangida and played the most prominent roles
were. Dr Tunji Olgunju, Special Assistant to the

President

on

Political Affairs. Professor Jonah

Elaigwu. member of the Presidential Advisory
Oyovbaire. Political

Council. Profcs.sor Sam
Sai’i:m Si:iMi:Miii;K. 199.“!

,

mine)
In their book

on

Transition

to

Democracy,

Olagunju, Jinadu and Oyovbaire (1993:24)
reaffirm that:

The book is

a

testimonial to, and an appre-

elation

of the vision and historical significance(in the Hegelian .sense) of President
Ibrahim Babamasi Babangida and his colleagues in the Armed Forces Ruling Council for their commitment to and dogged
pursuit of the democratisation ofpolitical
and socio-economic

structures

and pro-

in

Nigeria, (emphasis mine)
Oursycophanticprofes.sorsof political science
of course failed in their mission of convincing
cesses

their countrymen that

their IBB

was a

great

i)Thes
man.'*

They forgot the essential value etements
for the emergence of

necessary
individual:

a

historical

i) A commitment concerning these values must
be made by the historical actor whose conduct
is

the

ultimate

datum

of

historical

investigation.

ii) These values

cannot be purely personal or
private. They must express the general

concerns

that

of

a

values

an

culture.
must be

objective in the

sense

unconditionally general validity

can

be ascribed to them.

iv) Historical investigation itself cannot take a
position on these values. Rather, it must relate
them to the individual in

a

purely theoretical

fashion. (Oakes, 1987:126).
The central values that governed

the life of
personal ambition and scheming
for power and the embezzlement of
public
IBB have been

They are
values that make
resources.

certainly not the type of
Hegelian historical

an

individual.
As has been the pattern

“fabricate”

a

historical

in similar attempts to
figure such as in

Ceucescou’s Rumania, the IBB Professors
devoted themselves to the

writing of texts that
falsify their hero’s politics so as to give the
impression that they are the stuff of a great man.
According to Adele Jinadu for example:
Underlying his (IBB) approach to governance is the view
ofgovernment as a trust...
First, there should be accountability. Secondly, there should be consultation and
participation. Thirdly, due process must be
followed, except for rasons of state.
Fourthly, fundamental human rights must
be secured,

protected and guaranteed.
virtually the exact opposite of what
is known about the Babangida regime. To attribute
these values and commitment to Babangida is
therefore nothing short of telling damn lies in an
attempt to create a myth.
On the issueof human rights, it will be recalled
that President Babangida had claimed at the
commencement of his regime that he took over
power to protect human rights. We are told by
one of his professors that:
President Babangida's enunciation ofhuman rights as a cardinal
aspect of his
regime is not merely accidental or an opportunistic rationalisation to take advantage of the opporbrium in which the Buhari
regime was held and thereby win popular
acclaim. Rather, it runs deep in his libera!
and populist convictions and is based on a
reasoned
and
well-thought out
conceptualisation of the military role in
African politics. (Jinadu, 1989:8).
The Babangida regime turned out to have the
highest level of human rights abuses in the history
These

are
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Ibrahim Expanding Nigerian
Democratic Space, (forthcoming). It is revealing
that while the IBB Professors, Olagunju et al
(1993:25) attacked the Buhari regime, from which
the Babangida regime emerged in a Palace Coup
of tyranny and authoritarianism, they mention
nothing in their various books about the even
more atrocious human rights abuses of the
Babangida regime.
The IBB Professors (Olagunju et al, 1993)
claim that Babangida was committed to
promoting Nigerian federalism (page 50) and

of Nigeria—see' J.

that he was

a

committed liberal democrat who

acting as “the last bastion of democracy in
the country” (page 32). They also claim (page
37) that the problem of kleptocracy was only the
was

fault of political
hide

was

parties. What they have tried to
major crimes of their

that the

Administration

was

the final destruction of

Nigerian federalism, the transformation of
corruption into the raison d'Etat and the
subversion of the struggle for liberal democracy
in

Nigeria.
What the Professors Tried to Hide

military ruler to consciously and
deliberately break the tradition of collective
military rule and establish a one an tyranny in
Nigeria was General Ibrahim Babangida. He
was the only military leader who took the title of
president and clearly embarked along a trajectory
of personal, as opposed to military rule. For
example, he dissolved and reconstituted the ruling
military council at will and informed his military
colleagues of his decisions rather than consult
with them in the official decision making bodies.
The Nigerian military has transformed the
country’s body politic in a very significant
manner. In the' first place, the military have
entrenched the culture of public corruption
established earlier by civilian regimes. It is a
major change. In the past, corruption was
corruption — unethical or illegal advantages
The first

procured through official positions. Under the
Babangida administration, what used to be known
as corruption became the art of government
complete prebendalisation of
virtually all acts by public officials
involving public expenditure or public goods of
any kind led to the appropriation of state finances
or property by officials. The routine operations
of government were being subjected to prebendals
rules. It is widely known for example that officials
of state governments and parastatals had to pay,
as they put it, (up front) a percentage of their
statutory allocations to the Presidency, Ministry

itself There

was a

state power and

were

ministers etc simply allocated
contracts to their own front companies, and they
did not even have to pretend they were doing the
job because nobody could dare pose questions.
Under Babangida, the country’s major resource,
petroleum, was being allocated to individuals

programme through arbitrary and ever-changing
rules and corruption was entrenched as the only

governors,

who then sold their allocations to

petroleum
companies. All the major drug barons arrested
by the agency set up to fight against the narcotics
business under Babangida were released, or
rather, allowed to escape, by their captors and
most of the seized dmgs “disappeared” from
government security depots. There was even a
major struggle between different military and
security agencies for the control of the lucrative
“drug prevention” business. IBB succeeded in
transforming corruption from a deviant activity
by public officials into the raison d’etre of the
Nigerian state.
Secondly, the military have succeeded in
destroying Nigerian federalism, sacrificing it on
the alter of over-centralisation. The country’s
geopolitical realities have been completely
modified. The tripartite structure which had
become quadripartite with the creation of the
Mid West in 1963, has changed drastically as a
result of the multiplication of States whose
number, under Babangida was raised to 30. The
multiplication of States has produced a Jacobean
effect, in which miniature states can no longer
contest or counter balance federal authority.
Nigeria thus finds itself now with a federation
that is for all practical purposes a unitary system
with some devolution of power to the States.
This tendency was reinforced after the decision
by former President Babangida on October 1,
1988, to scrap Ministries of Local Governments
and establish

a

Directorate in the Presidency to

directly control local governments, thus
bypassing the state structure of the federation.
At the level of the transition programme.

Babangida, with the help of his
Professors, acted like a voluntarist architect,
who drew a plan for a complete transformation
of the Nigerian body politic. His programme
covered a long transition period during which, a
group of political scientists drew up a programme
of “political crafting” that was supposed to create
a new democratic political culture. General
Babangida was indeed like an experienced trapeze

General Ibrahim

artist determined to use the

political skills at his

disposal to complete the patrimonialisation of
Nigeria’s political culture to ensure that only
rapacious political entrepreneurs that have looted

before

the nation’s wealth and have no commitment to

their al locations are released. They in turn, simply

the people’s welfare, have the slightest chance of

of Finance and Central Bank officials

take, their own share, (up front),

government

coffers. Contractors who used to

bribe officials for government
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from so called
contracts were

successively excluded from the transition

completely sidelined. The President, military

ever

coming to power (Ibrahim, 1992). The

method he used involved an elaborate process of
political engineering in which the popular forces

instrument for the acquisition of political power.
The first element of the process was the

systematic destabilisation of the country’s
political class beginning with the ban of “old”
politicians in September 1987. The totality of
those who had held political office in all previous
civilian and military regimes were prohibited
from participating in the political transition
process. A new breed of “grassroot politicians”
be created and

they were to operate, not
multi-party framework, but in two new
political parties registered by the State. To
determine the two political parties to be registered,
the National Electoral Commission (NEC) and
the government imposed very expensive and
virtually impossible preconditions that only the
upper section of the bourgeoisie or old politicians
were to

in

a

with established networks could have afforded

In three months, the

parties were to
equipped offices with at lest three
paid staff in all the 435 local government areas in
the country. In addition, they were to supply 25
membership lists of their parties comprising the
names, photographs and personal details of at

or

met.

establish well

least 200 members from each local government

(making at least 87,000 individual
membership files per party) to the NEC. For
good measure, prospect! ve parties were to submit
theirapplications with a registration fee of50,000
naira. In spite of these draconian measures, 13
in the country

parties

were

able to submit their files before the

deadline.’ In

a

broadcast to the nation on 6th

October 1989, the Head of State in a
Catch 22 scenario used the argument

perfect
that the

“impossible” preconditions had not been perfectly
adhered to as a justification to refuse to register
any of the parties. The political parties, he said,
had:

failed to comply with key conditions in the
guidelines such as documentation on
members, declaration of assets and
liabilities of irulividual members of the
national executive committees(...) most of
them (parties) had operated underground
prior to the lifting ofthe ban on politics on
3rd May 1989 (...){and) had deep roots in
the party politics ofthe First and Second
Republics. There were very strong
indications of the wealthy individuals in
the executive committees of the
associations that confirm fears that they
were being hijacked by money bags.
party in the world could give
detailed information on all its members

As if any mass
exact and

point in time or as if politics could suddenly
be cut off from historical connections to past
at any
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leaders, networks and issues

or

that

people with

money could or should be barred from the politics
of liberal democracy.
Be that as it may, the government decided to
dissolve all the thirteen parties and create two
new ones for the “ordinary people” — the Social
Democratic Party (SDP) and the National
Republican Convention (NRC), with the former
leaning “a little to the left of the centre” and the
latter leaning “a little to the right of the centre”.
In addition, the government drew up the
manifestoes of the two parties, and decided to
fund and staff them, before calling on individuals
(as opposed to organised groups) to sign up. It is
clear from the transition programme

that the
military government of General Babangida
decided to define and apply each “democratic”
step on behalf of the people. They were not
willing to allow the people to take democratic
decisions on how they were to be governed.
Apart from imposing manifestoes and
constitutions on the two parties, excessive powers
were
given to government-appointed
Administrative Secretaries to organise their take-

bankrupting a State owned National Supply
Company by stealing its resources. They were
political entrepreneurs who had decided to invest

the General to hand

in the political game to make more money. It has
been estimated for example that no serious

candidates

presidential candidate has spent less than fifty
million naira ($2.5 million) for his campaigns so

government and determined protest against
another postponement by the people, presidential

over power, the two parties
personal friends and business
associates of Babangida as their presidential

nominated close

—

far.’

elections

The first set of leading Presidential candidates

were

a

lot of

finally held

parties were disqualified by NEC for
using money rather than ideals. At that time, the

election that

handover date to

in which

was

12th June 1993.

neatly in an
generally considered free and

fair. The elections

elected Administration had

procrastination by

on

The candidate of the SDP

for the two

an

Abiola for the SDP and Tofa for

the NRC and after

were

won

above all

a

referendum

Nigerians voted out Babangida, but he

been

would not take

1992 and then to

the elections and tried to initiate yet another
round of “political crafting” but there was so
much mass protests against the cancellation that

postponed from October 1990 to October
August 1993 while Babangida
and his political science gurus “crafted” the
newbreed politician. In a last ditch attempt to get

no

for

an answer.

He cancelled

CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS

off and to exclude undue radicals, socialists,

anti-Structural Adjustment Programme agitators
as

well
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ideological and religious extremists

as

from them. In addition. Decree 48 of 1991 gave
the National Electoral Commission (NEC),

FOA SilP€M

established

by the Military Government, wide
rangi ng powers to disqualify any political aspirant
whose action was “likely to disrupt the process
of grassroots democracy” and the law was

UUc ore inviting scholars and academics to contribute articles for the
"Cssoy of the Month" column in the Revieuu Section of our

amended with Decree 6 of 1992 which widened

mogozine, Southern Hfrlton PoUtleol and €<onomlt

these powers

Monthly (SRPSM),

by absolving NEC of the duty of
explaining or giving reasons for disqualification.
This law enabled NEC to disqualify thirty-two
aspirants who had already won their party’s
nominations for the Senatorial and House of

Assembly elections in July 1992. The threat of
the NEC

axe

was

used to

scare

away many

presidential candidates that were not close friends
of the

military hierarchy.

The most dramatic aspect of the transmission
was however the commercialisation of the

nomination and electoral process through the
use, or rather abuse of the open ballot or queuing

system in which the secret ballot was disallowed

This column aims at

enhancing the liveliness of the mogozine and
stimulating further debate on Rfrico's cultural, economic, social and
political developments. UUe ore encouraging scholars to submit
research-based

more

these

empirical contributions for this column
pieces uuill be subjected to o system of peer revieuu.

In addition to
os o

o modest honoraria
result of tight selection of such

be cited for purposes

os

being offered, pleose note that
manuscripts, the publication con

of academic promotion.

and voters

queued up in public behind the party
symbol of their “choice”.* The direct effect of
the system was that candidates paid people to
vote for them and party aides could directly
observe and ensure that people who have been
“boughf joined the queue of the aspirant who
paid for their vote. Not surprisingly, the State
Governors that

were

elected in 1991/2

were

considered the most corrupt and notorious
elements in the nouveaux riches and included a
well known cocaine dealer and
had been found

guilty by
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a

somebody who
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o
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he had to leave power
an

in haste and hand over to

incompetent and powerless civilian

without

mandate, creating the basis for yet another
coup d’Etat in November 1993 by his second in
command. General Abacha, who is now
continuing with the type of antics he inherited
from Babangida.

any

Democracy in

Nigeria: 1985-1993, Olagunju, Jinadu and
Oyovbaire (1993:22), some of the leading IBB
Professors claim that what they have written:
Is a testimony to our own stewardship in
the transition programme ofthe Babangida
Administration, and of our own commitment as intellectuals, to the cause offreedom and social action or praxis to bring it
about.

they certainly bear responsibility for
their stewardship of Babangida’s kleptocratic
and anti-democratic politics, they have not lived
While

the reputation they had previously built of
responsible and respected Professors of political
science. The Professors of political science who
designed a transition programme aimed at
frustrating the democratic aspirations of the
Nigerian people and enabling President Ibrahim
Babangida to perpetuate his tyrannic and corrupt
rule for eight years, have clearly betrayed the
deontology that guides their discipline. They
have consciously and actively shamed against
the evolution of the good state and good
governance in their country. They have used
their skills to thwart popular demands for a
genuine democratic pluralist regime in the
country. The Nigerian people have suffered
enormously under the policies that they have
formulated and they bear responsibility for that.
We agree with Lemarchand’s (1994:33) argument
that the scholars who built the intellectual base
that sustained the tyrannic regime in Burundi
bear direct responsibility for the massacres
subsequently carried out by the regime. Ourown
IBB Professois also bear responsibility for the
major reversals in Nigerian federalism, public
ethos and democratic aspirations suffered under
up to

their

tutelege.
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FINANCIAL LIBERALISATION AND
DEVELOPMENT
Chinyamata Chipeta

F

INANCIAL sectors contribute to

rate

countries in

economic

reserve

when financial sector reform began.

development through the
process of financial deepening
(increasing the amount of monetary assets relative
to national income) and by helping to increase
the level of saving and investment, the
productivity of investment and the growth of
output. These changes occur as long as there is
monetisation of the economy and replacement of
barter as a mechanism of exchange; development
of a sound commercial banking system with
central bank supervision; development of
financial markets and financial intermediaries;
and

integration of formal and informal money
(African Development Bank, 1994).
Over and above these requisites, financial sectors
must not be controlled or repressed.
markets

The formal financial sector consists of financial
institutions that

and/or

are subject to monetary policy
legal controls by relevant authorities.

These include central banks, commercial banks,

savings banks, development finance companies,
merchant banks, discount houses, building
societies, credit unions, etc. Financial institutions
and individuals that

are

not

subject to licensing

and monetary policy controls constitute the
informal financial sector, e.g. money lenders,

traders, estate

owners,

other business firms,

co-

operative savings associations, savings and credit
associations, community funds, relatives, friends,
neighbours, governments, other employers and
certai n non-govemmental organisations (NGOs).
In

attempt to account for recent
developments in banking and finance in Southern
Africa, this paper will do the following things.
Firstly, it will explain the ramifications of
repressed financial sectors, and, in so doing,
bring out the rationale for financial reform and
liberalisation. Secondly, it will take a look at the
nature and extent of financial repression. Thirdly,
it will examine various responses to repression
an

ceilings on deposits and loans; compulsory
requirements on commercial banks;
mandatory credit- ceilings; controls over the

direction of credit; and control over the exchange
rate, and payments to

and from abroad. The

consequence of these regulations is to reduce the
flow of saving (both domestic and foreign) to the

formal financial sector which in

turn

results in

a

reduced volume of credit and hence in low rates

of investment and output growth.

The low rate of
growth of output is accounted for by both the low
rate of investment and its composition, whereby
even projects with low rates of return are financed,
encouraged by the low cost of borrowing.
These ideas, which have come to be known

as

the financial

repression hypothesis, were first
highlighted independently in two separate studies
in the early 1970s (McKinnon, 1973; Shaw,
1973). In these studies, the dangers of financial
repression were pointed out and a case for
maximum financial liberalisation was argued.
They are worth noting because they have been
very influencial in the design of financial reform
programmes of many countries.
McKinnon’s thesis is that money balances
(bank deposits) and capital accumulation
(investment) are complementary. Where there is
heavy reliance on self-finance and capital markets
are primitive, and because of the lumpiness (not
occurring in small bits) of investment
expenditure, business enterprises need to
accumulate money balances before investment
takes place. In order to encourage business
enterprises to accumulate money balances,
positive (and high) real interest rates are
necessary. There will be complementarity
between those money balances and capital
accumulation as long as the real interest rate does
not

exceed the real rate of return

on

investment.

In contrast, Shaw stresses the financial

in terms of financial reforms and liberalisation.

intermediation aspect of financial liberalisation.
Positive real interest rates on bank deposits will

Lastly, it will

encourage financial saving. The increase in bank

the impact of reform and
the development of
the financial sectors and economies of the region.
The Conceptual Framework
Formal financial sectors are said to be repressed
where government and central bank regulations
affect the operations of financial markets in such
a way as to restrain their activities. Typical
regulations include restrictions on setting up
liberalisation

assess

measures on

financial institutions; maximum nominal interest
Sapem September. 1995

deposits will enable financial institutions to lend
more resources for productive investment in a
more efficient way. Higher loan rates of interest,
which follow higher deposit rates, will also
discourage investment in low-yielding projects,
and hence raise productivity of investment.
Financial Repression in Southern Africa
The repressive regulations that have been put
down above applied to all Southern African

varying degrees until the late 1980s
Rather than
explain financial repression in all these countries,
attention will be paid to the experiences of a
representative sample.
At

one

extreme end is Tanzania. This

country

is

representative of those countries —
Mozambique and Angola—that professed to be

socialist. Until 1991, the formal financial sector
inTanzania was wholly owned and controlled by
the state. Besides, the financial structure was

Apart from the central bank, there
only 13 other financial institutions in the
country, each servicing a particular sector of the
very narrow.
were

market. The National Bank of Commerce

was

the

only commercial bank of significance, with
90 percent of liabilities. The rest were shared by
two smaller commercial banks. Competition was
far inadequate, as was bank supervision.
The formal financial sector was geared toward
financing the public sector. To this end, interest
rates were managed to ensure cheap credit for
publicly-owned industries and agricultural cooperatives. Over 90 percent of the credit was
often absorbed by these same sectors. This credit
was not granted on the basis of creditworthiness.
The central bank underwrote the fi nancial system

by acting

as a lender of last resort, supplying
funds at below the deposit rate of interest. Real
interest rates
reached

a

were negative up to 1988 and
low of minus 25 percent in 1984

(African Development Bank, 1994).
On the whole, credit was controlled and
allocated to

public and co-operative sectors of

the economy, with the private sector as the
residual borrower. The National Bank of

Commerce made losses due to

unsatisfactory

management. The Tanzania Investment Bank
also made losses due to bad

project choice and
Supportive financial
infrastructure, auditing and legal protection were
lacking or inadequate. There was financial
repression on a large scale. The foreign exchange
market was also highly repressed, with extensive
import and foreign exchange controls.
During the era of financial repression, savings
poor management.

mobilisation

was

slow and not sizeable. Real

deposits mobi lised by commercial banks declined
continuously between 1979 and 1988. The 1988
figure was in fact only a half of the 1979 figure.
Real deposits also declined as a proportion of
gross domestic product over the same period.
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movingfrom32.6percentin 1979 to 13.9percent
in 1988 (Bagachwa, 1994).

savings deposits and on owner-occupied

Malawi after liberalisation. So did

residential mortgages are

hire

one

lease and

still administered

purchase finance company. And only at the
beginning of 1995 was a stock exchange

(Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa and Swaziland)

As shown in Table 1, interest rate deregulation

established. Zimbabwe has seen the establishment

which

has not resulted in sustained, positive real interest

of

rates. Real

houses and four

At the other extreme end are countries

that below to the Common Monetary Area

maintained minimal controls
and credit, as well as on

on

interest rates

foreign exchange

transactions. Financial controls in Botswana were
also

kept to the minimum.

(Kufeni, 1995).

deposit rates in Tanzania which
became positive in 1989 were negative in 1991,
but savings deposit rates turned positive again in
1992 (Bagachwa, 1994). Here, changes in

was

Considering Malawi

as

in Tanzania. Commercial banks were allowed

determine

to

limits.

lending rates within prescribed
During the 1980s, real deposit rates were

only mildly negative, while lending rates were
positive, until 1986-87 when the rate of inflation
increased. As a result, the decline in real deposits
was on a lower scale compared to Tanzania.
Financial Liberalisation

similar. At present,

very negative
nominal interest rates have not been

because
adjusted

are

network of banks and their debtors, and the size

liberalisationperse. High government borrowing
requirements are to blame. As are high rates of
inflation. Attractive money market interest rates
have made dealings on stock exchanges, where
yields are lower, an uncompetitive. High interest
costs can worsen inflation if they are passed on
to customers through price increases.
Efforts to improve prudential regulations and
supervisory roles of central banks have been a

institution,

after liberalisation. And in Zimbabwe, where
liberalisation is not

was

also established in 1993. One
one commercial bank, both

merchant bank and

small institutions, entered the money

market in

of interest. The

common

cause

of this is not

feature of financial reforms. In all cases,

the legal framework of the formal financial sector

Table 1: Nominal and Real Rates of Interest in Southern Africa:

1980,1991 and 1993
Nominal Interest Rate%

Country

Lesotho
Malawi
Mauritius

1980

1991

1993

5.0

11.4

13.5

na

13.0

8.1

7.9

12.5

21.8

na

na

8.4

Deposit

Rate%

Lending Rate %

Deposit Rate %

Botswana

Real

1991

1993

1991

1993

8.5

11.8

14.9

-0.9

-0.5

11.0

20.0

15.8

-6.3

-3.9

16.7

20.0

29.5

-0.5

2.8

na

na

16.6

na

-2.6

1980

na

na

9.6

na

na

18.0

na

1.6

South Africa

5.5

na

13.8

9.5

na

16.2

na

na

Tanzania

4.0

17.0

na

11.5

31.0

31.0

-5.3

na

Zambia

7.0

na

48.5

9.5

na

113.3

na

-140.5

Zimbabwe

3.5

8.8

29.5

17.5

15.5

36.3

-15.7

1.5

Namibia

complete. Minimum bank

deposit rates. Post Office Savings Bank savings
deposit rates and building societies’ rates on
40
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rates

sequencing and pace of reforms did not.
InTanzania, financial liberalisation began with
the 1984-85 budget, but it was in the context of
the 1986 Economic Recovery Programme that
interest rates were liberalised. At first deposit
and lending rates were increased several times
between 1986 and 1989, with spreads widening
to 12-14 percent. As a result, real interest rates
turned positive. Later, in 1991, the central bank
stopped prescribing interest rates. This was
followed by complete deregulation of both
deposit and lending rates. In Malawi, interest
rates liberalisation was effected during the same
time period. First came the lifting of maximum
ceilings on interest rates in 1986, followed by the
abolition of preferential interest rates fortobacco
and maize production in 1989. Full interest rate
deregulation occurred in 1990. Following
abolition of ceilings on credit expansion in 1991,
the spreads between lending and deposit rates
i ncreased from 6-7 percent before to 8-10 percent
interest rate liberalisation started later in 1991,

move

financial sector.

Bank and Standard Chartered Bank began
operations in Tanzania in 1993. Later, another
bank entered the money market. The Tanzanian
Venture Capital Fund, a non-bank financial

of fiscal deficits before reform, differed. But the

Thus, in most of the countries reviewed above,
new

incentives forotherinstitutions toenterthe formal

lot between individual countries. Meridien BIAO

by the formal financial sector, such as the

commercial banks,

spreads between lending and
deposit rates should help to restore profitability
of distressed banks, to improve profitability and
viability of other banks and hence to create

highly and moderately repressed formal

faced

more

operating (Mwanza, 1995).

subsequently, deposit rates paid on fixed accounts
that have not matured may exceed lending rates.
In many countries, interest rate liberalisation
has been accompanied by ri sing and high nomi nal

The increase in

financial sectors is similar. The initial conditions

with

measures

are

should all interest rates

real interest rates

The response to interest rate incentives and
reduction in barriers to entry have varied quite a

general direction of reforms and

11 of which

reduction in inflation rates.

rates has been more or less

undertaken in countries

The

liberalisation

Zambia has licensed 18

new discount
merchant banks. While

upwards to more than match the high rate of
inflation. Only Zimbabwe and Namibia seem to
have maintained real deposit rates of interest
because of relatively lower rates of inflation. On
the other hand, in Botswana and Lesotho negative
real deposit rates have declined following a

comparatively moderate.
as an example, its formal
financial sector was also subject to several control
■measures prior to the reform programme. The
iii.-.’^dments used included control on deposit
ant lending rates, ceilings on credit expansion,
di <■ ion of subsidised credit to priority sectors
c‘'i laccoand maize, and exchange control. The
j«. gree of control was, however, not as extensive

inflation. In Malawi, the behaviour ofreal interest

repression

more

entrants have been few and banking remains
oligopolistic in structure. The concentration of
new institutions in urban areas and the emphasis
on urban areas among old banks further implies
that competition in rural areas is less than in
urban areas. Overall, not only have few financial
products been introduced, significant interest
rate variations among banks have been rare and
insignificant. Furthermore, because interest rates
can vary frequently, banks are not keen to accept
fixed deposits of long maturity for fear that,

financial

nominal interest rates did not match the rate of

In Zimbabwe, Zambia and Malawi,

building society, three

a new

Sources: African Development
na stand for not available

Report 1994 and World Development Report 1995
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has been revised, while responsible central bank
departments have been strengthened. The
collapse of the Meridien BIAO Bank in Zambia
and the Tanzanian

Housing Bank testify to the
a complete

fact that these efforts have not been

In Tanzania, because several financial
institutions were in distress, a major rescue
success.

effort involved

restructuring of the formal

financial sector.
Financial Intermediation
In this section the results of liberalisation will

Table 2: The Ratio of

Money (M2) to Gross Domestic Product, 1980,
1985,1990 and 1992 (percentage)

Country

1980

1985

1990

1992

Lesotho

40.7

56.4

39.9

37.4

Malawi

19.1

19.8

18.8

21.3

Mauritius

44.1

49.0

65.2

73.9

Mozambique

na

43.7

24.3

18.6

Namibia

na

21.6

26.2

34.5

be assessed with respect to financial saving,
total saving, investment and the rate of economic

Swaziland

29.5

36.5

29.2

38.7

growth.

Tanzania

41.6

32.6

32.4

34.5

Zambia

29.6

29.7

19.1

25.2

Zimbabwe

35.2

29.6

30.4

21.2

The data is Table 2 show that M2 (currency in
the hands of the

public plus demand, time and
savings deposits of commercial banks) as a
proportion of gross domestic product (GDP)

Source: African Development

Report 1994

na:

stands for not available

in Tanzania, Malawi and Zambia after

rose

liberalisation. That ratio fell in Zimbabwe,

Mozambique and Lesotho. Currency in the
hands of the public rose rapidly in Tanzania
and Zambia in 1992. Bank deposits also
increased, implying that growth in both
currency and deposits contributed to the growth
in the M2/GDP ratio.
In

Malawi, compared to 1991, the rate of
growth of currency in the hands of the public
slowed down in 1992. Nevertheless, M2/GDP

pulled up as both curreney and bank deposits
increased. Ironically, the average size ofdeposits
fell, while the number of depositors at banks
increased sharply during 1990-91 (Chipetaand
Mkandawire, 1994).
Financial saving, which is positively related
to real interest rates, is only a part of total saving.
The latter is generally influenced by changes in
was

income. Hence,'the decline in the rate of total

saving in Malawi and Zambia after reforms is

financial sector is the

integration of formal and
exception
of Zimbabwe, the countries in the region have
not paid attention to this condition in their reform
informal financial markets. With the

not bad as such.

It may achieve efficiency through
specialisation for different market sectors. The
issue is how well integrated the different segments
are, meaning that prices and terms are comparable
for comparable transactions and risks so that the

programmes.
The importance

of market integration may
best be explained by referring to the concepts
“segmentation”, “fragmentation” and “dualism”.
“Segmentation” refers to the existence of several
financial markets with distinct institutions serving

whole financial system can effectively
and intermediate resources.

clients with different characteristics and needs.

segment, and between savers and borrowers;

“Fragmentation” refers to a lack of interaction
among different units, both across and within
segments. While “dualism” refers to extreme
fragmentation between formal and informal
sectors that have different relative prices and

insignificant flows of funds between segments;

barriers to flows between them.

integration (i.e. “fragmentation”) is

associated with wide differences in interest rates

between segments and among

units within each

and lack of access of most clients to a wide range
of financial instruments and institutions. After
economic reforms, differences in interest rates

units in the formal financial sector have
Deposit flows from informal to formal
units were significant before reforms and are still
significant after reforms. Credit flows in the
among

decreased.

These features characterise financial markets
in all the countries in the

Lack of

mobilise

region. Segmentation is

due to the decline in the rate of economic growth

(Table 3). So too in South Africa.

Table 3: The

For most of the countries shown in Tables 3,
gross domestic
domestic saving

investment exceeded gross
both before and after reforms.
The gap between investment and saving must
have been covered by external resources largely.
The degree of dependence on external resources

Savings — Investment — Growth Relationship, 1981-1992
(Percentage of Gross Domestic Product)
Gross Domestic

Country

Savings
1981-1986

Gross Domestic
Investment

1987-1991

Gross Domestic Product
Growth Rate

1981-86 1987-91

1981-87-1988-92

increa.sed in Malawi and Tanzania, but declined
in Zambia and Zimbabwe, between 1981-86
and 1987-91. South Africa did not have a savingsinvestment gap either
Other things being
rate

in 1981-86 orin 1987-91.
equal, an increase in the

of investment should increase the rate of

growth of GDP and vice versa. The experience
Mozambique, South Africa, Tanzania and
Zambia conforms to this general proposition.

Malawi

13.3

9.0

17.6

18.7

3.2

2.6

Mozambique

na

na

12.8

13.6

-3.4

2.4

South Africa

28.5

25.0

24.0

19.6

0.7

-0.3

Tanzania

9.7

-2.6

18.3

26.9

2.6

5.0

Zambia

14.1

13.4

17.2

12.8

1.6

-0.7

Zimbabwe

17.9

22.3

19.6

20.7

1.6

0.8

of

That of Malawi and Zimbabwe does not.

Market Integration
As

explained at the beginning, one of the
necessary conditions of a well-developed
Sapem September, 1995

Source: African Development Report 1995

na

Stands for not available
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opposite direction are generally insignificant,
being confined to loans on-lent by estate owners,
traders and manufacturers to clients who produce
crops or provide other inputs or distribute goods
(Chipeta, 1994). On balance, a number offeatures
of “fragmentation” are still intact.
In integrated financial markets, like those of
Taiwan, South Korea, Thailand and the

Phillipines, formal and informal financial
institutions are integrated through direct flow of
funds between segments and through overlapping
clientele who can choose freely between them
and among different units. Among other
mechanisms, integration was achieved in these
countries through the establishment ofon-lending
facilities by large financial firms, sometimes
using input and output dealers to on-lend
informally. “Wholesalers” borrow from the
formal sector and “retail” informally. Use is also
made of “credit layering”.
Other

Other

Missing Links

important missing links in financial

reform programmes are general lack of
attention to transforming commercial banks into
sector

institutions that combine provision of short-term
credit with investment

attention to

banking; inadequate
finding effective ways of extending

credit from formal financial institutions to smallscaleand medium-scale enterprises (SMEs); and
general lack of concern for the independence of

the

long-term capital needs of large enterprises,
meeting both short-term and long-term
capital needs of SMEs. This assumes that the
present legally-based cause of market
segmentation is the only binding constraint. If,
especially with regard to SMEs, there are other
constraints, like lack of acceptable collateral or
asymmetric information (would be borrowers may
have more information about their ability and
willingness to repay than potential lenders are
able to obtain or assess accurately), then it may be
necessary that they too should be addressed.
Historical weaknesses of the banking system
may also make progress difficult. Banks were
established primarily to serve import-export trade
in an oligopolistic environment. They may lack
interest and expertise in term lending to
indigenous, locally-oriented firms.
The case for independent central banks, which
has been argued before in many journals and
public fora, is to remove monetary policy-making
from the influence of governments or ministries
and for

of finance. Often, there is conflict between the

objective pursued by central banks to minimise
inflation by avoiding deficit financing and the
objective of ministries of finance to borrow from
central banks. As agents of ministries of finance,
central bank governors often are unable to resist
the credit demands of the government which
result in inflation.
Conclusions

central banks.

Formal financial sectors in the
dominated

region are
by commercial banks, both in terms

of the volume of
terms

resources

mobilised and in,

of the volume of credit extended.

Financial liberalisation and reforms

are

of

comparatively recent origin in Southern Africa.
In some countries, they are incomplete. Therefore,
it will take awhile before their full effects

can

be

assessed.

to satisfy this need are operating
satisfactorily, using commercial principles. But
they are few and comparatively small in size.
Publicly-owned development finance companies
do not always strictly follow commercial
principles. As a result, many of them suffer from
losses and are bailed out by ministries of finance
or by foreign aid. In addition, they are also few

real rates of interest have not been sustained in

Development finance companies established
extend credit to SMEs have had

a

similar

history, depending on whether they are privatelyowned

or

publicly-owned. To supplement the

efforts of these institutions,
are

secured for

institutions to

foreign aid or loans
on-lending by formal financial
SMEs, in spite of the excess

liquidity that commercial banks have.
The planned step by Zimbabwe to remove
legal restrictions on the freedom of formal
financial institutions to lend across market niches
may indeed be one right way forward for meeting
42

case

studies

reported here,

some

However, owing to high rates of inflation,
countries.

High rates of inflation are blamed

on deficit financing of large budget
deficits and currency depreciation. For financial
liberalisation to succeed, low rates ofinflation must

principally

be attained and maintained

fiscal and monetary

through adherence to
discipline and exchange rate

stability.
Deficit

and small.

to

On the basis of the

financial liberalisation has led to positive real interest
rates.

to increase

capacity for saving mobilisation and
bring about competitive interest rates.
Although financial saving has contributed to
the growth of total savi ng, this has not been sufficient
to reduce the unfavourable gap between savings
and investnrrent which has actually increased, raising
the degree of dependence on aid in Malawi and
to

Tanzania.

Theroleoffinancial intermediation in increasing
the

productivity of investment could not be

ascertained with the available data. The data do

show, however, that increases in investment after
reforms raised the rate of economic

growth in all

countries except Zimbabwe and Malawi.
Lack of attention to transforming commercial
banks into institutions that combine short-term

lending with investment banking and inadequate
paid to ways of increasing the flow of

attention

bank credit to small-scale and medium-scale

enterprises (SMEs) are important missing links in
financial sector reforms. It has been argued that,
provided appropriate measures are taken, both
problems can be addressed through market
integration.
Despite wide debate on the desirabi lity ofcentral
bank independence — to lend credibility to
monetary policies — financial reforms have
characteristically not included this on their agenda.
Efforts to convince regional governments must
continue.
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THE GENDERED POLITICS OF
BEIJING
Patricia McFadden

H

HOW DOES

one

begin to describe

what I have come to understand
of the most

events in my

life

as one

moving and significant

as a woman

and

as a

feminist

Given the above, I shall locate my
the

experience of Huairou,

analysis in

the physical/
geographical site which 1 consider to have best
reflected, in personal and global terms, the issues

activist. China was notonly a momentous political

at the center

experience at a general level, but also a turning
point in my personal politics and life direction.
Therefore, I am going to share both the
‘subjective’ experiences of China as well as
make a ‘political’ analysis of what I think the
Women’s Conference signifies for women in
particular, but also for anyone concerned with
issues of global survival. This article will
consequently have to be in two parts, since there
is so much to tell which goes beyond the space
allocated to a monthly column.
I want to approach this event from two
perspectives — in terms of the non-governmental
organistion (NGO) forum which was held in

contestations which

are

Women’s Movement

at the

as

of women’s lives

The Politics of China as

as

well

as

the

shaping the Global
present time.
a Location for the

Women’s Conference

down the avenues of that city
in the

unobtrusively in the shadows, was on my side.
sense of being unafraid, of
being able to
stretch my arms across the world from a
place 1

That

never dreamed

at

least,

only after being in China for a few days
that the penny dropped, so to speak, and I
began
to realise the importance of China as a site of
struggle in the wider political and gendered

Forum, and

as

landmark while 1

as a

1 approached

myself with the town, 1
with

an extra

reminiscent of the type

Many thoughts
reminders of the

out of

Beijing, and the government/United
meeting which was held in Beijing

become, overnight, like us, when I remembered
the issues of socialism and anti-colonial struggle.

days after the

This was the back-drop against which,

several

commencement of the

Women’s Forum. In most if

not all

the media

imperialist

reports, the political and gendered significance
of the Women’s Forum, for the women who

propaganda had poured out months and months
of mis-information about a country and a people
who stood by us during the long struggle for

attended the

freedom

world,

was

meeting and for women all over the
over-shadowed by the government

and UN meeting

held in Beijing. It was as though
were simply a ‘warm up’ for
the ‘main’ meeting in Beijing.
Throughout the period of the meetings, the
Women’s Forum was treated in typical sexist,
women

in Huairu

chauvinistic fashion, as an aside vis-a-vis the
deliberations that were held in Beijing, which
dominated

by staid bureaucratic males,
most of whom do not give a damn about women’s
concerns. They attended the
meeting for all sorts
of other reasons besides wanting to change the
power imbalances between women and men in
their respective societies.
TheCatholicchurch, privileged and pampered
by a UN structure which allows it to run roughshod over the very democratic and human rights
were

issues which the UN is
was

in

supposed to safe-guard,

Beijing (rather than in Huairou) because

that context was

more

suitable for its

narrow

and

bigotted agenda. I will return to this later when I
look at what the Beijing meeting implies for
women struggling against all forms of
patriarchal
exploitation and repression.
Sapem September, 1995

on

this continent.

all the time that 1

followed,

oldest known human

languages?); their food was

and still is exotic (and vegetarian friendly, one of
the few cuisines which I can enjoy outside
my

home, and I feasted every day that I was in
China); and there had always been that sense of
distance, because China is very far away from
own

Africa, geographically, that is. One can go to Latin
America or the Caribbean, and find one’s familiar
in the food, the way people look, the languages

they speak and, the decorations on their bodies.
But with China, my experiences were, until the

of vehicles used by the

through my mind —
frightening propaganda that

Human Rights Watch had sent out to women’s
organisations prior to our arrival in China,
warning us about being on our own, about being
stopped by the police and security.
As 1 strolled past them, and dared not make
eye-contact for fear of not being able to continue
the interaction in the absence of a
commonly
understood language, I reminded myself of the
fact that 1, a Black woman, wearing dread-locks
and being the least familiar to the Chinese
people,
had not been stopped, searched, or harrassed in
any manner since I had arrived in China. And for

then what is two weeks in the life of

of the

about

nor was

was

in China, I was never

1 made to feel uncomfortable

being there.

Other women did report that they were searched

followed, and this may truely have been the
But 1 did not experience such treatment,
and without detracting from the different
experience other women may have had, 1 refuse
to therefore invent police harrassment and
violations of my personal space simply to conform
to the representations which dominated the
Northern media reports about our time in China.
In fact, the very assumption that all women
would collude and or support Northern
agendas
or

case.

beginning of September, of a people who still
remained unknown in many ways.
And so, as I walked through the quiet streets of

on

Huairou

Conference. When

someone

something

a

many evenings, basking in a sense of
security which reminded me of the early days in
Maputo, Mozambique when one could walk
on

familiarising

this motor-cycle

went

During my many years of meeting Chinese
people, they had always remained ‘different’ to
me, in the sense that their language sounded
completely inaccessible (I tried for two weeks to
say thank you in Chinese (or is it Mandarin) and
simply could not get the intonation right — but
one

was

German gestapo, and which had been so popular
in western movie representations of fascism.

with

Nations UN

saw

huge circle which

passenger facility on its side. Three
seated in the vehicle. It was so

who had invaded their centuries old communities

they

a

were

Huairou, a small resort town about 60 kilometers

demands and insistence that

I decided to walk

we were

served

soldiers

our

during this life time,

incredibly beautiful.

lodging, a
walk of about 15-20 minutes from the site of the

contestations which proceeded and followed the

walking in the
warm rain one
evening, protected by my umbrella
and still marvelling at the warmth and hospitality
of the Chinese people towards us — strangers

I would be in

the residence where

to

Women’s Conference. 1

was

was

1 remember the first evening

back

It was

late at night, secure

knowledge the the soldier standing

the event is what

was

fundamentally

problematical about the politics of the Women’s

complained about
leaking tap or suspected
searches conducted during her absence — those
—

be it
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listening were ‘expected’ to affirm such
complaints by making reference to terrible things
that had happened to them. In this circumstance,
the line between invention and actual experience
became very thin, and many times the two were
conflated into the latter.
After the initial frustration of

trying to find

‘my familiar’, I realised that I was creating the
barriers and the tensions because 1 wanted

home. I was imposing
Chinese hosts — in terms of
language, appearance, expectations, life-style,
etc
and expecting them to accept and conform
to notions of personhood, space, leisure and
other aspects of social existence which construct
my identity and life style.
Once I realised this, I simply relaxed and
flowed with the rhythm of the place. And I sat
Huairou to be like my

myself onto

my

—

back and watched while so many women among
the 31 thousand,

plus, who had converged on

their preconceptions of what should have been, in their
purview. Often when people asked me how I was
finding the place I would reply — 1 am having
too much fun, and 1 was. My spirit and my
political conscience were enriched in ways I
cannot describe, by being with so many strong,
beautiful women, whose main reason for coming
to China was to change the world, to make it a
more woman-friendly place.
‘Be a good host to the Women’s
Huairou for those ten days, battled with

Conference’
And I also remembered how confused, relieved
and angry — in that order — I felt, when about
two hours after our arrival in China, a couple of
us

suddenly started speaking, very excitedly,

about how the so-called ‘facts’ on China were

simply not fitting the reality we were
experiencing. 1 went to China with a mind
swarming with confusing signals about the
people, the country, what Chinese attitudes were
towards us, all sorts of ‘information’ which had
been pumped out mainly by the US propaganda
machinery. Yet we were greeted by warm,
friendly and very efficient young people who
were dressed in shorts, t-shirts, and who did not
look

or

behave like the robots we had been told

expect. Along the roads were huge signs
welcoming us to their home, signs which read

to

‘

Be a gracious

and

as we

host to the Women ’ s Conference’,

drove to Huairou in thousands of

the long
flights and the fear which we had brought with
us, we saw Chinese villagers waving to us along
the road-sides, smiling us into China. It was a
tumultous experience for all who dared to unlearn the unfair and often alienating messages
and propaganda we had been exposed to.
A small group of us ‘discovered’ a little
buses, relieved that we had survived

restaurant a
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few minutes walk from the Forum (

US

propaganda sent confusing signals to women before they went to Beijing

and I say

‘discovered’ because we were the
strangers and that was their home, and we
acknowledged that all the time). The
restauranteurs (a woman, her partner and their
children) became ‘our friends and hosts’ and we
ate at their restaurant almost every night. When
we would appear at the door — which was made
of thick strips of heavy plastic that one could
easi ly push through and which served to keep the
place cool all the time — they would beam at us,
and

we

felt like

we

had

come to a

familiar place

famiUarity was one that had been
constmcted through a collective participation by
both sides over the course of several days, when
we had cautiously attempted to select our menu
items and they had tried, using every gesture and
bit of English they had at their disposal, to
respond to our requests.
I often laugh when I remember the symbolisms
at

last. But the

and sounds
across,

women

concocted to get a message

and how the Chinese people laughed at us

desperately for new mediums of
communication. 1 remember entering the
as we

searched

evening wearing a Mao cap, and
anxiously dusting off the rain because I did not
want it spoilt. And when the male host heard me
explaining to a woman friend how the Mao cap
had been a symbol of resistance to many of us
during the liberation struggle, he smiled across at
me and made the thumbs-up sign, which was
affirmed by a table of workers eating near-by,
and I felt a closeness with them that only those
restaurant one

like a ‘queen’, and large platters of fruit were
brought out before the cooked food which
followed. For the first, and maybe last time, I
celebrated a birthday in China, and it was
different. But it will always be one of the sweetest
experiences 1 have ever had. The photos show
only part of that joy.
Another thing 1 took away from China were
the smiles of the Chinese people. They smiled
and patiently accepted our impatient demands
for things to be ‘perfect’ ie. the way we know
them in our homes and societies. They smiled
throughout the Conference, and sometimes I
could see that while they remembered the long
and careful training they had received on being
good hosts to thousands of women who were
different not only to Chinese women, but also
among themselves, that sometimes our demands
were requiring that they be super-human. And
they did manage to be super-human in that sense,
because I know that 1 could not have taken the

abuse, anger,

frustration and disrespect that so

many women ladled out in generous portions to
the Chinese people, mainly young people, who

gracious hosts.
that a lot of the frustration felt
by Northerners in particular, was with the fact
that what they found was totally contradictory to
what they had been brought up on. Food was so
cheap, one felt that one was cheating the seller
each time one paid a bill. Silk, that attire which
only the rich in the North can afford, was more

were our

most

And I dare say

who know and remember China’s role in our

accessible than cotton is in most of our countries.

liberation will understand.

Women

On the last

friends prepared a
birthday party for me, and our hosts were informed
about the occasion. 1 was pampered and treated
evening,

my

simply went ‘silk-crazy’ — basking in
pleasure of its caresses and the ease with
which it flows over the human body. Silk became
a statement about the centuries old superiority of

the
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Chinese culture to so many other cultures, and
especially in relation to northern cultures which
are recent

many may expect of my analysis,
contradictions associated with cold war

arrivals in the human narrative.

of which China

Imperialist propaganda and the Rememoring of old friends
I marvelled at how the Chinese

was a

ie. the
politics

part; orthe issues of human

rights and of women’s rights in China itself,
because that discourse is open and
receiving
attention in

people had

numerous

fora. Of

course

I

am

gone over-board to welcome us into their country
and their communities, and I remembered how

concerned with the violation of women’s

the Chinese people had supported us, the Africans,

intellectual, but, I also know that ‘home’ is

unbeknown to them, all those years

paradise because Chinese society is imperfect.

in

in our
struggles against apartheid, against Portuguese
and

a

civilisation that

was

furthest from

me,

in terms

of the memory of human interaction which goes
back several centuries — and yet the bond of

recognition that we, the ‘wretched of the earth’
have the right to be free. 1 felt what it was like
never to

have been colonised in terms of the

imposition of a foreign language and culture in
particular; to have lived a way of life that stretched
back centuries and centuries into a past which
was Chinese in almost
every way possible.
I had an over-whelming sense of what Africa
may have been like had we not been invaded by
Northerners who have disrespected us, imposed
their life-styles and beliefs on us, and treated us
likedirt while they continue to keep us in grinding
poverty so that they can boast of having invented
democracy and development. All the while we
know that ‘white is right’ on our Black backs.
And I admired the Chinese people for standing
up to imperialist attempts to occupy their society
and to turn them into the slaves that they have
made

us

Africans into. It

was

like

a

home-

coming for me. really, and 1 walked around with
a huge smile on my face,
enjoying the experience
of being in a society that was touching the very
depth of

consciousness through a historical
narrative that is seldom recognised or even
my

known.
1 will not mention the
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qualifications which

as a

feminist and

as a

not

The politics of ‘home’ as unproblemotical
So many women went to China carrying the

British colonisalism, and American

imperialist complicity on our continent — yet
they did not and still do not owe us anything.
They had never come to our continent as slave
raiders and vicious colonial masters, dragging us
across oceans to serve as their slaves,
murdering
and violating us and denying us a personhood
and the right to exist as a people. The Chinese
people never benefitted from the plunder of
African resources and they still do not come to
our countries to
dump harmful toxic waste whilst
continuing a plunder that is five centuries old.
TheChinese people have never colonised Africa,
but when we needed them, they gave us the
assistance that made it possible for us to regain
our independence (even if it is still
merely a
formality for most Africans).
That is the backdrop through which 1
experienced China—the appreciation of a people,

China,

rights
progressive

bathrooms, the food, the everything ‘— feeding
Northern inventions that China

was

the worst

place to be under any circumstance. Maybe white,
upper-middle class US citizens had reason to be
frightened by the mud, since they live in cities
and neighourhoods which are paved over with
concrete, and the only time they touch the earth
is when they potter in their gardens, an even then
it is with gloves to protect their lily-white hands.
Maybe the bathrooms were not up to the standards
of a rich, white. Northern family home, and I
know that the bathroom in my

residencecertainly
morning head-ache which 1 simply

baggage that the western media, particularly the

gave me a

US media, had drummed into our conscience for

walked off. But the little inconveniences must be

least

at

a

year

prior to the Conference. As I said

above, the contestation

was

essentially about

posing China in ways which would make us not
remember that China has served as an example
of socialist development for almost 60 years.
Many of the women who went to China knew
only what the western media had told them about
that country, and even those of us who wore
Chinese clothing in the camps in Tanzania and
Mozambique; who eat Chinese rice every day
for years whilst in exile; who were cured
by
medicines made in China, did not realise that

China

being posed in a global political
meanings and emphases are
hegemonised by US imperialism.
And so ‘home’
which was any other place
but China, became a place of ‘safety’, a place
where things had to have been better than in
was

context whose

—

put into the perspective of race and class. Then
we can understand how the
complaints were so
easily manipulated into a strategy that effectively

silenced women’s voices and the issues which

brought us to China in early September of 1995.
What a lie, and so many of us bought into it,
lock, stock and barrel. We became the voice of
US imperialism against a people who had no
obligation to allow us into their country, their
towns. During those two-three weeks,
every time
a woman used air/tv time to
complain about
China, we missed a once in a life time opportunity
to thank the people of China for their incredible
contribution to our future as a global community.
But 1 want to say thank you, a million times, to
every Chinese person who made it possible for
me and my sisters, to be in their
country, to
experience a different culture, and to be part of

Huairou and China. In their search for the terrible

China’s contribution

things which China was supposedly so notorious
for in western reports, a lot of people forgot that

democratisation and peace, with all its

violation, the nuclear testing, poverty, and
exploitation — most of which are universal and

our

discuss

tragic expression of how easily our
energies and attentions can be shifted by other
agendas. And imperialist media like CNN, which
a

had invented and nurtured

a

scenario which is

fundamentally anti-China, as reflective of US
global interests at the present time, simply reaped
what it had sowed, exaggerating and
re-inventing
‘problems’ for us as participants, and speaking
for

us to

the rest of the world.

Women

were

interviewed, especially white.

Northern women, about where they were staying,
what it felt like to be walking in the rain (suddenly
the Chinese government had conspired with
nature to make it rain on the Women’s

Conference), and women who never notice mud
in theii respective countries and homes, were
complaining about ‘the mud, the rain, the

process

of

And,! want to say
thank you on behalf of all those who did not have
the decency nor the grace to utter these words of

what happened to be China at that moment, were,

think,

the

contradictions and challenges.

gendered, were not peculiar to China. The
whining and complaints about things that were
essentially peripheral to the urgent, lifethreatening issues that had brought us together in
I

to

appreciation.
It

was

the realisation that US

interests had

foreign policy
totally overwhelmed the sound of

voices and the issues that
—

were sent

at

we

had

come to

least in terms of the reports

which

back to our respecti ve countries, which

really brought home to me the incredible
arrogance and audacity with which our lives are
dismissed. A Northern agenda was imposed onto
our space — a space which adds
up to only one
day every year for the next ten years. And even
in this miniscule space and time allocated to
women’s global and personal issues. Northern
interests managed to hegemonise the political
sounds of the day.
Nevertheless, the interactions and deliberations
of women who sat together, listened to each other
and made critical decisions for the future of their

respective communities, countries and the planet
whole, came through during the ten days of

as a

the Women’s Forum. That is what I will share
with you in the second part of this

paper.Q
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BLACK ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT IN
SOUTH AFRICA
Wiseman L. Nkuhlu & Stephen

HE DEBATE associated

T

with black

economic empowerment is deeply
rooted in African traditional life.

According to Basil Davidson (1961) ‘Afrika has
not been, after all, a land of unreleaved savagery
and chaos. On the contrary, its people have had
a long and lively history, and have made an
impressive contribution to man’s general mastery
of the world. They have created cultures and
civilisations, evolved systems of government,
systems of thought, and pursued the inner life of
the spirit with consuming passion that produced
some of the finest art known to man.’ (pg 60).
But, with the encroachment of instimtionalised
forms of slavery in 1619 by European colonists,
the gradual erosion of African customs and
mannerisms had a direct bearing on the
disempowerment of African people
the length and breadth of Africa.
to the

economic disempowerment

to

distant horizons

of blacks is

and crevices of the land
of America, South and

North
and the greater Antilles.

The

lynching altars of Alabama and

to fruition

around 1989 when Paul Browning wrote amongst
other

things that:
We deduce that the goal ofblack economic

empowerment is to assist in the process of
dismantling apartheid and creating a nonracial representative government in South
Africa. The empowerment strategy has two
quite distinct elements. The first is the
breaking down of social barriers as a resuit of increased black incomes. This will
lead to changes in lifestyle and greater
communication between blacks and whites.
In the context of this paper,

black economic

empowerment is construed as an umbrella
framework for policies and strategies aimed at
enabling blacks to overcome the many decades
of economic

marginalisation under apartheid.

Failure to design and implement appropriate and

effective black economic empowerment policies

strategies will mean an entrenchment of
economic inequalities generated by apartheid
for many more generations to come. Equally
and

important, is the recognition that the economic
wealth creation
will remain incapacitated.
Economic Empowerment in Liberated

glance at the majority of political

And others died from
in the cotton

paramount as a

the shimmering sun
field of no return. (Mncube

1989, pg 8)

once

While the pain and sorrow experienced by
Africans in Diaspora was despicable and
atrocious to say the least, within South Africa,

another form of slavery
of the

took place at the whim

apartheid system that was reminiscent of

Nazi Germany. Africans were by and large
reduced to objects of history rather than people

their own destiny
realm. It is against this

who had the right to determine
in the economic

background that the case for black

economic

goal. Most of the leaders

vicariously that
in the hands of
nationals, it would be easy to improve the standard
of living of nationals through rapid socioeconomic development. Julius Nyerere (1968)
in Ujamaa stated that:
The people ofTanzania, through their Govemment, their local government, their cooperatives, or through the publicly owned
industries, are now the biggest employers
of wage-earners in the United Republic.
Any profits made by publicly owned or

maintained either

national

directly

controlled industries

or

resources were

come

back to the

people and are spent for our national development and our national welfare. That
was the point of the nationalisation exercise in February, (pg 7)
Economic empowerment policies and
strategies encompassed nationalisation of key
economic industries like mining and banking,
limitations on economic participation by
foreigners, reservation of certain economic
sectors

for nationals and Africanisation of senior

positions in parastatals and the public service.
These measures were expected to bring about
radical changes within five to ten years of
independence. The long-term strategies focussed
on human resource development through
increased investment in education and training
as well as the provision of clean water, health
care services, electricity and housing. It is not
surprising that SADC (1993) adopted a
development integration approach which
provides for continuing with the functional
cooperation of the last twelve years, to address
many of the production, infrastructure and
efficiency
barriers,
deriving
from
underdevelopment. In addition, its framework
calls for an active trade and market integration
component, aimed at creating a unified

regional

market, by reducing the barriers to cross-border
investment, trade in goods and services, and the
eventual free movement of labour.
While

on one

hand the initiatives of SADC

stated above, came mainly from the governments,
on the other hand,

Africa

A cursory

struggles for independence in Africa reveal that
taking control of national resources was

Mississippi.
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frequently used definition and goal of

black economic empowerment came

contribution of blacks to job and

My soul is the witness to many who died
and fed the sharks of the deep sea.
While others served as human sacrifice
In the

blacks.

(pg8)

captured in this statement depicting the quality
of life in the Diaspora:
Only the rainbow knows the depth and sorrow
of my human suffering
when in chains a million left.
From many comers

understood. Apartheid

empowered whites both politically and
economically, and deliberately disempowered

throughout

devastating effect of this colonial legacy

The

empowerment must be

Mncube

indigenous business and labour

prominently. This may be
of development of the
economies or to the dominant ideologies at the
time, or to the fact that business participation by
indigenous Africans was so insignificant that
their interests were not distinguishable from
those of labour. In a statement regarding
prevailing economic factors in developing areas,
unions did not feature

attributed to the stage

it is noted that:

variety of features of less developed
commonly associated with the
failure to attract self-sustaining enterprises
or to stimulate endogenous economic
growth. The absence of markets of significance, no pools of trained manpower, underdeveloped infrastructure, limited supA

areas are
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plies of

materials and the lack of
savings are all factors which
weaken the impulses whichfoster economic
growth.’ (Nkuhiu, 1986 pg 8)
With hindsight, it is easy for us to identify the
shortcomings of the features referred to above
raw

domestic

and to assert that

we

will not make the

same

mistakes. Other concerns that inhibited economic

progress and black empowerment are attributable
to the fact that:

Foreign investment frequently formed an
enclave within the local economy, which
caused resentment and led to a structure of
dual economy — a small, affluent, selfcontained economy built around the foresight enterprise... while the balance ofthe
economy remains in a backward state. ’
(Coleman, 1993 pg 8)
Of course, now we know that after more than
three decades of independence,

Africa’s general
economic situation has not improved
significantly. Africa’s economic dependence on
the industrialised western economies is greater

than ever before. There are many reasons

for this
situation, including the unequal terms of trade,
the

disadvantage of being latecomers in a world
already dominated by Europe and North America,
prevalence of drought conditions, a shortage of
managerial and technical skills and lack of
political stability. But we have to add to the list
unrealistic policies and poor economic
management, which have been enumerated in
many World Bank reports. These ill-conceived
policies included restrictions on entrepreneurship,
the tendency to create a dependency on the
government and excessive government
intervention in key economic policy matters like
wages, interest rates and currency exchange rates.
Initiatives in South Africa

South Africa has

opted for a programme of
development and
not for measures directly aimed only at the
empowerment of the victims of past economic
marginalisation and injustices. The programme
encompasses black economic empowerment and
national reconstruction and

I

I

is

outlined

in

the

Reconstruction

and

Development Programme (RDP) Policy

black economic empowerment,
with other very important issues

while dealing
like economic

black economic empowerment stated as follows:
In line with the

•

competitiveness and efficiency.
Thus far, the proposal put forth by the RDP is
commendable in comparison with the economic
empowerment measures adopted by the majority
of African states in their long-term sustainable
economic growth and development. It appears
that in the majority of African states, the guiding
principles tended to be mainly social justice and
economic control

by nationals without paying
enough attention to possible consequences on
long-term economic growth and sustainability.
More specifically, the emphasis was to cultivate
human excellence in human rights issues and
attend to welfare related

concerns.

To illustrate this discrepancy of putting a

high
—

—

as a

response to areas where the market mechanism is dysfunctional. The market may im-

short-term constraints on projects
which only have long-term competitiveness or benefits (like education and training). As such, it will favour money capital
over and against industrial capital; and
may fail to register social costs that are
real costs to capital as a whole, (pg 8)
The failure experienced by most African states
pose

in the

—

—

premium to social justice and economic control,
Coleman (1993) stated:
Nationalisation has been advocated

•

objectives of economic policy,
growth in employment can beenhanced through
government support to small and mediumsized enterprises. The institutional framework
of support for such enterprises will be
fundamentally restructured. The Government
will determine appropriate support policies
which will be both focused and sectorally
differentiated. Support to this sector will
best be decided by the Government, the
private sector and NGOs acting in concert.
The key areas of support to small and mediumsized enterprises will include:

of black economic empowerment
have made the government of national unity
area

(GNU)

more sensitive to this issue, hence the
formulation of the White Paper on Reconstruction

and Development. Suffice it to say, most of the
policies published by various governmental

access to

advice;

favourable amendments to

legislative and
regulatory conditions;
access to marketing and procurement;
access

to

access to

finance;
infrastructure and

premises;
training;
access to appropriate technology; and
encouragement of interfirm linkages.
(RDP, 1995 pg 33)

—

—

access to

—

—

Outside the RDP initiative black economic

empowerment received special attention from
the National African Federated Chamber of
Commerce (NAFCOC) and Black Management
Forum (BMF) in the futuristic achievable goals
for the year 2000 stated below:
The commitment to defined targets as

proposed
by both NAFCOC and BMF on black economic
empowerment has been endorsed by a plethora of
organisations ranging from COSATU to FABCOS,
NACTU to SANCO is

a

clear indication of the

seek to address black economic

importance of black economic empowerment in the
politics of South Africa today. Suffice it to say, the

empowerment. It is not surprising the Housing,
Education, Water, Labour, Trade and Industry

RDP in relation to black economic empowerment
must be constmed as an over-arching principle and

ministries have

policy formulation

ministries

now

adopted the base document of

the RDP that attaches greater value in promoting

government

ministry in this

endeavour.

Black economic empowerment
NAFCOC 3-4-5-6- PROGRAMME

Black

Management Forum (BMF)
blueprint
Target year 2000
Affirmative action

Target year 2000

Framework document.
The

major strength of the RDP policy
provides a coherent
framework for five integrated programmes that
are key to sustainable economic growth and
development. The programmes are:
meeting basic needs;
developing human resources;
building the economy;
democratising the state and society; and
implementing the RDP (Government Gazette,
1994 pg 5)
All the programmes are aimed at addressing
framework is that it

30% of seats

on

boards of

the JSE should be

40% of

companies quoted
occupied by Black

equity should be held by Blacks

30% of senior managers

should be Black

20% of executive directors should
be Black

•

•

•

50% of inputs should be sourced from Blacks

30% of

non

executive directors

enterprises

should be Black

•

•
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60% of

managerial posts should be held by

Blacks
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Key Issues and Recommendations
though South Africa is now inundated
with policy statements on black economic
empowerment, a need for a coherent strategy for
Even

spelling out long range objectives, defined
operational targets and implementation plans
needs to be clearly stated. The discussion has thus
far focused
on

on

the initiative that has taken

place

from the
political dispensation in

black economic empowerment

inception of the

new

South Africa and what follows is

an

attempt to

highlight the key issues that will warrant special
attention in intensifying greater cohesiveness in
cultivating joint strategies to maximise the

primary and secondary
training, it must also
deal with the development of high level
person-power and the inequalities in terms of
both race and gender.
Increase the supply of highly skilled
professional in the country, more importantly
the numbers of blacks in disciplines that are
critical to economic progress. The government
ought to be persuaded to set aside anually a
minimum of R100 million for the training of
blacks at universities and other tertiary
education institutions in selected

administration, to mention but

a

unified

rally together towards

common course

of action. Without

unity, black economic empowerment, will be
jeopardised. And the consequences thereof will
probably exacerbate this economic deprivation
from its current benign state to a state of
malignancy that is tantamount to introducing a
neo-colonist economic situation in the newly

Here are some of the issues
strategies.
Push for stronger linkages and co-operation
between NAFCOC and BMF by the
implementation of 3-4-5-6 programme and
BMF ‘Basotho Hat’ management development
strategy. Because they are presently considered

i ndependent country.
to
•

be considered for joint

the most innovative and creati ve in affirmative

action that

•

can

ultimately enhance black

economic empowerment.
Initiate a campaign to

obtain

a

political

inequalities
caused by apartheid in knowledge, skills and
access to economic resources through clearly
identifiable policies and programmes. A
statement on this matter ought to originate
from the President’s Office and should make

•

•

a

few. The

should ideally be maintained for
a period of at least 20 years or until such a time
that the numbers of blacks qualified in the
selected disciplines reach a critical mass.
Failure to adopt this proposal will leave blacks
dependent on whites in all the critical areas,
and even more importantly, the country’s
ability to

grow will be constrained.
Black economic empowerment, should not

only focus on the distribution of existing
economic opportunities, but also on increasing
the number and quality of black professional.
Ensure that the reconstruction process utilises

a

by blacks.

coherent national human resource

critical issues that

are

associated with black

economic empowerment. A country like South
Africa that is currently utilising a multi-faceted

approach for its current socio-economic
development has to unequivocally support the
RDP and implementation plansof black economic

and consultation, it is now time for action.
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frustrated and disillusioned by a lack of visible
delivery. There has been enough discussion

the full

income earned

national

development strategy. The strategy must be
compatible with the long-term macroeconomic and development strategy and must
address the development of people in a holistic
manner. In addition to addressing basic needs.
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economics

receive
special attention. It is clear that there are no
mechanisms to facilitate black participation
in major unbundling opportunities like JCl.
Promote regional co-operation within the

a

Finally, big business should be persuaded to
take positive action in support of the RDP.
Since April 1994, business has done nothing
creative to support the RDP. There is no
significant increase in expenditure on human
resource development and even social
responsibility related programmes seem to be
on the decline. Possibly, it is because business
is
experiencing no pressure. The
reconstruction levy proposed by Tito
Mboweni a few years ago was successfully
squashed. The debate regarding prescribed
assets is also dead. So, big business continues
to derive all the benefits of the new political
dispensation without making any significant
gesture of goodwill.

like

priority.
Establish a process that will develop the RDP
into operational plans with measurable
objectives. Tbe strategy must set clear goals,
e.g. the drastic reduction of poverty within
ten years and increase the gross domestic
it clear that this is

business.

programme

human

commitment to address racial

as soon as possible. The occasion must not be
only a workshop, it must also be a forum to do

science,
and public

engineering,

FABCOS, COSATU, NACTU and BMF, to

areas

business individuals from the SADC countries

financial management, computer

processes.
Black economic empowerment

mention but a few, should

promoting joint
in the
SADC region? As a first step, we should
consider convening a workshop of key
ventures between business persons

education and technical

achievement of black economic empowerment

stakeholders
must join hands and work together towards
obtaining this clarion call of self-reliance in
economic upward mobility by the previously
disenfranchised black population in South Africa.
Ail the leading organisations such as NAFCOC,

is the role of NAFCOC in

adult education,

Town. 15 November 1994.

9.

National African Federated Chamber of

Commerce and

Industry (NAFCOC),

African Business Publication. 1993.□
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REVIEWS

FINDING A COMMON LANGUAGE
ON THE ENVIRONMENT
Chris McIvor
RECENTLY

I

Zimbabwe
The

on

attended

debate

a

in

the issue of conservation.

meeting

addressed by both
representatives of
environmental agencies and pressure groups.
Such meetings seem to be increasingly frequent
was
international and local

in Africa

as

concerns

they had hunted for subsistence in the park area.
In Africa, however, where the majority of

None of the

people still depend for their subsistence on

hunting and tourism in Gonarezhou were ever
returned to the people who had once lived there.
This story is endlessly repeated throughout
Africa, creating a legacy of resentment that has
continued to the present day. Unless Western
conservationists realize the depth of this
antagonism and understand that economic
benefits must return to local people, the existence
of “protected areas” will be opposed. Poaching,
burning of fences and attacks on parks officers
will only get worse.

agricultural production and where Industry
can

not remotely sustain local populations,

the concept of nature Is very

different

about unsustainable

development and the destruction of the
environment assume more and

more

importance.

Yet despite the fact that both sets of contributors
were to

address the issue of “conservation”, one

often left with the

was

impression that they

a very different language.
The Western environmentalists largely

were

speaking

concentrated on the destructive impact of human

activity. They lamented the disappearance of
natural habitat, the loss of areas of wilderness
on

the continent, the reduction of wildlife

through the pressure of agriculture and urban
development. Their prescriptions echoed this
standpoint. Land should be set aside in national
parks where human interference was kept to a
minimum. More

resources

should be spent on

policing these

areas, on preserving the
wilderness that Africa can offer the rest of the

Africa.

to

beware

the

evils

histories,

economic

But if Western environmentalists fail to

acknowledge the African standpoint on
conservation, there is every reason to expect
that their

projects will fail and their advice

unheeded. As

one

go

author has stated.

The environmentalism that has emerged in
the developed,

world. One ecologist, reflecting on the history
of environmental destruction in Europe, warned

Zimbabweans

Different

development and cultural beliefs are bound to
lead to different priorities and perceptions in
this area. The danger is, however, that as is
often the case with any dialogue between
unequal partners (in this case richer Western
donors on the one hand and impoverished
African Governments and cash-strapped local
environmental organisations on the other) one
concept will be given precedence over the other.

industrialized countries has

characteristics that cannot be extended to

the Third World and

might be considered
different context of the
word environment should make us wary of
comparisons based on European or North

of

ethnocentric. The

development. Nature, he claimed, needs to be
protected from economic exploitation so that
society can enjoy the aesthetic and recreational
benefits of an unspoiled countryside.
By contrast, Zimbabwean participants

American

experience.

There are several reasons why arguments for
preservationist approach to the environment

seemed to see no inherent contradiction between

a

conservation and

and the exclusion of human activities from

development. Economic
arguments were given for the protection of
wildlife and the preservation of natural habitats.
Through tourism and controlled hunting,
considerable

revenues can

be realised that will

benefit the economic

country. There was

development of the
very little talk by local

environmentalists of the recreational and
aesthetic

appeal of African wilderness for
indigenous society, reflecting the fact that the
vast majority of visitors who frequent protected
areas

come

from outside the continent.

“Conservation

for

us,”

claimed

one

Zimbabwean, “means the wise management of
natural
mean

resources

for economic

use.

It does not

the absence of use at all costs.”

In the end,

perhaps, it is not very surprising
that concepts of the environment and
conservation should vary between Europe and
Sapem September, 1995

protected areas are unlikely to find much support
among African populations. The history of early
conservation in Africa is indistinguishable from
the history of colonialism and in particular the
eviction of indigenous communities from land
and resources that they once enjoyed. National
parks in Zimbabwe, for example, which occupy
some 12 per cent of the total land surface, were
largely established during the pre-independence
era to create recreational and hunting reserves
for the white minority and foreign visitors.
As late as the 1950s, communities of people
in the south of Zimbabwe

were

evicted from

land that their ancestors had inhabited for
centuries to make way

for Gonarezhou game
park. These communities were settled in
agriculturally poorer regions and were denied
access to grazing, firewood and the wild animals

At the

revenues

that

were

realised from

time, these environmentalists

same

also need to abandon theirconcepts of recreation
and aesthetic

appeal when making prescriptions
preservation of African wilderness. In
Europe where the majority of people are
urbanized and where industry is the main engine
of economic growth, the concept of nature as a
resource to be enjoyed by urban consumers is
for the

understandable. In such circumstances it makes
sense to

talk about

preserving the countryside,
economic use so that people can
enjoy an unspoilt landscape.
In Africa, however, where the majority of
people still depend for their subsistence on
agricultural production and where industry can
not remotely sustain local populations, the
concept of nature is very different. The land and
of prohibiting

its wild animals

are not a source

of aesthetic

enjoyment, but a resource to be managed so that
people can survive. Where the food supply is
insecure, where human need, shelter, health
care, education etc can barely be met because of
poverty, communities can not afford the luxury
of

preserving the countryside from human
exploitation.
As
one
Zimbabwean
environmentalist concluded.
It is impossible to talk of wildlife preservation to a farmer whose fields have been

raided

by elephant and buffalo. Unless
some tangible economic return to
support his family, wildlife is a threat not
there is

an asset.

talk

When Western environmentalists

to us

about the aesthetic and

recre-

ational

appeal of our landscape and the
need to preserve our wild animals in their
natural habitat we wonder if they would
continue to have such ideas if they shared
our poverty. For most Africans the land is
not an arena for leisure pursuits but a
means of livelihood and survival.'^
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REFLECTIONS ON RECENT PAHERNS OF
POLITICAL DEVELOMENT IN AFRICA
Yusuf Bangura
What is more, its' share of total exports

from
developing countries declined from 16 percent
to 8 percent over the same period; and its share
of least developed countries (Idc) manufactured
exports fell from 9,3 percent in 1960 to 0,4
percent in 1985.
However, the profile of decline is important as
a backdrop to understand the second issue, which
is the loss of control by African leaders in the
management oftheir economies. Through policybased lending programmes, or structural
adjustment as they came to be called, the

question of how to break out of the recurring
syndrome ofUN/Bretton Woods/bilateral donor/
non-governmental organisation (ngo)dependency
and work towards rebuilding these countries as
properly functioning and dynamic economies.
This requires long-range strategic thinking.
Economic decline and programmes of
stabilisation or restructuring have combined to
produce rapid informalisation of the public sector
and economic activities in general. This has
taken several dimensions. First, the public sector
and modem private businesses have considerably

international financial institutions have, over the

contracted

last decade and half,

bankruptcies and cuts in social service
provisioning. Those who have been directly
affected by this contraction have had no option,

problems

massively intervened in
reshaping these economies by recommending
deflationary policies of tight money, balanced
budgets, flexible exchange rates and liberal

civil strife, they may

markets. About 241 IMF/World Bank structural

specific constraints they

adjustment programmes were initiated by African
governments between 1980 and 1989.
Again, the record of recovery has been largely
poor or, in a few cases, barely satisfactory.
Countries that have done relatively well, in terms
of checking the decline, have also been larger
recipients of foreign finance. Independent

devaluation and inflation have introduced steep
cuts in real incomes, forcing individuals and

FRICAN countries

approach the end
with much
disquiet about the kinds of institutions
that would guide the social, economic and
political lives of their various peoples. It is,
indeed, difficult to predict what these institutions
will be, given the incredibly rapidly pace of
change that most societies have had to endure
during the last 15 years. Except perhaps for
Eastern Europe, which has had to shed an entire
social system that was based on central planning
in favour of one that is largely driven by market
incentives, no other region can compare
favourably with sub-Saharan Africa in terms of
the multiple shocks its institutions and peoples

A

of the twentieth century

have suffered in recent years.
Even when countries face common

of economic decline

or

differ in terms of the
will have to

overcome

because of their

history,

social structures and relations of power.

What is
more, African countries have not been exposed
to the same level or intensity of socio-economic
and political vulnerability; some have, in fact,
done pretty well on the basis of available resources
and levels of development. However, despite

researchers who have studied the outcomes do

these caveats, 1 do not intend to treat each country

not find much difference in growth

separately.

countries that have

rates between
rigorously implemented the

as a

result of retrenchment, company

but to relocate to the informal sector. Second,

household members to take on multiple jobs,
again largely in the informal sector. Third,

employers have

come to increasingly rely on
non-formal, sometimes non-legal, ways of

making profits, such as casualisation of the
workforce; sub-contracting of lines of economic
activities where this has been possible; and the
concealment of business practices in order to
avoid taxes, etc. TTius, informalisation has greatly

of

reforms and those which have stalled in their

contributed to the fiscal crisis of most states

change, which I believe are likely to affect
whatever African leaders and people do in their
search for stable economic and political

commitments. It has been much easier to liberalise

companies and individuals work out various
schemes to evade public authorities. Even
enterprises that have been empowered and

Let

state, then, the broad processes

me

institutions.
Economic

Restructuring and Informalisation

1 will not

spiend much time on the first issue. I
restructuring and informalisation,
however, in order to prepare the background for
an understanding of the political trends

discuss

themselves. The first is the decline of most
economies in much of the 1980s and 1990s.

Except for Botswana, Mauritius and Swaziland,
annual GDP growth rates of most countries were
either negative or hardly sufficient to account for
their annual rates of population growth.
Employment levels, inflation rates, balance of
payments deficits, debt ratios and the overall
fiscal situation worsened for most countries.

Indeed, Africa’s competitiveness in the

world
sharp declines. For
instance, Africa’s share of world exports dropped
from 4,5 percent in 1980 to 1,9 percent in 1991.

economy

50

has suffered

very

exchange rates and prices than to carry out
institutional reforms, such as in privatisation,
financial markets and public sector capacity;
inequalities and the incidence of poverty have
increased; and the flow of private investment
funds or direct investment has been pathetically
dismal. In fact, there has been a secular process
of dis-investment from Africa in recent years.
If one adds the interventionist programmes of
other multilateral agencies in the social and
humanitarian fields, Africa must rank as the

heavily penetrated continent by the United
Yet,
there is an inverse relationship between such
high levels of multilateral penetration and actual
economic and social development. The really
dynamic forces of economic transformation,
Trans National Corporations (TNCs) and private
capital markets, have largely avoided Africa,
except in operations dealing with mining. One
issue that beckons for serious thought is the
most

Nations system and its specialised agencies.

enriched

as

a

as

result of liberalisation and

globalisation have become very difficult to reach.
In other words, crisis and adjustment have
weakened the regulatory regi mes of most African
countries and deepened the fragmentation of
their economies. It is

one

of the ironies of social

change that programmes that were meant to
improve efficiency and regulation have largely
produced the opposite effects.
The Challenge of Political Liberalisation
Alongside the restructuring of African
economies and the rise in informal practices,
there has been a major upsurge in political
liberalisation or competition. In the face of other
major ills, such as civil wars, it is all too easily
assumed by media commentators that not much
constructive political activity goes on in the
continent. The single most important political
development of the 1990s is obviously the
Sapem September, 1995
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breakdown of the

post-independence structures

of monolithic

politics and the emergence of a
plurality of actors, centres of authority and
viewpoints. African countries have handled this
development in very different ways, some much
more creatively and completely than others, with
implications for national stabi lity, social cohesion
and regional security. Before 1990, there were
only five countries (Senegal, Botswana, Gambia,
Mauritius and Zimbabwe) which had anything
resembling multi-party political systems; and in
none of these countries had the parties which led
the struggles for independence been defeated in
elections. All other countries were runby military
or one party dictatorships. The
point should be
stressed that the situation is now completely
different. However, my purpose in this discussion
is not to celebrate political liberalisation. 1 would
like to believe that the exciting moments of the
early 1990s are somehow behind us. What is
interesting at this stage is to take a sober look at
the patterns of political liberalisation and raise
questions about how they help us to understand
the challenges facing African people at the end
of the twentieth century.
Liberalisation has produced uneven results
across Africa. The first concerns a set of countries
where

needs to be asked is whether stable
liberalisation

can

political

be sustained under conditions

of economic decline and loss of opportunities

for
majority of people who were led to
believe that democratisation would bring tangible
the vast

benefits to their lives.
A second pattern

of liberalisation refers to

where

ruling regimes, whether derived
from the military or a single party, are still very
much in control of government even though
many of the attributes of formal democracy, such
as multi-party elections,
non-homogenous
legislatures, growth in the organisations of civil
society and independent media, are in place.
Examples include Cote d’Ivoire, Guinea, Togo,
Cameroon, Ghana, Burkina Faso and Kenya. In
this set of countries, the principle of free and fair
elections is still highly contested; opposition
political parties and organisations in ci vi 1 society
have not been able to wrest power from the
governing groups through elections; and the
activities of ruling parties are still very much
inseparable from governmental practices. This
means that governments enjoy considerable
power to limit the scope ofpolitical participation,
representation, organisation and expression.
Extra-judicial forms of protest by opposition
political parties and civil organisations, which
cases

military rulers and one-party civilian
governments have been unseated by new political
parties through the medium of elections. These
countries include Benin, Mali, Niger, Cape Verde,

first type. Those of you who follow developments

Zambia, Malawi, Lesotho, South Africa and

in these countries should be aware of the constant

Madagascar. In these countries, political
competition is now fairly well tolerated; the
number of non-government owned newspapers
has increased dramatically; and there are some
attempts to separate political parties from
governmental institutions and the military.

attempts of government to detain political

However,

one

should resist the temptation to

call these countries democracies
commentators,

including

democracies

be built in

as

many

respectable
political scientists, tend to do. I do not think that
can

some

a

year or two or even

in five or ten years. This is a process which takes
generations to mature. Democratic practice needs
to become an inseparable part of a country’s
social and political culture for it to be sustainable.
Underpinning the formal attributes of a
democratic polity are three very important values:
the need for political actors to recognise the
limits of power, including the readiness to
surrender that power to democratically elected
opponents without fear of the consequences;
acceptance of the principles of moderation and
compromise as fundamental aspects ofthe process
of political bargaining; and a commitment to live
with, and support, p/ura/iYy in social and political
life. These values are very much at a low level of
development in these countries and it is quite
possible that many of the gains in the past five
years could be reversed. A major question which
Sapem September, 1995

sometimes threaten the social order, are also
more

prevalent in this set of countries than in the

opponents, obstruct the activities of opposition
groups and close down newspapers. You should
also readily recognise the tendency for opponents
to resort to riots or violent forms of demonstration,

often as a result of such governmental intolerance.
Much needs to be done in this set of countries to
break the deadlock in electoral
which
other

seems

to

competition,
focus on

frustrate attempts to

pressing issues of institutional reform.
pattern refers to cases where military

A third

rule continues to be

journalists, politicians and social activists are
routine, but new ones tend to emerge to fill the
void. The persistence of military rule in an era of
liberalisation underscores the fragile nature of
the process of political change. While I was
preparing this paper, 1 did a rough count of the
current

sub-Saharan African leaders who have

military background. It might interest

a

you to

know that about 57 percent

(28 out 49) of them
of disengagement from the
long way off. Obviously, there

do. The process

military is still a
is not much to choose between

military
dictatorship and one party rule, but the historical
record at least disadvantages military dictatorship
in one vital domain: Apart from the wars in
Southern Africa that

were

decolonisation, all other
have occured under

wars

associated with
in the continent

military rule!

Ethnic Conflicts and Civil Wars
I would now like to examine the third and final

trend, viz. the resurgence of ethnic confiicts and
civil

wars.

From 1980 to the present, one could

count up to thirteen

major wars that have occured
Angola, Mozambique,
Zimbabwe, Uganda, Ethiopia, Sudan, Rwanda,
in Africa

viz. in

—

Burundi, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Chad, Somalia
and Namibia. In other words, within the last 15

years or so, about one quarter of African states
have been racked by large scale internal eruptions,

which have led

to

considerable loss of lives.

Although these countries represent only about
15 percent of the total sub-Saharan African
population, the incidence of war, especially in
the last five years, as an option in the pursuit of
objectives, constitutes a serious problem. One
should, of course, distinguish among different
types of wars. Those of Angola, Mozambique,
Zimbabwe and Namibia, for instance, were linked
to decolonisation even though ethnic differences

intensely exploited in all four cases. The
of a racist regime in South Africa and
super-power rivalry in the sub-region made the
outcomes much bloodier than perhaps would
were

presence

dominant feature of the

have been the case. In most of the other countries,

political process. Unlike in the second set of
countries where mi litary rulers have transformed

ethnicity, elite rivalry, the gradual weakening of

themselves into civilians in order to hold

effects of conflicts in

a

on to

power, in this latter case the military continues to
rule primarily through the institutions of the

military itself. Examples in this category are
Nigeria, Gambia, Sierra Leone, Sudan and, in
some ways, Burundi. In this set of countries,
national legislatures are non-existent, talk less of
whether their membership is homogenous or
diverse. Also, open party competition is not
tolerated even though there may be a high level
of political activity in civil society. As is the
norm in political liberalisation, however, an
independent media has grown even though it
works under extremely hazardous conditions.
Newspaper closures and harassment of

state

capacity and, in

the spill-over
neighbouring countries

some ways,

combined to produce very destructive and vicious
wars. The demise of secular ideology in the

1990s helped to
dimensions of

fully

most

expose the ethnic
of these wars. The main

point is that irrespective of their origins, conflicts
tend to take

alarmingly negative ethnic
they turn into wars.
Ethnicity is, of course, not a new phenomenon
on

dimensions when

in our continent. Africa is home to

more

than one

thousand

language groups, to take just one of
ethnicity’s defining characteristics. It is obviously
the most ethnically diverse region in the world.
Apart from a few empires which incorporated
several ethnic groups, most pre-colonial societies
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relatively integrated self-governing polities.
varying stages of
development and used a complex set of
institutions to maintain social order and political
stability. They also had mechanisms for
promoting inter-ethnic relations and integration,
as well as for accommodating immigrants or
“ethnic strangers” in local communities.
Colonialism radically restructured these varied
polities in the process of integrating them into
the world market. Previously autonomous
language groups were forcibly brought together
under one polity, ignoring—or distorting—the
patterns ofsocial, economic and political relations
that were evolving in many regions. Much of
this experience is already well documented in
history books. So I will not repeat it here. My
interest is on the social and political consequences
of the dual societies project: viz. the
incompleteness of the colonial/westem impact
and the crisis which this project faced in the
were

Ethnic groups were at

1980s and 1990s.

independence, African rulers inherited
states which did not set out to consciously promote
social integration or improve the governance
capacities of the various groups that have been
incorporated in the new territorially-defined
At

societies. The colonial authorities were more

promoting the values of
single
language, an impersonal bureaucracy, scientific
rationality, and secularism — in the new public
sphere. These so-called modem values were
largely confined to the state sector. This sector
was efficient but extremely limited in scope, as
its primary purpose was to facilitateintemational
trade and mining activities, as well as to maintain
law and order. One need not belabour the point
that only a small number of Africans had access

concerned about

modernisation or westernisation — viz. a

to

this sector. It is a well known fact that the lives

decision looked sensible at the time, it failed to
address the question of how to reconstruct the
new

states on the foundations of local culture

and

institutions in order for these states to be allinclusive and sustainable. The colonial state’s
dual society model of development was, instead,
deepened. The various states were to become
“nations states” as opposed to multi-ethnic or

viz. “traditional” institutions of property

to the state sector,

identities. But the

source

of values for the

construction of those identities remained

rights,
security, military defence, health
provisioning, educational training, and
governance were downgraded or simply ignored.
Also, with very few exceptions, official languages
remained Western; very limited efforts were
made to develop the indigenous languages despite
the rapid evolution of several of them as national
or regional lingua franca. Many governments
even wentasfar as to banor discourage reference
to individuals’ ethnic or language group origins
in public discourse.
These nation-building efforts had one big
salutary effect. Despite the existence of ethnic
differences and attempts to manipulate them for
political ends, most elites resolutely believed in
the one nation ideology: the commonly expressed
view that “we are Zambians, Senegalese,
Kenyans, Tanzanians, Nigerians, Ivorians,
Zaireans or Ghanaians”, for instance, was really
deep-seated. Perhaps because ofthe long process
of separation ofelites from traditional systems of
authority and the material incentives which the
one-nation ideology provided through jobs, social
social

services, credit, subsidies, etc., even when elites
used ethnicity to pursue their goals, their strategies
were

often devoid of demands for self

in decision making and

political corollary ofthe one nation ideology was
a single political party or military rule. Since
single party regimes and the military were
themselves not democratically organised or

autonomy

governance.
In the mn-up to independence in the

1950s and

early 1960s, Africans were faced with the choice
of whether to return power to the pre-colonial
self-governing polities or to consolidate the new
states and build

cohesive nations out of them.

They emphatically chose nation-building. Indeed,
the question of redrawing state boundaries to
reflect pre-colonial experiences was laid to rest
in the Charter of the Organisation of African
Unity, which called on governments to respect
the
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inviolability of existing frontiers. While this

rapid expansion of the state sector in the
including the
fairly impressive economic growth rates that
underpi nned such expansion, helped to moderate
the political demands of elites on the new “nation

Western. The foundations of African social life,

efforts were made to give the nation-states single

determination. Indeed, it is instructive to note

and

The

1960s and first half to the 1970s,

states”. However, in recent years, economic
restructuring and political liberalisation have
profoundly undermined the post-independence
consensus and made ethnicity much more visible
and potent than hitherto. Recession and economic
restructuring have reduced the resources available

multi-national states. In other words, concerted

people continued to be regulated by
African values and institutions. Partly because
of the strategy of discouraging a united opposition
to colonial rule and partly also as a result of the
sheer dynamism of ordinary Africans themselves,
“traditional” institutions were not only ineffective
in shaping the development of the new states,
they had also lost their capacity for innovation
of most

monolithic institutions; colonial rule, one party

government, and military dictatorship.

that throughout the 1960s and 1970s, there were
only three cases of ethnic conflicts based on

separatist demands; Eritrea, which was forcibly
incorporated into Ethiopia; Biafra in Nigeria,
and Katanga (Now Shaba) in Congo (now 2^re).
However, the downside of this development
was that rulers were led to believe that the

was easy for one ethnic group or
region to exercise hegemony in national political
processes and for excluded groups to label public
institutions as ethnically-biased. If we are to
leäm anything from our history, it is that

administered, it

monolithic

or

centralised institutions of

terribly inappropriate for the
long term stability of plural societies.
Unfortunately, Africa has had three such

governance are

and thus the incentives for
disadvantaged groups or individuals to remain
loyal to previous social and political arrangement
offered by the state. In addition, ethnic affiliations
and formsofmobilisation have become important
as the scope for plural forms of organisation have
widened. I would like to stress the point that it is
impossible to liberalise ethnically plural societies
under conditions of economic decline without

ethnicity becoming a major feature of political
organisation. The demand for forms of politics that
are devoid of ethnicity is actually a pipe dream!
There are only two principal ways ethnicallydriven politics could have been moderated: if the
Western project of “one nation” had succeeded
in eliminating the multiple language groups and
their corresponding social institutions as is the
case in parts of the Caribbean and Latin America,
for instance; or if sufficient autonomy had been

given to local societies so that the institutions
that inform the values of those societies would
have formed the basis for the construction of

national states with plural identities. The latter
option would have required also a democratic
system that would allow for institutionalised
forms of power-sharing at local, sub-regional
and national levels; and the protection of various
types of minorities that multi-national polities
can readily throw up. I consider this option to be
the more viable of the two in the African context;
and it would seem to me to be the mostchallenging
act of institutional

engineering that most African

countries will have to confront

today.
good news is that there has been a timelag between the rapid rise of ethnic claims and
the demands for separate states based on exclusive
ethnicity. Predictions of a thousand or so republics
The

of mini-states,

establish,

or

or an

upsurge of mass conflicts to

deny the emergency of, such states

have been premature. Commitments to
territorial integrity of the current states are

the
still
fairly strong among most Africans even when
they disagree on how such states should function
in practice. But this is no cause for idle celebration.
Work needs to focus

on

how to set in motion

processes of institutional reform that will change
the way Africa’s states are currently structured
and

managed.G
Sapem September, 1995

TRIBUTE TO SIMANGALISO GORDON

TUTAN I
Thomas Deve

s

IMANGALISO Gordon Tutani was
born on 26 October, 1942 in

Marirangwe,
which
was
predominantly a peasant community, but
later on trekked fifty kilometres North to
Harare, Zimbabwe’s capital city where he
completed four years ofsecondary education
in 1962 at Harare

Secondary School.
Starting his musical career in the African
residential areas, then called townships, he
could not escape the influence and impact
of a migrant labour system triggered off by
colonial domination

bringing together

people of various national and ethnic
backgrounds to work in the then urban
I

centres, mines, domestic service and the
settler farms of Rhodesia.

consolidated in the group

the Broadway
Quintet which had been founded in the 1960s
in Mbare. Its founder members

were

Jonah

Marumahoko, Timothy Sikova, Andrew
Chakanyuka and Tutani. In a 1985 interview
with Gama Mutemeri, Tutani noted that “in

those

days (1960s), we used to admire the
City Quads, De Black Evening Follies and
The Pine Tops Band, all of which played
Jazz”.
The

Broadway Quintet left for Zambia in

1962 when

they were invited to take part in
political campaign for Dr Kenneth
Kaunda’s political party, UNIP. Tutani and
his group had no option but to stay in Zambia
after Kaunda’s victory, opening up a new
chapter in terms of learning from the
a

Between the 1920s and 1960s,

township
developed forms of entertainment
for urban workers through a careful
combination of indigenous African music
and western popular music.
Tutani
participated in the creation of this music as
early as 1950 when he and his friends

UK’s Elaine Delmar, American Kein

McIntyre and Zimbabwe’s Dorothy Masuka.
In addition to the performances in Zambia,
Tanzania, Swaziland and Botswana, Tutani
was actively involved in
organising lectures,
workshops and seminars covering the history
of popular music in Zimbabwe at the
University of Zimbabwe and the
Ethnomusicology programme at The

he recorded several songs
the years, and his
own original
compositions include Mateyo,
Mr Music Maker, Change Your Mind, Don't
Say Farewell, and Stand Together and be
with various groups over

Counted.
Most

string

environment where

they consolidated the
harmony singing, a three rhythm section
made up of bass, drums and guitar.
Tutani specialized in playing Jazz, a field
whose pressures are not the same as those of
mainstream pop.
His career was

Sapem September, 1995

widely known for his involvement

with music in every aspect, Simangaliso
will be remembered as a dedicated and

Simangaliso Tutani
11 September 199S

26 October 1942

—

Tsabatsaba, Kwela and Jazz, but admits
comfortable with

College of Music.

tenor saxophone,

musicians.

instruments, although most of their earlier
guitars were made out of tin cans and
ordinary thin wire. He worked in an

with the likes of

Comfortable with both the bass guitar and

in which he played the string bass and
guitar. Growing up and performing in the
townships, Tutani played with most of the
budding as well as established Zimbabwe’s

Groups with which he played and
performed with included the Pine Tops, De
Black Evening Follies, City Quads, City
Slickers, The Cool Four, The Crazy Kids,
Sheraton Brothers, Broadway Trio/Quartert/
Quintet and Body and Soul to mention a
few.
During this experience, Tutani
experimented with music styles Wk&Marabi,

acts

Hugh Masekela, Jonas
Gwangwa, Miriam Makeba, Victor Ntoni
and Todd Matshikiza, Egypt’s Leila Khaled,

Zimbabwe

founded a band called the Shelton Brothers,

was more

the other international
South Africa’s

dwellers

that he

kept together a group for more than 25 years
lending his services where they were
needed most as shown by his numerous
roles as a leader of Broadway Trio, alto
saxophonist for Body and Soul, bassist/
vocalist for Pine Tops Band, guitarist/bassist
for De Black Evening Follies, leader of
Acapella Ensemble-Sheraton Brothers and
and

Zambian

lucky to

Zimbabwe

artistes like the late Alick

Committee.

experience. They

work with great

were

Nkhata, Todd Matshikiza and

even

had the

opportunity to play a few sessions with the
Legendary Duke Ellington’s backing group
when he visited Zambia.
From

1979

gifted musician with a passion for African,
and particularly Zimbabwean jazz.
He
worked hard to develop, promote and
continue the jazz tradition in Zimbabwe,
and the fruits of his labour are enjoyed by
Zimbabwean musicians today. At the time
of his passing, he was Chairman of the

to

1981, Tutani

went to

Berkeley College of Music in the USA
where he obtained adiploma in performance.
Back home, T utani prided himself in having

National

Jazz

Festival

For those on the S ARIPS Network, Tutani
will be remembered for his performance

during the 1994 Annual Colloquium Dinner
held at the Harare Sheraton on 25 September.
For the future, Simangaliso Tutani goes
down in Zimbabwe’s music history, and
will

ever

be remembered with love and

respect.Q
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The President, the Directorate
and the

Staff of the Zimbabwe

National Chamber

of Commerce

(ZNCC) wish to express their
condolences to the Chambati

family and government
TA

on

Holdings Limited

the death

of

Mr Ariston Chambati.
Mr Chambati will be remembered
not

only for his business

but also

acumen,

African patriot

as an

whose contribution to the

and practice

theory

of Economic

Advancement will be his

greatest legacy.

May he rest in peace.
Hie Chairman, (lirfx.'tors, managemf-nt and staff of T A Holdinijs IJmiled learnt
witli deep shock and regret the untimely death of .\riston Maguranyanga
Chambati. 1 lie Hon. Ministei of Finance wlio was our former Chairman jind Chief
Executive.
a period of thirteen years been Chairman and Chief
Kxei'utive of the company, which experienced an unparalleled growth to its
present position. He was able to bring together a team of able management in
whose hands he left the future of the company. We shall miss his wise counsel
and devotion to tlie welfare of our staff and management

Mr Chambati had over

'ITie fact that he had assumed an important position in
esteem in which he was held by both the ZANU
Zimbabwe.
His suflden death is

a

AIRWAVES TRAVEL
2nd Fkx>r. Century
Baker Avenue
Harare

Government illustrates tlie
(PF) party and people of

loss to the nation and to all his friends at I' A We owe inm

Your

eal »leal as a friend and counsellor. We shiill always l emember his devotion to
duty and to tiie people of Zimbabwe to W’hom he gave his life in more than folly
a

gi

yeai s

of sei'vice

one

of the major architw'ts of the liberation movement anil
May his vision ami foresight continue to lead this nation.
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NEWSLETTER

Compiled by Thomas Deve

SARIPS ANNUAL

COLLOQUIUM

Harare, Zimbabwe. September 24-29, 1995
The 1995 SARIPS annual colloquium successfully demonstrated

that Gender has become

a

critical construct in the discourse

on

any social, cultural, economic and political issue, and provides a
critical analytical framework within which to understand the

1

unequal and gendered power relations in all societies. This
message was reinforced during the official opening of the meeting
by Cde Florence Chitauro, Zimbabwe’s minister of National
Affairs, Employment Creation and Cooperatives when she called
on institutes like SARIPS to
occupy the cutting edge in the
requisite epistemological shift.
The first two days of the main colloquium were filled with
fireworks and what evidently was a high pitched discussion on
Gender and Democracy. Keynote speakers like Pat McFadden
did not leave any stone unturned as they critiqued the male
dominated existing notions of democracy in the public and
private sphere. Some of the issues she raised were a poignant
critique of SARIPS’ major programme and panel on r/ieNafio/uiI
Question, Ethnicity and the State in Southern Africa.
Further bombshells were dropped by Kwanele Jirira in her
presentation on Alternative Frameworks for National
Development foWowedbyNomccboManzini'spaper on Gendered
Violation and Peace. From the reactions and

subsequent

discussion, it was clear that most male scholars contested the idea
of

using the gender concept at the expense of race and class. At
were tantamount to denigrating
the use of gender which they argued negated the issues of race

certain times their contributions
and class

by positing females

This debate lost

as a homogenous group.
when presentations were made

momentum

covering methodological issues in Peace and Security, brief
summaries on SARIPS’ research projects and the Media, the
State and Democracy in Southern Africa sessions. The discussion
triggered off by some of the presentations brought to the fore
certain fundamental concepts which had been classified as
problematic in presentations focussing on new methodological
issues under the theme Gender and Democracy. This contestation
was so fierce to the extent that Pat McFadden promised to
fight
on using her space in the SAPEM gender column.
In our forthcoming issues of SAPEM, we will be featuring
select papers and presentations accompanied by the various
di.scussions that took plaee and wherever possible, reproduce
them verbatim.

SARIPS also held two special pre-colloquium activities namely.
The

Conference on the
the Peace Process in

Responsibility of the Frontline States in
Angola (whose major resolutions are
reproduced herein) and the SAPEM workshop which brought
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together SARIPS divisional heads, correspondents from the subregion and the editorial team at the head office.
Finally, the colloquium brought together students on the recently
launched SARIPS Masters Programme in Regional Studies
scheduled to begin in January 1996.
Conference on the Responsibilities of the Frontline States
and Peoples in the Peace Process in Angola.
The conference on the above subject was held in Harare,
Zimbabwe from September 22-23 at the Harare international
conference centre. The meeting brought together the military,
academics, policy makers, religious leaders, media specialists
and peace activists in the region of Southern Africa.
The resolutions emanating from a round tale covered the areas
of peace education, the need for information, the engagement of
regional scholars, the involvement of the church and religious
groups, reparations by South Africa, with particular emphasis on
defining press freedom, dissemination of information, and the
role of the Youth in peace and development in the region.
1. Peace education and the role of regional intellectuals
It was resolved that either through Southern African Regional
Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS) or through a number of
regional intellectual centres, there was the need to form a structure
which would bring together scholars in the region to work for
peace and peace building. They would meet at least once a year
on linked
projects such as economics, politics, environment,
health, education and military issues as they relate to peace and
reconstruction in the region. Scholarships should be made
available to Angolans so that they can study in the region of
Southern Africa. The aim of this program would be to deepen the
healing process in the region so that there is a change from the
emphasis on security to peace and reconstruction.
There should be a regional institute for peace and peace
education in Southern Africa.
2. Information

Every effort should be made to disseminate information to
society which would assist the peace
process in the region and in Angola in particular. This involves
the making available of documents on the peace process so that
policy makers can be informed and be up to date on whether
protocols and treaties are being adhered to.
There should be no secrecy with respect to the peace process.
Openness and transparency by all parties should be encouraged
and supported.
The governments of the region should encourage the
engagement of scholars by supporting the development of books,
scientific journals, and other forms of publications on the peace
different sectors of the

process.
In this

regard, the Lusaka Protocol and the Bicesse Accords
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It

should be made available to all scholars, teachers

colleges,
region.
question of the resettlement and return of

universities and research institutes in the
3. That the

refugees be a priority and that those who lost their citizenship
result of the war be guaranteed safety on return.

as a

That the issue of

women as

citizens of their societies be

war.

Peace must involve the absence of violence at all

levels of

society. This involves freedom from fear, freedom from
protection against political, community,
military and domestic violence.
the

discrimination and
4.

Reparations

should consider

reparations to Angola. The first priority should be in the form of
support for the demining operations in Angola. That the South
African government as an act of reparations for the atrocities
carried out in Angola during the apartheid years, assist Angola
in Mine clearance, pro bono. It should
Denel should not profit from mine

be clear that Armscor or
clearance operations in

Angola nor should this be an opportunity for them to do research
on how to develop better landmines.
Reparations should not be only in a material form such as mine
clearance and the provision of information as to where mines are
placed. There should be moral reparations in the sense that there
should be discussion all

over

South Africa

on

the role of South

Angola. The moral reparations would be an
cooperation in the region.
5. The Church and moral leadership in the region
There was the suggestion that the church could play a role in
building and supporting initiatives for peace in the region. It was
noted that there were superlative efforts by the church in the
peace process in Mozambique. Mention was also made of the
efforts by different sections of the church in Angola. The role of
the Ecumenic women for peace was noted.
It was also noted that sections of the church played an active
role in supporting the colonial state and supported the anti
communist crusade during the cold war. It was also noted that
the church needed to be self critical and open if it were to play
a more positive role in the peace process.
It was also noted that there were new churches operating under
the banner of evangelical churches which have supported the

Africa in the

war

destabilisation of communities in the region.
There was also the concern of sections of the church on the

reproductive rights. The
meeting noted with approval the call by Bishop Desmond Tutu

issues of domestic violence and the

of South Africa that poor African women should have the right
to abortion on demand. The view of the conference was that
this

was an area

where the church should take the lead in the

region.
6. Women and Peace
The conference called for a new definition

of security in

Southern Africa. The traditional concept of security does not
take into account the violence against women and children. A

concept of peace was needed which included freedom from
fear, freedom from hunger, the availability of health care,
freedom from fear of political violence and the supremacy of
new

human
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beings.

of Angola in many ways were at

It was the view of the conference that the governments of the
region should do their utmost to enhance trade with Angola,
especially with indigenous business persons from Angola and in
the Southern Africa region.
It was the view of the conference that the peoples of the region
should determine the priorities in trade. That the need for drugs
and pharmaceutical products should take priority over beer and

luxury items.

That the issue of trade with

Angola should be the basis of a
special meeting. It was also recommended that as far as possible,
UNAVEM III should procure items for its operations in Angola
in the region of the Frontline states.
It was also agreed that in terms of the personnel needed for the
Humanitarian efforts, the UN should tap into the personnel and
institutions of the region before turning to countries in Western
Europe.
8. Press Freedom
It

was

noted that the international media has played a negative

role in the

war.

It

was

also noted that the international media

stressed destruction and violence and that this

was a more

area of reporting instead of reporting on peace.
The media stressed the negative aspects of Africa rather than

profitable

in

essential element of future

women

7. Trade and Reconstruction

other

That South Africa and its government

noted that the

struggle for peace and reconstruction. The
representative of the women’s movement called on the
governments in the region to invest in women and children
instead of weapons and jets of war.

a

priority and that there should be the articulation of legislation
which discourages the discrimination against women.
It was agreed that peace cannot be defined as the absence of

was

the forefront of the

positive aspects inherent in the peace process. It was noted
of disinformation and psychological
warfare against Africans.
It was agreed that there was need for press freedom in Angola.
There was also the need for broadcasters and journalists from
the region to go to Angola to report on the progress of the peace
process so that the region may be kept abreast with the peace
the

that this follows the pattern

process.
9. Youth and Education
It

was

noted that the

run

down of educational institutions in

Angola stifled the youth in that society.
One young Angolan complained that the youth were the ones
who have been fighting and that they did not know peace.
The conference agreed to cooperate with the African Centre
for the Constructive Resolution of Disputes (Accord) or South
Africa on the issue of Peace and Development in the region. This
would involve special training progammes for youth in
development skills. These would include life skills, technical
skills, business skills and peace skills.
There will be an effort by ACCORD and S ARIPS to coordinate
massive national service programme

for the youths of the
region to assist in the reconstruction of Angola..
It was recommended that every University in Angola gives at
least two scholarships to Angolans. It was also agreed that
SARIPS would approach the Ministry of Higher Education to
ensure that Angolans had easier access to institutes and teacher
a

training colleges in Zimbabwe.
10. Peace, Democracy and Human Rights.
The meeting resolved that the question of peace could not
be separated from the questions of democracy and human

rights.□
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